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Abstract 
Agent of Impenal Change: lames MacQueen 
and the British Empire, 1 778- 1 870 
This thesis examines the long and varied career of James MacQueen ( 1778- 1870). a 
passionate and secmingly indefatigable Scotsman who spent his life attempting to consolidate 
British imperial power in the old empire of the West Indies, and introduce it to what he hoped 
would be part of a new empire in Afica. Although always a dedicated impenalist, his work in 
four specific capacities is highlighted: as a pro-slavery polemicist during the last decade of the 
emancipation debate, 1 523-3 3; as an agent for the Colonial Bank 1836-3 8; as founder and general 
supe~tendent of the Royal Mail Steam Packet Company, 1837-44; and as a geographer, 1820- 
70. In each of these endeavours MacQueen acted as an "agentw--an impenal go-between-- 
attempting to bind Great Britain closer to two of its peripheries. Although his grand plans for 
expansion into AWca never found much support, he did help consolidate central power through 
the establishment of metropolitan-controlled and government-chartered companies in the 
Caribbean colonies, and by filling in the so-called "blank spots" of Afica. On the one hand, 
MacQuee~i brought the metropolis to the periphery, and on the other, he brought the periphe~y to 
the metropolis. 
As one bom during the Arnerîcan War of Independence and dying on the eve of the 
partition of AWca, MacQueen lived in a p e n d  that historiaus once deemed "anti-imperial." 
More recent scholars have revised this view, mainly by redefhing impenalism, and this thesis 
continues along this line by delineating some of the subtler mechanics of Empire; specif cally, 
those with which MacQueen was involved: labour, banking, communications, and geography. 
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Introduction 
Building Bridges in a Turbulent Empire: 
The Life and Work of James MacQueen 
James MacQueen' (1 778- 1870) was a dedicated imperialist who devoted the major portion 
of his career attempting to preserve, defend and expand the British Empire at a tirne when it was 
of linle interest to most people in his country.' He had grand plans for expanding the Empire. 
especially in AWca. Ln the tradition of Richard Hakluyt, arguably Britain's first great armchair 
imperialist, MacQueen could wax sentimental about the Empire in the hope of inspiring his 
countrymen to action. in the "Epistle Dedicatory" (to Sir Frances Walsingham), in the firot 
edition of The Principal Voyages of the English Nation ( 15 W), Hakluyt wrote: 
For, wttich of the kings of this land before Her Majesty, had their banners ever seen in the Caspian Sea? 
Which of them hath ever deait with the Emperor of Persia, as Her Majesty hath done, and obtained for 
her merchants large and loving privileges? Who ever found English consuls and agents at Tripolis in 
Syria, at Aleppo, at Babylon, at Basra, and which is more whoever hear of Englishmen at Goa before 
no& What Englisb ships did heretofore ever anchor in the rnighty river of Plate? Pass and re-pas the 
unpassable (in former opinion) sn-aight of Magellan, range dong the Coast of Chile, Pew,  and al1 the 
backside of Nova Hispania [Mexico], further than any Christian passed, traverse the mighty breadth of 
the South Sea, !and upon the Luzones brincipai isiand of the Philippines] in despite of the enemy, enter 
into alliance, amity and t r a c  with the princes of the Moluccas. and the isle of Java, double the famous 
Cape of Bona Speranza, arrive at the ide of St Helena, and l a s  of ail r e m  home most richly laden with 
the commodities of China. as the subjeca of this now tlourishing monarîhy have 
Hakluyt's magnum opus was meant to persuade the government and the public to sponsor and 
support overseas expansion. Likewise, in 182 1, in what was also ostensibly a geographical work. 
MacQueen addressed his readers directly: 
Unfold the map of the worid. We command the Ganges-fortified at Bombay, the Indus is our own. 
Possessed of the islands in the mouth of the Persian Gulf, we command the outlets of Persia, and the 
rnouths of the Euphtes ... We command at the Cape of Good Hope; Gibraltar and Malta belonging to 
us, we controul the Mediterranean. Let us plant the British standard on the Island of Socotora4--upon 
the island of Fernando PoJ--and inland upon the banks of the Niger, arid then we m y  say Asia and 
.%?ic;l-for al1 their productions and al1 their wants--are under ou- controul. It is in our power. Nothing 
can prevent us.' 
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But also much like Hakluyt. MacQueen died before his country realized any of his grand dreams. 
The govemment flatly refused to sponsor large-scale expansion h to  AWca in this period, and 
there was never enough sustained public interest to mount major private endeavours on the scale 
that MacQueen advocated. Thus as a driving force behind direct territorial expansion--in 
imperialisrn in its traditional sense-MacQueen was largely a failure. 
Lnstead, MacQueen's contributions to the British Empire were to be in the much humbier 
and more mundane fields of banking, mail, and geography. Although his Afica plans run as an 
undercurrent throughout, this thesis focuses on MacQueen's work in four specific capacities: as 
a pro-slavery and West hdian polernicist, as an agent for the Colonial Bank, as the founder and 
agent of' the Royal Mail S t e m  Packet Company, and as a geographer of AWca. It analyzes how 
these contributions influenced the shape and development of the British Empire on an individual 
level, and what they c m  tell us, when examined collectively, about the Empire generally in the 
period between the so-called "tirst" and "second" British empires. 
I have used the word "agent" to characterize MacQwen and his varied work because the 
term singularly describes his role relative to the Empire on a number of different levels. Firstly, 
MacQueen was literally an agent for at least two companies, the Colonial Bank and the Royal 
Mail Steam Packet Company, in addition to being solicited by the Colonial Office to be its agent 
for the Niger Expedition of 1841. Secondly, he was more of an unofficial agent for other groups, 
such as the Scotch Distillen and more significantly, the West Indian colooists as a whole. Along 
these same lines, his constant promotion of Afiica? in the hopes of "selling" the public and the 
govemment on the continent's potential to Britah, was much like an agent's. h a broader sense 
of the defuiition. MacQueen also either represented or acted directly as a motivating force through 
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individual lobbying and public writing. And finally, even a "chernical agent" does not seem 
inappropriate when thinking of MacQueen because of the belligerent and caustic nature of much 
of his writing. which-as will be seen in the thesis-often had an effect similar to sornething like 
agent orange regarding public debates over complicated issues. 
Before inwducing the nature and significance of MacQueen's work, it would be usefui 
to provide a brief sketch of MacQueen's life, to provide both flesh to the subject as well as a 
persona1 context for his work. 
MacQueen was a Scotsman h m  near Glasgow. Of course, the Scottish educational 
system, as well as Scottish connections to the Industrial Revolution and colonial trade, 
undoubtedly had an enormous influence on MacQueen. But except for the occasional Gaelic 
phrase Ui his writing, MacQueen's national heritage is invisible in bis work. AAer looking at his 
li fe in retrospect, MacQueen rnust be described as more British than anything eise, and suppons 
Linda Colley's conclusion that the Empue, in addition to the long war against Napoleon. provided 
an important opportunity to uni@ Scots and English into "Bntons."' And indeed, MacQueen 
spent virtually al1 of his life hating the French, and the majority of his life in London, fighting for 
a specifically British Empire. 
MacQueen was also a man of linle means, with no family connections of consequence. 
Over the years, he did build up a network of influential niends, fiom powemil West hdia 
merchants and banking men, such as John M g  and Lord Ashburton, to important publishen and 
cartographers, such as William Blackwood and John Arrowsmith. MacQueen even becarne allies 
with Thomas Fowell Bwcton, the eminent antislavery leader, who, along with these other men, 
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would help M e r  MacQueen's numerous ideas and schemes regarding the Empire. But his lack 
of persona1 influence also meant that MacQueen was forced to rely largely on his expertise and 
polemical ski11 as his only means of exerting leverage. He usually tried to lobby individuals 
pnvately first, but if this did not work, he would "go public" in the hopes of bringing &pressure 
tiorn without" to bear on his cause. MacQueen even used this tactic for defence, as seen during 
his bitter falling out with Irving and the RMSP Company in 1842. AAer resigning fiom the 
Company, MacQueen continued to send reports on the Company fiom the ou?side, much to the 
irritation of the management. Afier being criticized for this activity, and failing to get a 
cooperative response to these reports, MacQueen threatened that "unless 1 receive a distinct. 
satisfactory. and civil answer, 1 will at once lay the communication made [i.e. the report 
submitted] before the pub~ic."~ 
On the other hand, MacQueen also had a strong sense of social rank and propriety. For 
example, during his dispute with Royal Mail, MacQueen was blamed by Irving for most of the 
Company's current problems at a meeting ofshareholders, a meeting in which MacQueen hirnself 
was in attendance. MacQueen responded with a series of published letters to clear his name 
becaw. he explained, 'Mien the respected Chairman's rank and station in society are considered, 
something more becomes necessary fiom an humble individual like myself than [a] bold and 
simple denial.'" Furthemore, MacQueen made it a point not to cnticize h i n g  directly, but 
aimed his £ire at "humbler" subordinates. As we shaU see, these common conceptions about the 
social order would also infiuence his work in defending siavery, and affected his vision of the 
Empire overall. MacQueen's own acceptance of his subordhate position in this hierarchy, which 
helped defme his role as an "agent" for powerful metropolitan hterests, adds a West indian 
ktariation to the thesis recently forwarded by P.J. Cain and A.G. Hopkins regarding the 
predominance of "gentlemanly capitalists" in London in directing British overseas expansion at 
lsast until 1850." 
One reason MacQueen made a good agent was because he was an indefatigable worker 
with a hardy constitution. Perhaps working fifieen years as a plantation manager in the West 
hdies "seasoned" him in a sense. Most of his significant work regarding the Empire took place 
after 182 1, the year he published, at age forty-three, A Geographicaf and Commercial Vieiv of 
8orthern and Central Africa. Over the next decade, he published two more books, fi fieen articles 
in Blackwood's Edinburgh Magazine, and innumerable other articles, addresses and open letters 
in various colonial joumals such as the Royal Gazette (Jamaica) as well as the Giasgow Courier, 
of which he was owner and editor between 182 1 and 183 1. He toured the entire Caribbean three 
separate thnes in the 1830s and early 40s, spending little more than a few days in each island. He 
was busiest in the late 1830s, as in 1838, when he was an agent for both the Colonial Bank and 
R!4SP Company, and an adviser to both Buxton and the Colonial Office regrding AEca and the 
slave trade. h 1840 he published A Geographical S w e y  ofAfiica, and tumed to making detailed 
maps of the continent. By the t h e  he joined the Royal Geographical Society in 1 845, aged sixty- 
eight, he had become one of the country's leading experts on Afiica. He would present six papers 
to the Society over the next fifteen years. In the 1860s, MacQueen worked as a correspondent 
for the London newspaper, the Morning Adveriiser, and CO-authored a book with die explorer 
Richard Burton on the Nile question in 1864 (by which time he was eighty-six years old) with 
some of the r e p ~ t e d  articles. 
The image of MacQueen spending his life poring over stacks of parliarnentary papers, and 
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scnbbling late into the night to produce a steady stream of dry works such as his Sfatisrics oj'rhe 
British Empire (1 836) makes him appear almost as a caricature fiom a novel of his famous 
contemporary, Charles Dickens. Like a Scrooge or Thomas Gradgrind, there is no evidence in 
his published work of any sense of humour or any interest beyond the confines of "business." 
Instead, MacQueen seems to have seen the world largely through statistics--in ternis of miles, 
degrees, shillings and pence--and analyzed it only in terms of potential profit or state strategy. 
His witings also often have an extremely angry and paranoid tone to hem--which could erupt 
into fury at times-as one fighting against the world. His life of undeniably hard and dedicated 
work often seems to have k e n  done only in spite of hurnanity, not because of it. Perhaps this 
public demeanour helps explain why, as an activist for grand schemes in distant lands (like Mrs. 
Jellyby), he failed to fmd much sympathy amongst the British public. 
Of course it is unfair to characterize MacQueen the man too much since polemical writing 
hardly offers accurate information about the author himself. 1 have only provided a general sketch 
of him to try and bring rny subject to life. Moreover this thesis is not a bioyaphy of MacQueen's 
life, but a description and analysis of his work which related to the British Empire. What little 
information has survived about MacQueeo's persona1 life is utilized only when it impinged on 
this work." 
Excepting an entry in the Dictionary of National Biography, there has been no scholarly 
examination solely on MacQueen and his career. He has remained in the footnotes of histories, 
with several references to his individual endeavours, especially in geography and the debate over 
slavery. but no comprehensive analysis. Philip D. Curtin has probably done the most extensive 
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review, devoting just over twenty pages of his seminal work on British attitudes toward Africa 
to MacQueen's geographical and strategic ideas." Others have also acknowledged MacQueen's 
significance in lesser degrees. K. Onwuka Dike placed MacQueen in his "constellation of 
illustrious narnes," a list of famous Bntons interested in Afiica, which included Sir Joseph Banks. 
Mungo Park and the Lander brothers." G.E. Metcalf also provided a good analysis of 
MacQueen's influence on T.F. Buxton's ideas and plans regarding the Niger Expedition in his 
introduction to the reissue of Buxton's 1840 book, The African Slme Trade and Ifs Remedy. '' 
But most of MacQueen's work as a geographer with interest in Afiica has been little more than 
mentioned in a nurnber of other studies." 
So, too, with MacQueen's work defending slavery and the West hdia colonies, where 
historians have often referenced MacQueen, without examkkg his work critically itself. While 
sorne scholars such as Christopher Fyfe have recognized MacQueen as "a champion of the West 
India interest,"16 he is usually only mentioned to provide a representative of the pro-slavery side 
in the emancipation debate. For example, William Green calls MacQueen's attack on Sierra 
Leone (the aboiitionist settlement for fieed slaves in West Afkica), "the classic tirade against the 
colony."" Martin Lynn labels MacQueen a "major pmtagonist" in the emancipation debate,I8 
while David Geggus uses him to represent the pro-slavery lobby in the public debate over Haiti.I9 
He is also mentioned in both W.L. Burns' dated history of emancipation and apprenticeship, as 
well as in Joseph Lowell Ragatz's classic study of the West hdia interest for his notable 
participation in the pamphlet war over emancipation." 
Finally, MacQueen's role in the establishment of the Colonial Bank and the Royal Mail 
Stearn Packet Company has been almost ignored, though in this case largely because these topics 
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themselves have received little examination. The officia1 history of the Colonial Bank only 
briefly mentions MacQueen, while that for the RMSP Company does not mention him at all." 
.A more recent. though largely non-scholarly, book on the Royal Mail line at least notes the 
essential role MacQueen played in the formation of the Company." 
Thus, my first goal in this thesis is to provide an examination of MacQueen's contribution 
to these individual endeavours themselves. Chapter One is mostly a background chapter to 
provide a context for MacQueen's later work. It describes MacQueen's early career and tries to 
lûcate the formative influences on his ideas and skills before the 1820s. Fédon's Rebellion, and 
the French Revolution generall y, figure promhently as major influences on MacQueen' s Mie  fs, 
panicularly those regarding authority and property, while life in Glasgow gave him a stronger 
appreciation for the colonies and impenal oppomuiities generally. And as owner and editor of 
the Giasgow Cowier, MacQueen sharpened his skills as a public polemicist in the oftentimes 
ruthless world of newspaper warfare. 
Chapter Two describes MacQueen's participation in the last decade of the emancipation 
debate, 1823-33, when he came to prominence as a public defender of slavery and the West india 
colonies. The nature of MacQueen's propaganda, rc? in the context of other maimixeam defences 
of slavery, helps pinpoint the fundamental points of the pro-slavery position, which has been 
largely stereotyped, if not ignored, in any d y s i s  of the debate. We find both a position that in 
some ways did not M e r  significantly fiom the antislavery viewpoint, as well as tensions between 
the various West hdia interests in the metropolis, provinces, and colonies. MacQueen's 
supposed extremism regarding slavery is dso assessed in light of later developrnents in the West 
Lndies. as well as his own subsequent acceptance by the govemment and even by the abolitionists. 
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Finally. MacQueen also brought out issues of trusteeship during the emancipation debate by 
implicitly asking that if the West india colonies were indeed on the decline, what should be donr 
with them? 
MacQueen's strong and steadfast defence of the colonies gave him a great deal of 
credibility and authority arnongst West indian colonials and rnetropolitan merchants, and 
consequently made him one of the few credible "bridges" for post-emancipation reconstruction. 
Chapters Three and Four focus on two aspects of this reconstruction with which MacQueen was 
involved between 1836 and 1844. The former examines some of the fuiancial restructuring of 
the West M i e s  through MacQueen's experience in forming the Colonial Bank. The latter 
concems West tndian communications through MacQueen's far more involved role with the 
Royal Mail S t e m  Packet Company, a firm of which he was both founder and general 
superintendent. In each case, MacQueen worked as the principal agent for metropolitan 
mercantile elites (in fact, many of the directors overlapped both companies), and was responsible 
prirnarily for erecting an infrasrnichire in the various West Indian colonies. These two companies 
remain his most tangible legacies to the British Empire. 
Chapter Five coven MacQueen's career as a geographer in the last half-century of his life. 
Examining his geographical work and tracing its evolution over such a long duration provides 
valuable insight h to  the nature and development of British geography as a whole between 1 820 
and 1870. This was a truîy unique period for British geography, as it became a professionalized 
discipline at the same time that Afiica was being "opened" by British explorers, missionaries and 
traders. MacQueen himself became interested in Afiica fiom travel literature and the prospects 
for commercial gain, and initially used geography in a deliberate way to promote his own scheme 
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to stan an Africa Company. His plan never rnaterialized, but MacQueen did become one of 
Britain's few experts on AWca. even before he became a fellow of the Royal Geographical 
Society in 1815. 1 use MacQueen's career as a geographer to argue that for the first time since 
geography had become a recognizable discipline in Britain (that is, fiom about the end of the 
sixteenth century), it was no longer the conspicuous partner of British irnperialism. 
MacQueen played a significant role in each of these individual fields and his contributions 
to hem ments king told for the fiesh light that his work cm throw on them. On the other hand, 
it is no coincidence that MacQueen embarked on these seemingly disparate endeavours, and his 
story offers a unique opportunity to compare different episodes in British impenal history that 
might not othenvise have been examined together. What we find is that MacQueen's successes 
and failures in the slavery debate, with the Colonial Bank, the RMSP Company, and as a 
geographer do indeed share a common thread regarding the nature of BWsh irnpsrialism and the 
British Empire generally at this time, and 1 have tried to highlight and trace this thread through 
each chapter. 
Generalizing about the period behveen the first and second British empires has challenged 
imperial historians for more than one hundred years. From the very birth of British imperial 
history in the Victorian age, scholars have found even the concept of the "British Empire" 
between 1783 and 1870 probleniatic. A hodge-podge of territones collected over 300 hundred 
years for various reasons, the b'Empire'' seemingly had no comrnon history, no @hg structure, 
and no uniform policies. Sir John Seeley 's famous comment made in 1 88 1, that "We seem, as 
it were, to have conquered and peopled hdf  the world in fit of absence of mind," shows that fiom 
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the beginning of the discipline, British impenal historians have had difficulty in making sense of 
the Ernpire.13 in a similar vein. more recent historians such as D.K. Fieldhowe have described 
the modem British Empire as "a multiplicity of possessions [which] had nothing in common but 
thcir subjection."'" ûther British imperial scholars have even mused whether or not there was an 
empire at al1 in the nineteenth century, noting the lack of an organized and efficient central 
authority. After descnbing the Colonial Office as a "glorified Cucumlocution Department," Ged 
Martin went on to argue (in a review essay) that "on the test of central control, the Empire cornes 
to look less like one monolithic structure but rather a bundle of relationships between a strong 
power and a diversity of weaker temtorie~."~~ 
Historians have had even more difficulty in characterizhg British imperialism-that is, the 
nature of British expansion-between the two empires. For a number of seemingly solid reasons, 
scholars such as R.L. Schuyler used to describe this period as  one characterized by "anti- 
imperialisrn," where the mother country was relinquishing power to the old colonies, and 
remained uninterested h acquiring new ones? The loss of the Amencan colonies, the growing 
influence of Adam Smith's ideas regarding laissez-faire cconomics, and the development of 
industrial capitalism, changed, if not soured' attitudes toward formal empire well into the 
nineteenth century. For example, in 1808, the Edinburgh Review announced its conclusion 
regarding the Empire: "Independence is a stage at which al1 distant and prosperous colonies are 
destined ultimately to arrive. If foresight does not voluntady relax the ties of the metropolis. 
force will in time assuredly break them."" More imporiantly, policies changed drastically. The 
central government by and large refwd to sponsor formal expansion as it had for the past three 
centuries--that is, by ganting a charter to an individual or Company, with rights to monopoly and 
annexation. The mercantilist system was also eroded fiom the 1820s onward, culminating with 
the Sugar Duties Act of 1 816" (the impenal equivalent of the repeal of the Corn Laws) and the 
abolition of the Navigation Acts in 1849. For the white settlement colonies, "anti-imperial" 
sentiments manifested into the idea of "responsible govemment," represented by Lord Durham's 
Report of 1839, whereby sovereignty would be gradually relinquished by the mother country as 
the coiony "matureà"--perhaps to evennial independence. As early as 1825, William Huskisson. 
President of the Board of Trade 1823-27 and dnving force behind the first curtailrnents to the 
Navigation Acts, argwd the case for "hedorn" fiom the impenal bond for Canada, in the hopes 
of avoiding the American precedent: 
1 c m o t  doubt, that without any other encouragement than W o m  of trade, and a lenient administration, 
these [Le. North American] Provinces will, henceforward, make the most rapid strides toward 
prosperity;-that connecting their prosperity with the liberal treatment of the Mother Country, they will 
neither look with enw at the growth of other States on the same Continent, nor wish for the dissolution 
of old, and the formation of new, political connexions ... [L]et us, as the parent m e ,  fils our dirties with 
al1 proper kindness and liberality. This is true wisdom; affording us, on the one hand, the best chance 
of perpetuating a solid and useful connexion, and on the other, the best hope if (which God avert!) in the 
progress of human events, that connexion is ever to be dissolved, that the separation may not be 
ernbittered by acrimony and bl~odshed.'~ 
Ln 195 2 Vincent Harlow revised the "anti-imperid" interpretation somewhat by questioning 
whether the American Revolution was the real cause of this retreat fiom empire. He argued that 
Britain had adopted a '?rade, not dominion" philosophy of empire by the end of the Seven Years' 
War, when developments in science, industry, and the British predorninance at sea led "a self- 
confident island people to search the oceans for new markets.'930 But in this search, British 
administrations made a conscious effort to avoid creating another (white) settlement empire, 
which inevitably involved costly and difficult responsibilities of imperial control. Instead, this 
new empire would be an exclusively "commercial empire based on alliance with coloured 
peoples."" 
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Most scholars have accepted Harlow's conclusion that the "swing to the East" and the 
foundations of the second empire came more as a result of the Seven Years' War, and not the 
American War of independence; although, as Peter Marshall has noted, the demarcation line 
between the two empires depends on the criteria one uses, whether it be interest and aims, or 
wealth, trade, colonists and temtory3' Bui were British administrations anti-empire, as scholars 
up to. and including, Harlow had suggested? A year after Harlow's book was published Ronald 
Robinson and John Gallagher rffectively demolished this traditional interpretation altogether by 
first noting the simple fact that the British Empire grew enormously in this so-called period of 
*'anti-impenalism."') Where in some places little more than toe-holds had once been in the late 
eighteenth century, entire continents and sub-continents were under Bntish control by 1870. 
including al1 of Canada, Australia and india. Al1 of this-plus temtories acquired in Lower 
B m a ,  Cape Colony, China, West Afirica, and scattered islands in the South Atlantic, indian and 
Pacific Oceans-was acquired before the onset of the "new" imperialism! The c m  of their 
article, however, was in redefining irnperialism. which was done by demonstrating how "free 
trade" policies were only a new means of exerting impenal control. In contrast to Seeley's 
famous quip, Robinson and Gallagher saw a conscious and deliberate expansion of the British 
economy into the world, in which political force would only be used (but used nevertheless) if 
a region somehow resisted "informai" integration with the British irnperial nexus. 'Ihus, the only 
difference between frectrade policies of the nineteenth century, and the mercantilist policies of 
before, was the British government's "willingness to limit the use of paramount power ... in 
contrast to the mercantilist use of power to obtain commercial supremacy and monopoly through 
political possession."" In their larger work on Bntish imperialism in AWca, they expanded on 
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the conscious role played by the government. which they termed the ''officia1 mind," in designing 
policies favouring British economic expansion: 
However liberal in principle, Victorian scatesmen in practirr never rninimised the role of governent in 
riIl this ... But now liberation, not acquisition, was more often the aim of power; and fiee trade, not 
monopoly, was its device. ALI over the worId the Canningites and Palmerstonians exened their strength 
to bring about politica! conditions favouring commercial advance and liberal awakening.'' 
Citics of Robinson and Gallagher have challenged their defuiition of imperialism as being too 
broad, and have questioned, for example, whether or not Bntain's involvement in certain regions 
such as Latin America c m  really be classified as ~ u c h . ' ~  Nevertheless, it is clear that very few 
historians since the 1960s are willing to characterize this p e n d  as "anti-imperiali~tic.~ In fact, 
some scholm have sought to expose the 'myths of 'Linle England'," questionhg even such 
seemingly straightforward statements as Disraeli's oftquoted comment made in 1852 that "these 
wretched colonies ... are a millstone round our neck~."~' 
With the existence of British imperialism in this period largely a given, most scholars 
have now focused on refining the imperid dynamic with more sophisticated and detailed analysis 
of both the "metropolitan" and "peripheral" forces at work.19 Some have continued to see the 
expansion of the British economy as the touchstone of early and mid-nineteenth century British 
imperialism, and have examined, for example, the composition of the metropolitan leaders 
directing this trade." in fact, some scholars have gone a step m e r  dong these lines by arguing 
that imperiaiist policies were merely hdmaidens  to a (supra-national) system of an expanding 
modem capitalism." Other scholars have examined how industnalization and developments in 
metropolitan technology encouraged and facilitated expansion, particularly developments in 
stearn power fiom the 1820s onward, in medicine in the 1840s and SOS (especially quinine 
prophylaxis), and in firearms (namely ''the breechloader revolution" of the 1 860s).12 The 
evolution of the Colonial Ofice also affected the development of the Empire. in its early years 
at the beginning OC the nineteenth century, it was a small and reactive office; but after 1832, with 
a reformed Parliament, three decades of experience, and able undersecretaries such as James 
Stephen (the younger) or Lord Howick (later, the third Earl Grey), the Colonial Onice became 
a more organized professional and proactive department of govemment, and one at least capable 
of formulating long-terni impenal policies." Finally, one must not forget the humanitarian 
impulse borne of the Enlightenment and the Evangelical revival. Missionary activity, the 
formation of societies for aborigines protection, the antislavery campaign, etc. ail had imperial 
Even the governrnent became more "humanitarian" by the late eighteenth cenniry, 
according to George Mellor, when "'trusteeship" became the justiming principle underpinning 
imperial control." Edmund Burke first used the concept of trusteeship during the debate on 
Charles James Fox's East India Bill in 1783, in which he explained that: 
al1 political nile which is set over men, and that all pnvilege claimed or exercised in exclusion of them, 
being wholly artificial, and for so much, in derogation from the naturai equality of mankind at large, 
ought CO be in some way or other exercised ultimately for their benefit ... such rights or privileges, or 
niiatever else you choose to cal! them, are in the sûictest sense, a trust; and it is of the very essence of 
every tnrst to be rendered accounrable.'"" 
The concept was soon applied beyond India to British domiaance anywhere. The principle had 
revolutionary implications for nineteenth-cenhiry British imperialism. On the one hand, the idea 
of trusteeship implied that colonies were no longer viewed as metely economic units to be 
exploited to their maximum for the sole benefit of the mother country. On the other hand, 
trusteeship added a fiesh Unpetus to imperial expansion as well as an entirely new dimension to 
the justifications for imperial d e .  
Peripherai analyses have focused on the "puiling" forces which drew the metropolis into 
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more control over certain regions. In his later years, for example, Ronald Robinson himsçlf 
became more convinced of the prirnacy of these forces in explaining European expansion, and 
developed theories emphasizing the role of native collaboration and other "excentric" forces.'" 
A theory incorporating more than economic imperatives of imperialism is John S. Galbraith's 
"turbulent fiontier" thesis. '' Galbraith found the British drawn into more and more control over 
regions (he used India as his case study), not as a result of calculated decisions for economic gain, 
but to quel1 various crises. D.K. Fieldhouse applied this thesis more comprehensively to expiain 
al! European expansion between 1830 and 19 
The "penpherai" explanations of nineteenth-centuy imperialisni came partially fiom 
pioneering regional studies. MacQueen's two areas of interest, West Afica and the West Indies, 
provide excellent examples. K. Onwuka Dike's Tade  and Politics in the Niger Delta I8jO-188j 
became a classic because it was one of the first detailed studies of Nigeria. But it was also one 
of the fust peripheral explanations for British expansion. Dike examined how the decline of the 
slave trade and the British suppression of this trade gradually undermined native authority to the 
point of collapse; consequently, British consuls were induced to fil1 the vacuum, which ultimately 
led to crown colony administration by the central governmed' In his study of Old Calabar, the 
town on the south-eastem Coast of Nigeria and peopled largely by the E&, A.J.H. Latham 
aflirmed this view of Bntain as the "reluctant imperialist": "the last thing whkh Bntain wanted 
was to becorne involved in Efik politics, still less to assert political control. Yet very gradually 
Bntain was drawn into Efik affairs, almost without king aware of the fact'"' A.G. Hopkins also 
insisted that British expansion into this region can only be explained by indigenous conditions, 
primarily unstable economic conditions brought on by the transition to "legitknate co~nmerce."~' 
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The peripheral explanation can also be applied to the "old" parts of the British Empire. 
such as the West indies. indeed the concept of the "turbulent frontier" works very weil here. 
The turbulence brought on by "the slavery question" seems a classic example of how the British 
government reluctantly found itself taking on more control in reaction to certain difficulties. D.J. 
Murray's detailed study of British colonial policy 1801-34 is the story of government oficials 
content at the "general supervision" of the West India colonies until compelled to organization 
and action fiom outside sources, such as the sudden windfall of ceded temtory in need of 
administration after the Napoleonic Wars, and the pressure exerted by the humanitarians to 
introduce antislavery rneasures in the colonies.53 Intervention increased markedly after 
emancipation to s u p e ~ s e  apprenticeship and to create new, uniforrn, legislation in place of the 
oid slave codes. Initially, then, emancipation brought govement involvement to protect the 
freedmen, but, argues William Green, after the labour crisis of the late 1830s, the governrnent 
intervened to defend the plantocracy: %e pnonties of Glenelg and Stephen [Colonial Secretary 
and Undersecretary, respectively. at this the]-namely. protecting the liberty of fieedmen against 
encroachments fiom the planters--were supplanted by an official determination to reinforce the 
planters and preserve plantation agric~lturr."~ Pieter C. Emmer goes M e r  to describe how the 
govemment became involved in the West indies at the political, economic, judicial and social 
levels for both the planters and the fieedmen.55 
I have briefly sketched a some of the salient characteristics of the British Empire during 
MacQueen's lifetirne, and outlined how historians have characterized its expansion and 
maintenance at this time, in order to provide a better understanding of what MacQueen's 
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esperience can tell us. MacQueen's work as an agent--for the West indian colonials, for the 
Colonial Bank and Royal Mail, and even "for" AEca (as a geographer and promoter)--working 
in Britain for British-based interests, for the purpose of forguig more permanent btidges with the 
colonies and the wider world. suggests a significant shift in the nature of the Empire and 
imperialism in the first half of the nineteenth century. 
The ties with which MacQueen helped bind the periphery and the rnetropolis, not only 
facilitated greater assimilation of the latter to the former, but helped centralize power in the 
metropolis. Growing up in a world shaped by mercantilism and war, MacQueen had always 
fought for strong central authority. fis plans for A f k a  called for state-sponsored protection, and 
to a lesser extent, administration. And his h t  proposai for the RMSP Company requested that 
al1 management and control lay with the government. These requests were not granted. But 
MacQueen was part of a more general process of centralizhg authority in the metropolis, if not 
always with the central government. In MacQueen's expenence, this shifl took three basic forms: 
1 ) private companies with colonial interests, as with the new multinational banks and steam 
packet companies, backed by govemment charters and Empire-wide government regulations; 2) 
renewed interest in examiaing and mapping the wider world which was encouraged and aided 
by renewed official support for exploration and by the professionalkition and institutionalization 
of geography as a discipline; and 3) increased government intervention in the form of important 
policies and regulations which &ected the colonies, either directly, as with emancipation and 
apprenticeship, or more indirectly, as with the banking and postal regulations. Many of these 
developments were outgrowths of larger centralizing trends in Britain, such as the (re-) 
organization of the Post Office in the late 1830s, or the muscular antislavery policies of the 
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govemmeent. represented most clearly by its Antislavery Squadron as the enforcement arm in the 
campaign to suppress the foreign slave trade. MacQueen's long and diverse career allows us the 
opportunity to see these developments together. 
Thus MacQueen's contribution to the Empire was not in acquiring vast tracts of territory, 
or even starting a commercial company, as he had always haped and fought for. This is not the 
story of gunboats. of flags planted, or of "man-on-the-spot" advennires. instead, this is the stoy 
of one man's much less glamourous work of forging links between Britain and two of its 
peripheries, the West Indies and Afiica, whose instruments of imperialism were mail, currency, 
regdation, maps, schedules and the chartered company. 
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Chapter 1 
The Making of an Imperia1 Agent: 
Experience and Opporhmity in Grenada, Glasgow and Afnca, 
1796-1821 
Little is known about MacQueen's early life, but what few details are available provide 
valuable insight into his later career. Born in a particularly tumuituous p e n d  in British imperial 
history, MacQueen sought to defend, maintain. and expand the British Empire. He did this 
conveniently by looking for opportunities for himself under the aegis of the irnperial system. His 
early career in Grenada and Glasgow are good examples of how he gravitated to areas within the 
Empire which afforded such opportunities. Moreover, his drearn of establishing a commercial 
company in the intenor of Afica also demonstrates his entrepreneurial spirit. This chapter will 
show how his work in Grenada, his plans for an &ca company, and his early work in Glasgow 
were al1 influenced by the imperial system within which he moved, and which, in tum, shaped 
many of his future ideas, attitudes and goals regarding the British Empire-an empire which he 
would have some part in shaping. 
'Seasoning Time' for an Imperiaüst: Grenada Plantation Manager in the Age of Revolutioo, 
1796-1810 
Parish records show that MacQueen was bom on June 2 1,1778 to William M'Queen and 
Peggy Cranston in Crawford, Lanarkshk, about 100 miles southeast of Glasgow.' MacQueen 
was born in a volatile period for the British Empire, a time when it faced serious challenges fiom 
bath within and without. Before he was twenty one, the British Empire had already gone through 
a successful rebellion of British colonists in North America, several rebellions of slaves in the 
West Indies, and conflict with France which had lasted for more than half of his lifetime up to 
that point. These direct and indirect attacks on the British Empire iduenced MacQueen deeply. 
Even more significantly, he began his career working within the Bntish imperial system itself, 
and saw firsthand the results of some of these challenges. 
In 1796, at the age of eighteen, MacQueen went to the West Lndies and eventually became 
a plantation manager on a large sugar estate in Grenada. Like many lower middle-class Scotsmen 
had done since the Act of Union in 1707, MacQueen sought the great opportunities afforded by 
the now "British" colonial empire. By the late eighteenth centuy Scotsmen had already become 
farnously successful colonists, for several reasons. The end of the Jacobite threat by mid-century, 
population pressures, enclosures, a low standard of living, patronage, and by the 1770s, the 
Scottish Enlightenment and heavy promotion for the colonies, al1 encouraged and aided a large 
number of Scotsmen to ernigrate; while the superior Scottish educational system greatly helped 
their prospects for success when in the colonies, even if originally without independent means.' 
Eric Richards even argues that Scottish success in colonization, in "cultural extroversion," as he 
calls it, can be explained mainly as a defence mechanism against ihe encroaching hegemony of 
the Englisha3 
Thus Scots colonists in the West Indies often started poor, but soon prospered. Richard 
Sheridan has observed that "not a few of the Scottish servants rose to a higher rung of the 
plantation ladder than that of salaried oveaeer or manager. John LufEnan wrote firom Antigua 
The negroes are m e d  out at sunrise, and employed in gangs from 20 to 60, or upwards, under the 
inspection of white overseers, generally poor Scotch lads, who, by tfieir assiduity and bdustry, fiequentiy 
becorne masters of the plantations, to which they came out as indennired servants.'" 
. h d  a century later, an anonymous writer in Blackwood 's Edinburgh Magazine likewise noted: 
M e n  colonisation came into vogue [?), he [the Scot] was foremost among colonists ... Invariably fortune 
artended his steps. He opened up new channels for nade; he wrestied with savage nature, and tamed her 
into a submissive servant; whenever money was to be made, the proverbial Scotchman had not long to 
be lookrd for.' 
Grenada in particular offered several inducements for an enterprishg young man in 
MacQueen's situation. First, the four islands ceded by France after the Seven Years' War-- 
Grenada, St. Vincent, Tobago, and Dominica-were well publicized in Scotland to attract settlers. 
MacQueen himself may have been infiuenced by John Campbell, an influential Scottish l a ~ y e r  
whose works regarding the ceded islands were published even before the treaties had been signed 
in Paris in 1 763.6 Whatever the inducements, however, it is clear that Grenada acquired a 
sizeable and vocal Scottish population very soon after cession. They made themselves known 
by passionately objecting to the religious toleration granted to the remaining French Catholic 
settlea, and, according to a contemporary, they 'ivanted to demolish al1 the French churches in 
the island."' For MacQueen, a large anti-French Scottish population would have k e n  one 
powerful incentive to emigrate. 
A second incentive was the vast amount of relatively unexploited land on Grenada, 
m a h g  it suitable for large-scale sugar production, the most lucrative enterprise of the eighteenth 
century. The French, who had controlled the island ever since their conquest (and near 
extermination) of the Caribs in the mid-seventeenth century, had established small fieeholder 
plots raising indigo, coEfee, cocoa, Cotton, as well as ~ugar.~ Immediately following cessation, 
however, the British began amalgamating ceded plots into larger estates for more effective 
monocultural exploitation. As a result, by 1780 sugar production had already increased by 200 
percent and Grenada overall had become Britain's second most important export island in the 
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Cari b bean after Ja~naica.~ 
A third factor pulling men like MacQueen was the fact that Grenada suffered fiom a 
severe shortage of whites in proportion to the black slaves and fiee coloreds-a chronic problem 
for the British West indian plantocracy throughout the colonial period. Comparatively speaking, 
however, Grenada had an acute shortage, which can be attributed largely to the island's instability 
following its cession: the French capture of the island in 1779, its return to Britain at the Treaty 
of Paris in 1784, and especially Fédon's rebellion of 1795-96. 
Fédon's Rebellion was the French-backed armed rebellion of Grenadian slaves and 
francophone fiee coloureds and whites, led by the fieeîolored planter, Julien Fédon, between 
March 1795 and July 1796.'' Afier a bief pend of toleration immediately following Grenada's 
secession to the British in 1763, the French population on the island stniggled under mounting 
legal restrictions on theu language, religion, and right to hold public office. Free-coloured 
francophones suffered additional constraints which barred them f?om voting, holding any civil 
or rnilitary office, or acqwring more land. Mattea oniy worsened in 1793 afler France declared 
war on Britain, and the staunch Protestant Scot, Ninian Home, became Lieutenant Governor. 
Fédon and other fie-colored settlers began plotting a revoit throughout 1794 and sought help 
fiom Jacobin agents working in the Caribbean. In Febniary 1795, Fédon was made commandant 
general of ûrenada for the revolutionary army, and on March 1, captured three of the island's 
settlements in a surprise attack. There were several bloody engagements over the next year, 
during whiçh tirne rnost of the anglophone whites fled to the capital, St. George's, while many 
of the island's slaves joined the rebels in the hopes of attaining fieedom. By January 1796, 
Fédon's forces controlled al1 of Grenada Save the capital. After the arriva1 of massive 
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reinforcements, the British wcre able to frnally capture Fédon's camp (near his estate at 
Belvidere) in lune, though not Fédon himself, who escaped and whose subsequent fate remains 
a mystery. The British carried out summary executions on most of the blacks caught, while rebel 
f?ee coloureds faced show trials brfore thek executions. Many of the rebel whites as well as some 
of the fkee-coloured officen were deported to non-British temtones along the Coast of Honduras. 
Rooting out al1 of the remaining insurgents took nearly another year. In all, the revolt involved 
150 whites and fiee coloureds, and over 7000 slaves, roughly half of the island total. 
Naturally, such a catastrophic upheaval greatly accelerated a trend where the ratio of 
whites to the rest of the population had progressively widened fiom one to two in 1 700 to one to 
twenty-£ive in 1783, to one to sixty by 1806. By contrast, Jamaica and Dominica had ratios of 
one to eight and one to twelve, respectively, by the latter date." Beginning in the 1790s, the 
Grenada Assembly began passing a nurnber of so-called "deficiency laws" to try and stem a 
twenty-year decline in the absolute nurnber of whites. Though unsuccessful in the long run, the 
laws at least pressured planters to offer incentives to prospective white immigrants such as 
MacQueen. 
Finally, Fédon's rebellion may paradoxically have been a m e r  inducement to patriotic 
opportunists such as MacQueen. While the rekllion caused an estimated f2.5 million worth of 
damage according to one of the three surviving prisoners of ~édon,'* it also brought many 
forfeited estates and a much weakened French Catholic influence on the island. 
MacQueen got a taste of the rebellion fusthand since rebels were still being sought out 
and prosecuted (Le. executed or transported) well into 1797." Details of MacQueen9s activities 
on Grenada until his retum to Britain in 18 10 are almost non-existent, mainly because there are 
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few surviving records fiom this tumultuous period.'" He later noted that he managed Westerhall 
Estate (southem Grenada) for "several years" and thus knew "every cane hole in it." The year 
that MacQueen arrived the estate had passed fiom Lady Johnstone, widow of Sir James 
Johnstone, to Sir William Pulteney. While with the estate, MacQueen mentions that he 
expenmented with cultivating sugar-by the plough, but abandoned the practice because of expense 
and the unsuitability of the land." MacQueen's analysis is probably correct for the most part, 
although Sheridan reminds us that planters were always fearful of the plough because it would 
unbalance the labour force by displacing the field hands durhg the off season, thus creating large 
numbers of idle  slave^.'^ Gtenadian planters after Fedon's rebellion would have found such a 
situation intolerable. 
While specific details on MacQueen in this period are lacking, the effects of Fédon's 
Rebellion on him and al1 of the whites are fairly clear. The extensive damage undermined any 
hopes that Grenada would becorne a major sugar producer. in fact, the island largely reverted to 
small-scale plantations and peasant agriculture." The material devastation coupled with the 
psychological shock of the rebellion induced many whites to leave. Their population dwindled 
to an all-time low of only 633 in 1810, the year that MacQueen himself lefi. The slave 
population, too, began an unbroken decline after Pitt's 1805 Order in Council which abolished 
the slave trade to the newly acquired colonies and resüicted any slave imports to three percent of 
the slave pop~lat ioa. '~ The effects of the rebellion, in addition to abolition and the island's 
impatient planters who sought only CO maximize short-term profits, rendered Grenada a dead end 
career for MacQueen. 
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While this part of his career was over. the long-ten effects of the age of revolution on 
MacQueen would last a lifetime. The Amencan and French revolutions sowed a permanent 
distrust in MacQueen's mind. while at the same time reinforcing his "British" identity.19 This 
distrust would also, when coupled with his mercantilist background. give his later promotional 
work a sense of urgency about it, as MacQueen constantly insisted that Britain must be quick to 
get its share of the impenal pie. But Fédon's Rebellion had the most powerfd, as well as 
personal, impact on MacQueen. The expenence of attempting to rebuild Grenada into a viable 
sugar producer afler the rnost senous upheaval in the island's history, and perhaps the most 
serious rebellion in British imperial history, clearly influenced his views regarding authority, 
property, slavery, and the French. For MacQueen, the Rebellion was the most hideous outgrowth 
of an age convulsed by revolutions in the name of "fieedom" and "liberty." When these terms 
were used later in dornestic debates over issues such as Catholic emancipation, slave 
emancipation, and the repeal of the Navigation Laws, sugar duties and Corn Laws (for 
commercial emancipation), we cm better understand MacQueen's violent reaction. 
Glasgow Merchant and Promoter 
Upon his retum to Britain, MacQueen settled in Glasgow, where he irnmediateiy married 
and by 18 13, had two children." While Glasgow was close to where MacQueen had been raised, 
it was also another place where oppomuiity beckoned, especially for those with West Indian 
interests. The last two decades of the cighteenth century marked the beginning of Glasgow's 
"meteonc" rise in industrialization, and Glasgow became one of Britain's most important ports, 
entrepôts. and manufacturing centers. Glasgow had prospered earlier in the eighteenth century 
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by importing tobacco fiom the mainland colonies and exporting manufactured goods to the West 
indies. But after the triangle trade with Amenca was broken, at l e s t  ternporarily, in 1776, sugar 
became the new money maker, and thus the West indies occupied an even more important 
position for Glasgow. From this point until the end of the Napoleonic wars would be the "apogee 
of Glasgow's West india interest."" The city also became an integral part of the Cotton boom 
at the tuni of the century--as an importer, exporter, and manufacturer--when Britain made the 
transition fiom linen to cotton textiles." Cotton would soon replace sugar as the mort lucrative 
raw matenal. The West Indies were the fint to export cotton to Glasgow, and became themselves 
a chief mzket for conon manufactures, especially the cheap "slave cloth." 
MacQueen maintained his West Indian connections through the wine and spirits trade. In 
the 18 13 Glasgow Directory, MacQueen is listed as a propnetor of a "spirits-cellar" working with 
the wine and rum merchants Mather, Carnegie, and Co. at their office in the Tontine Back 
Buildings, which was in the heart of commercial ~ l a s g o w . ~  By the l82Os, MacQueen had made 
a name for himself in the Scottish spirits indus-though not as a merchant, but as a publicist 
and lobbyist. Sometime before 1826 he becarne a "deputy" for the spirits interest and 
corresponded with the Chancellor of the Exchequer regarding the unfairness of the high duties 
on spirits coming fiom England into Scotland. He was unsuccessful, at least in the short run, 
since he admitted to leaviag the trade himself because of the high d~iies.*~ Nevertheless this part 
of MacQueen's life is significant because it marks the beginning of hie career as a professional 
agent fighting for a particular c a w .  Also characteristically, MacQueen was rewarded for his 
"disinterested efforts by the group he represented, even if he was not successfid in their cause. 
On Iune 2 1, 1826, he was given a dinner and a silver cup, on which it was inscribed: 
A l'ribute 
fiom Scotch Distillers 
To James M'Queen, Esq. 
For his efficient and disinterested exertions as a Public Writer. in support of  a Free Trade in 
Spirits between Scotland and England. 1826" 
By the time that the Scottisli distillers acknowledged MacQueen, he had already been 
writing publicly for more than a decade, primarily through the medium of the newspaper. His 
Fim polemical writing endeavour, however, goes back to 18 13, when he published a pamphlet- 
sized regional study of the Russian Empire? Such a work may not seem polemical at first 
glance, until one traces its evolution. n i e  next year MacQueen incorporated this work into a 
much larger book on the military events between 18 12 and 1814, which he revised yet again the 
succeeding year." At one level, this huge work, spanning over 1000 pages, was simply another 
mediocre narrative of contemporary events. As part of what Linda Colley has identified as "the 
new cult of élite heroism" which began at the end of the eighteenth cenniry, MacQueen's book 
emphasized the deeds of the great men of the military struggle against France." But as the 
subtitle suggests, the book is also a catalogue of the destruction resulting in the wake of the 
French Revolution, both fiom Napoleon's d e s  and fÎom the subversive effects of the ideas of 
the Revolution. In facf the book cm k seen as sort of a personal catharsis, and a public rejection 
of al1 that MacQueen had expenenced during the "Age of Revolution," especially al1 of the 
rebellions fought in the name of "liberty." It is also significant because it was the fust public 
expression of his views, and marks the beginning of a method he would employ the rest of his life 
in order to comment, to promote and to defend. 
The actual research or writing was poor in places, but MacQueen wrote forcefully. and 
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persuasiveIy, making especiaiiy good use of statistics to support his many claims. in his 
-'Abstract of the Destruction of Mankind Since the French Revolution," for example, MacQueen 
tigured that 7,204,340 people were killed or wounded as a resuit of the French wars. Even more 
impressive. or incredible, are his calculations for the destruction of property: f2,727,748,000 for 
"Robberies and Confiscations in France," and a grand total of £7,119,307,446 damage to al1 
European nations. He concluded "such is a faint and but a faint sketch indeed of the system of 
robbery and oppression exercised in France during the golden days of Liberty and Equality ... 
From the General downwards, plunder was the order of the &y; and the Liberty and Equality 
which they carried along with them, entitled them, as they conceived, to make everyone alike, 
with regard to property."" One cannot help but think that mernories of Grenada were ai the back 
of MacQueen's mind when writing these passages. Though never rnentioned directly in the book, 
Fédon's rebellion is never far fiom the surface. By seeing this work as a polemic reaffimiing the 
sanctity of authority and property, the opening chapter on Russian "geography" makes more 
sense. According to MacQueen, both the Russian land and the Russian people dealt Napoleon 
his first senous defeat because Russia '%as well adapted for protracted warfare, her population 
less contaminated with those balefbi p~c ip l e s ,  which had taught the other nations of Europe that 
any other govemment and authority was better than their own."" MacQwen's admiration of the 
Russians and renilsion of the French wodd last his entire lifetime. For example, his book on the 
causes of the Crimean War W e n  nearly forty years later had to be one of the few which 
defended the Russians (who had o d y  expanded their empire modestly compared to the French 
and English) and blamed the conflict on the French. Among the reasons found by MacQueen for 
the French aggression was revenge for Napoleon's defeat in 18 12 and a Catholic conspiracy.' ' 
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Promoting an Empire in Africa, 1820-21 
In 1821, MacQueen published another book, this tirne on Afiican geography. A 
Geographical and Commercial View of Northern and Central Africa was not such a radical 
change from his earlier work as its subject suggests.'? An analysis of this book as a work of 
geography, and where it fits into British geography, will be dealt with in detail in chapter £ive; 
and as a polemic for justifiing slavery wili be exarnined in the next chapter. Here 1 wish to 
explore MacQueen's scheme for establishing a British empire in Afiica, a dream which Uûormed 
virtually al1 of his future work. 
It was no coincidence that MacQueen k a m e  interested in African geography specifically. 
Firstly because he "discovered" the continent in the completely conventional way of reading 
Mungo Park's immensely popular Journey info the Interior Districts of Afiica in the Years 1795, 
1796 and 1797 (London, 1799), a work which went through four editions within a few years, and 
has since never been out of print." But as much as Park's Trmels may have been an interesting 
read in itself. it was the context in which it was read that was the deciding factor for MacQueen9s 
geographical career. At the beginning of Northern and Central Afiica he described how his initial 
inspiration came while he was managing Westerhall Estate: 
[Thme] 1 had Mandingo Negoes under my charge, who wcre well acquainted with the loliba." They 
knew the narne perfectly fiom hearing me pronounce it in readhg Mr. Park's book. 1 also knew a Houssa 
[i.e. Hausa] Negro, who said he rowed Mr. Park across the Niger. These things naturally attracted my 
attention; and being fond of geograpbical subjects, 1 endeavoured to collect al1 the accounts which 1 
couId concerning the feanires of that country on the Upper Niger, as weil as fiom Negroes as kom 
gentiernm of my acquaintance, who had obtained their sources nom similar uif~rmaiion.~' 
Britain's transatlantic impenal nexus within which MacQueen worked exposed hirn to Afiica 
directly. Though he would go on to becorne a leading authority on this part of the world, 
MacQueen's tenure as a plantation manager in the West Indies would be the closest he would 
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ever corne to Africa. 
MacQueen devoted most of Northern and Central Afiica to outliriuig a grand though 
fairly specific plan for erecting a new British empire in the interior of West Afica. In 0 t h  
words. the British Empire was still at the heart of his public work; only now he was providing 
specific proposals. not just a general commentary on the state of things. MacQueen's AWca 
scheme would remain a lifetime pursuit, and marks his transition fiom merely a writer, to a 
publicist, lobbyist, and critic, hoping to use his writing to effect specific changes in policies as 
weIl as attitudes. 
Though MacQueen later became bitter about receiving almost no recognition for his 
geographical theones, it soon becomes clear in Northern and Central Afiica that geographical 
discussions were only a abstract means to a material end. As his title suggests, much of the book 
is devoted to the "commercial" view of West Afiica, which meant a simple description and 
analysis of a region's potential commercial value to Britain. Thus interspersed with MacQueen7s 
specifically geographical sections are more general descriptions of certain regions' resources, 
manufactures, and inhabitants (noting especially whether they were peaceable or warlike, traders 
or famiers). One of the criticisms that MacQueen later levelled against the journal of the popular 
explorer Hugh ~ l z ~ ~ e r t o n ~ ~  was his failure to provide both a "geographical and commercial 
view" of Sokoto (a region in central West Afiica): "Not a syllable is said about the countries to 
the northward and to the westward, whether they were fertile or barren, mountainous or plain; nor 
is a syllable said about their people, their cities, their rivers, if they have any, or the distances and 
bearings, from Sachtoo [Sokoto], of any one of them."" Put togethet, the "geographical and 
commercial views" were designeâ, MacQueen stated bluntly, to encourage Britain, specifically 
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the British govemment, "to explore Central Africa to its deepest recesses--[and] to acquire 
command and control over the whole of its trade."" In other words, MacQueen put fonvard a 
blueprint for informa1 irnperial control. 
The Niger River was the highway by which exploration and control would take place, 
since, "rivers are the roads in the Tomd Z~ne." '~ Thus MacQueen's entire plan-which takes up 
nearly half of Northern und Central Africa--hinged on the Niger emptying into the Bight of 
Biafra. Recognizing this, a contemporary reviewer suspected MacQueen's convenient 
assumption that al1 of the major rivers emptied into the Niger (and the Niger into the sea)." 
Lndeed, according to MacQueen's map and his logic, the Niger Delta provided access to vimially 
the entire interior of Northem Afnca, south of the Sahara and West of the Nile. (Map 1 . 1 )  
MacQueen proposed that after acquiring a charter fiom the government, the newly created 
commercial Company would control and exploit those intenor regions where the Niger and its 
branches reached. Only two stations would k needed: an inland base to be w d  as a depôt, and 
presumably for maintainhg intemal control, which could be put at the fork of the Niger and the 
Gir (Benue); and a station at the mouth of the Oil Rivers-which MacQwen was arguing was the 
outlet of the Niger-to control access and maintain Britain's monopoly of the interior trade. The 
%ation that nature points out," argued MacQueen, was the island of Fernando Po, little more than 
100 miles away in the Bight of Bi&? With informa1 control established through collaboration 
w i th native princes, the British could commence forming plantations to grow produce, using 
indigenous slave labour. The scheme would benefit both Britain and Alka:  the former by giving 
her fiesh colonies to replace the old ones (colonies king the bais  for national power), and the 
latter by teaching her "civilization" through "legitimate" industry. Civilkation, contingent upon 
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the end of the slave trade and the abolition of slavery itself, would not come, argued MacQueen, 
"till  the nativo prixes are taught that they may be rich without selling men--and till Afnca is 
shown, that it is in the labour and industry of her population, and in the cuitivation of her soil, that 
true wealth exists.'"" 
What ever else one may Say about MacQueen's position on slavery, he did have a 
sophisticated enough understanding of the subject to see it in its larger context-that is, a system 
of labour serving a larger imperid structure. For MacQueen, slavery was only one element within 
a web of relationships within the Bntish Empire: between the slaves and the ruihg class in the 
colonies, the colonies and the mother country, other British colonies with the Empire, and 
Britain's relationship to other imperial countries. Slavery could not be separated fiom these other 
elements (though as seen in the next chapter, as the emancipation debate became more heated, 
MacQueen's scope narrowed considerably). At this t he ,  however, his discussion of slavery and 
emancipation was inexûicably linked to his genuine attempt to fit them into the British imperial 
sy stem generaliy . 
From the beginning of his public writing on the subject, MacQueen claimed to desire the 
ultimate ernancipation of al1 slaves. When Britain erected its empire in Afrka as he hoped it 
would, he maintained that "it must never be forgotten, that not time and nor opportunity ought 
to be lest in making fieedom universal in ~f i ica . ' "~ But m e  liberation in Afhca, MacQueen 
believed, would only come when "legitimate trade" became a real alternative to selling slaves. 
What retarded AWcan progress, as any good self-hterested entrepreneur understood, was a lack 
of stability wrought by the slave systern itself: 
Nothing can be done-nothing will ever be done, to alter their (the f icans' ]  preseut indolent and 
inactive mode of Me, tiii justice and general security are sprcad throughout these extensive regions. It 
would be vain to eqect  industry or exertion on tfieir parts, in order to procure the comforts and lwuries 
of life, when no one can cal1 any thing he may possess his own, or where the supenor wealtfi which he 
does possess serves ody  to mark him out as  the prey of the udeeling robber or sovereign despot." 
MacQueen's solution for this uncertain environment was the British and the stability of 
the colonial system: "colonization, fixed and stable, can alone render . . . [Africa] any permanent 
benefit." MacQueen advocated a policy of informal rule in Afiica, where existing native 
structures would be utilized as much as possible to fit the British imperial system. This 
arrangement of informa1 domination would gradually "create the labour in which fieemen would 
be employed," and thus the old system would slowly but inevitably give way to a new system 
based on free labour. But the transition would be a natural evolution, not a forced--and thus 
violent--change. in other words, emancipation would not come 
till time prepared . . . [the Afticans'] minds for the change, and till a general systern of indusüy, and influx 
of wealth fiom labour, enabled the fieemen and their chiefs to emancipate their slaves, without reducing 
theniselves to beggary and want: in short, till the one could procure labour to earn his subsistence, and 
the other fiee labourers to keep up his [sic] former rank and independence." 
The last quotation best exemplifies MacQueen's lack of understanding of indigenous 
slavery in Africa, which differed greatly fiom the plantation slavery w d  by Europeans in the 
New World. MacQueen assurned that indigenous Afncan slavery was basically like the European 
colonial slave system, where slaves were simply the labour element (as well as chattel) in a larger 
economic system. In fact, at the nsk of oversimplification, Afican slavery was a form of "social 
death," to use Orlando Pattenon's phrase, where slaves formed a separate caste outside of society, 
yet remained a contributor to that society at al1 levels-slaves were indeed labourers, but also 
step-brothers and sisters, civil administrators, soldiers, generals, even rulers owning a great 
number of slaves them~elves.~ Like most of his countrymen writing on Afiica at the tirne, 
MacQueen got most of his information fiom ancient scholars such as Ptolemy, and European 
travellers and traders in Afica, particularly the explorer Mungo Park. Most of this information 
was unsubstantiated theory at best, and even the eye-witness observations made by Park were 
treated sirnply as colourful details with which MacQueen could paste ont0 assumptions based on 
West indian slavery and his own consecvative views of the social order. When he argued that the 
indigenous slave system must be-rnaintained for the tirne being so as not to reduce native 
landowners 'ro beggary and want," one cannot help but think that he was refening to West lndian 
planters. 
On the other hand, MacQueen's analysis of the African-Eumpean slave trade, and the best 
means to suppress it, was more perceptive. The corollary to his assertion that only legitimate 
commerce could eliminate Afican slavery in any meaningful way was that force was useless. 
Thus the British policy of suppressing the slave trade via the naval patrol along the Afiican 
coastline was not only a waste of money and men, but a hopeless cause as weil. The suppression 
campaign was partially based on the premise, forwarded by the abolitionists, that cutting off the 
extemal market would dry up the intemal sources in AMca itself. MacQueen rejected this logic 
entirely : 
Were the European abolition rendered ever so effectuai--were ail the traffic with the other places 
previously enumerated abolished, stiii this wouId çcarcely dry up one tear that flows to swell the tide of 
Afiican misery. Millions are still slaves--slaves to slaves in Aiiica. It is in M c a ,  thetefore, that this 
evil m u s  be rooted out-by Afiican han& and Afiican exertions chiefly that it can be destroyed. It is a 
waste of time and a waste of means and an aggravation of the disorder, to keep lopping off the smaller 
branches of a malignant, vigorous and reproductive plant, white the root and stem remain uninjured, 
carefully supplied with nourishment, and beyond our reach. 
MacQueen suggested that the money spent on suppression could have been spent much more 
usehilly on imperialism to eradicate slavery: 
Half the sums we have expended in this manner, would have planted us f d y  in interior a c a ,  and 
rooted up slavery forever. Only teach [the f i c a n s ]  and shew than that we will give them more for their 
produce than for the hand that rem it, and the work is done. Al1 other rnethods and means wiIl prove 
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insffec~ual.~' 
MacQueen adamantly opposed Britain's suppression campaign until late in his life. Britain never 
gave it up; in fact, it was expanded greatly in the 1840s. But in that time tlie campaign also 
created a large number of critics who ranged fiom Thomas Carlyle to Joseph Sturge. 
in these early years of the 1 8209, MacQueen's ideas and interests bridged both the colonial 
and humanitanan sides of the slavery question. On the one hand, MacQueen's prescription for 
freedom in Afica was the British colonial system. If A6ncan &dom and civilization were the-- 
at least professed-goals of British policy, then only a British empire in Afiica codd establish the 
security, structure and "civilization" necessary for such goals. Moreover, this empire, like its 
predecessors since the reign of Elizabeth 1, had to be a monopoly, at least in the first few years 
of the charter. Alseady aware of anti-mercantilist sentiments in Britain, MacQueen argued that 
"the reasons urged against the exclusive privilege of trade to a civilized state do not apply in this 
instance. The trade, open to all, would create conflicting interests, which would retard and 
endanger, if not altogether prevent the accomplishrnent of the . . . ultimate object in view?" The 
Bntish West hdian planters used the same arguments to justify slavery and theù protective duties 
on sugar. Furthemore, for MacQueen and the West Indians, the whole irnperial system had to 
be underpinned by the principle of the inviolacy of property md authority-indeed the lack of this 
principle was the root of the problem of Afiican progress, as well as a thnat to the West india 
colonies. Finally, MacQueen also agreed with the West Indians that the continuation of the 
foreign slave trade also jeopardized the colonies. He told Viscount Melville that without the 
cornplete stoppage to the transatlantic flow of slaves to Britain's colonial cornpetitors, "min swifi 
and inevitable will overtake al1 our West india Colonies. and with their fa11 a deep and perhaps 
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incurable wound must be inflicted on other Colonial establi~hrnents."~' 
On the other hand, MacQueen may have had more in common with the humanitarians at 
this point in his life since they made up the major portion of those British who were interested 
in Africa at all. Their chief concem was Siena Leone, the colony founded by the Afncan 
institution in 1787 for fkeed slaves, and taken over by the govemment in 1807. Moreover, British 
policy toward AWca throughout most of the nineteenth centuiy was conducted through the Slave 
Trade Department (telling in itself), a special department of the Foreign Office created in 18 19, 
and which was dominated by antislavery proponents. MacQueen never tired of publishing 
Zachary Macaulay's comment made in 1807 to the govemor of Sierra Leone, Thomas Ludlam, 
that: "1 have no doubt that the govemment will be disposed to adopt almost any plan which we 
may propose to them with respect to Aîiica, provided we will but save them the trouble of 
thinking."50 The most notable antislavery influence in the government was James Stephen. Jr. 
(1 789- 1859), however, who dominated colonial policy fiom this penod until the late 1840s.'' 
in the end, however, MacQueen differed considerably fiom both sides. 'Ihe antislavery 
concern for AWca really did not extend beyond Sierra Leone, and even barely here, until after 
British emancipation in 1833. This indifference made their preponderant influence over Bntainos 
AEica policy even more problematic for MacQueen. Furthemore, he wholeheartedly objected 
to Sierra Leone as a British base for anything-as a colony for fked slaves, as a base fiom which 
to expand hto the interior, or even as a base for the antislavery blockade to which MacQueen also 
objected: "[Sierra Leone] is a grave for Europeans; and whoever hims his eye to the map, will 
readily perceive that it is the worst chosen station on all the Coast of Afnca for an extensive 
political or commercial establishment . . . it has nothing Li it or about it that ever cm give it an 
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ascendancy in ~Wca."" 
in light of his Iater fame as a West indian spokesman, MacQueen's differences with the 
West India interests stand out more prorninently. His objection to the antislavery blockade was 
a major difference between them. AAer abolition, the West Indian merchants and ph te rs  
becarne the Antislavery Squadron's most avid supporters, since it was engaged essentially in 
suppressing foreign cornpetition by curtailing the flow of labour to the West Lndies. M i l e  
MacQueen agreed that the foreign slave trade would ultimately be the death of the British West 
lndia colonies, he disagreed as to the remedy to stop it. Another difference was MacQueen's 
interest in Afica, a place which the West India plantocracy could not have cared less about after 
abolition of the slave trade in 1807. (Even before then theu interest ody  extended to superficial 
assessments of the different Afiican ethnic groups in an effort to know which were good labourers 
and less likely to rebel.53) This sarne marginal interest resurfaced in the late 1830s when West 
indian planters once again looked to AWca for labour, only at this point for 'emigrantsV--another 
policy which MacQueen opposed. 
MacQueen's interest in Afkica revealed a far more fundamental difference, though. While 
the West hdia lobby was looking to prop up a 200-year old system, MacQueen was looking to 
erect an entirely new empire elsewhere. Why? Because in 182 1 he recognized that 
Our West M a  colonies are . . . on the decline. Tlie system that made theni is destroyed; and it is quite 
certain, that a nvolution of i n t d  establishments, violent or graduai, is not far distant, either of which 
will work such a change as wiU rendcr these possessions of littie value as commercial colonies. They 
are also dady gecting more and more iato contact with dangerous and ambitious neighbours, which m u t  
render the tenure of these possessions more insecure, and perhaps force us Ulto future contexts, the 
expences attending which, the parent state may, kom their altered economy, grudge to bear." 
At first this seems a stunning admission in light of MacQueen's reputation as the champion of 
the West indies only four years later. MacQueen believed that Britain's West India colonies 
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retained their value for the time king,  but without a steady supply of labour, with revolution and 
rebellion having convulsed the Caribbean for more than thirty years, with every other European 
power firmly planted in the region, and with a great dependence on the United States, the 
economic potential of these colonies would only decline f i f ier .  Yet the transition to a new 
empire in Afiica did not mean that the West indies were to be abandoned. The maintenance of 
the plantocracy's authority and property was not only -teed under British law, but essential 
to future imperial endeavours elsewhere. 
MacQueen claimed that the new plantations under the control of his Afiican Company 
would reap even larger benefits for both Afiica and Britain than the old colonies because al1 of 
the conditions would be the same except transporthg the labour across the Atlantic. In fact, the 
slave trade, MacQueen argued, was a large mistake because it both retarded Afkican civilization 
and kept the pnce of planting hi&: "The great error committed by her [Afiica's] Princes, and al1 
Europeans who have hitherto held communications with Afiica, is, that they withdraw the labours 
of Africa to cultivate other quarters of the worlâ, in place of fixing its exertions to the soi1 which 
gives it birthW5' With oniy minor adjustments, this plan would remain MacQueen's hperialist 
rnanifesto for the next four decades, as he ceaselessly lobbied private and public individuals to 
adopt it. 
Indeed MacQueen began pressuring innuential people before the publication of Northern 
and Central Afiicu in 182 1. In 1870 MacQueen went to London temporarily, and presented the 
various departments of the govemment with a mernorial that outlined the sarne basic principles 
as the plan fonvarded in his book. AAer lobbying the Colonial Office, the Board of Trade, the 
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Board of Control. and the Adrniralty, MacQueen still failed to attract official support for his plan. 
MacQueenls plans for Africa are interesting because of how they btidge both the old 
British empire and what was to be the "new" or "second" British Empire. On the one hand, 
MacQueen saw the vast commercial and imperial opportunities to exploit in West Afnca at a time 
when British interest in the continent could hardly have k e n  lower, and anticipated several 
British policies toward Afiica late in the century. His plan for an inland empire, with the Niger 
as its primary artery, was eventually adopted by some of Britain's most influential Aûica 
enrhusiasts, rnost notably, Thomas Fowell Buxton and the Africa Civilization Society in the late 
1 830s and early 40s. By this time Buxton was arguing (with consultations fiom MacQueen) that 
the "remedy" for the slave trade was "self evident: we must obtah the positions which cornmand 
the ~ i g e r . " ~  MacQueen' s oft-repeated observations that nvers were the strategic points for 
impenal control and the "highways" into the commercial heartland of Afica reminds one of H.M. 
Stanley's sirnilar attempt at strategic-river promotion, in his famous Ietter published in the Daily 
Telegraph (London) in 1877 regarding the Congo river: 
I feel convinced that the question of this mighty water-way WU become a political one in tirne ... 1 could 
prove to you the Power possessing the Congo, despite the cataracts, would absorb in itself the ûade of 
the whole enormous basin behind. The river is and will be the grand highway of commerce to West 
Central Atnca.'' 
And MacQueenls argument that only the pursuit of legitimate commerce would eradicate 
indigenous Afiican slavery, and thus the slave trade, was most famously promoted by the 
missionary-explorer David Livingstone, who adopted the "commerce and Christianity first" 
approach to the problem of AîÏican slavery in the 1850s.'~ Ironically, later British imperialists 
were more accepting of indigenous slavery in Afica; as Michael Twaddle has recently observed, 
For the Englishmen ... who brought many of the remaining independent areas of Afïica under British 
colonial coneol in the late nineteenth cennuy, the abolition of Caribbean slavery in the 1830s appeared 
to have been largely 'a faiIure'. The British partitioners of M c a  were detennined not to repeat this 
*failure'. Though 'anti-slavery' was one of their principal watchwords ... British officiais were concerned 
to preserve indigenous slave systems in Afnca for as long as possible, provided that the grosser methods 
of slave-acquisition by plunder or purchase were phased out. because of their convenience as sources of 
Iabour for the new order.j9 
This acceptance of slavery while professing antislavery platitudes had been MacQueen's strategy 
from the beginning. Finally, MacQueen's cal1 for the imposition of imperial control as the 
panacea for an unstable environment wrought by war and slavery, which had hitherto prevented 
Africans fiom pursuing any legitimate livelihood, was echoed very clearly three-quarters of a 
century later by Joseph Chamberlain, when contemplating war with the Asante: 
1 think the duty of this counuy in regard to al1 these savage countries over which we are called upon to 
exercise some sort of dominion is to establish, at the earliest possible date, Pax Britannica, and force 
these people to keep the peace amongst thanselves ... The people are not a bad people. The natives are, 
on the wholc, perfectly willing to work ... but in such cases as that which we are considering [Le. war 
with King Prempe of Asante], the govemment is so atrociously bad that they are not allowed to do so. 
No man is safe in the enjoyrnent of his own property, and as long as that is the case, no one has any 
inducement to ~ o r k . ~  
On the other hand, the kind of empire MacQueen hoped to establish, as well as the 
methods he hoped to establish it by, were thoroughly mercantilist. He hoped to get a charter fiom 
the govemment, which granted his Company monopoly rights as well as government protection, 
in order to establish plantations worked by slaves. These ideas were almost as old as the British 
Empire itself, &ting back to the very tint British colonies in North America and the Caribbean. 
though they would resurface as "neo-mercantilist" ideas in the new empire? Living in a penod 
between the two mercantilist empires, MacQueen failed to get any officia1 support for state- 
sponsored expansion. A potential patron told him as rnuch while he was lobbying in London. 
After examining MacQueen's plan, James, Duke of Montrose (1 755- l836), noted that he was 
impressed with MacQueen's research and agreed that his geographical theories "seemed 
consistent with the facts," but ultimately could not grant his support, for reasons similar to the 
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çovemmenr's. He explained to MacQueen: "1 believe Individual Entemrise is the only chance 
of m a h g  these discoveries, as the Govenunent of this country does not appear inclined, and is 
not perhaps well calculated to embark on expeditions of this nature or even to settle 
Establishments on the Island near the Shore, much less the LnteR~r."~' 
Undeterred by Montrose, MacQueen returned to Glasgow at the end of 1820, convinced 
that the problem was not with his plan, but with its promotion. Like al1 imperial ventures since 
the days of Queen Elizabeth, MacQueen's plan relied on both govemment protection and public 
investment, both of which by the tum of the nineteenth centuy, could be shaped by external 
pressure--the campaign against the slave trade being the greatest example of this. MacQueen's 
first step in applying this pressure had been to publish Northern and Centmi AjFica. His second 
was to acquire a newspaper. 
Initiation into Public Polemics: Editor of the Glasgow Courier, 1821- 
In the early 1820s, probably 1821, MacQueen became editor and propnetor of the 
Glasgow Courier, which he ran out of his wine and spirits business office? That he initially 
entered the newspaper business to promote his Afiica scheme is suggested by a comment he made 
to his friend, fellow conservative, and publisher, William Blackwood, in 1820: that fiom this 
period on his "chief object with regards to AWca is publicity.'" Blackwood hirnself had only 
just recently started his own monthly magazine in 181 7 as a "massive reinforcement for the Tory 
counter-attack on the Whig press.'*' Both Blackwood and MacQueen understood that owning 
a newspaper provided the perfect medium by which to air one's views on numerous issues. 
MacQueen not only focussed on Africa, but as we have seen, fought for fiee trade in spirits, and, 
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as we shail see in the next chapter, increasingly wrote on slavery and "colonial" (usually West 
Indian) issues generally. Here I would only like to examine how MacQueen's ten years in the 
newspaper business shaped his skills and methods as a polemicist, as well as the general 
significance of the Glasgow Courier. 
Newspapers in early nineteenth-century Britain had most of the component parts of one 
today, only interests have shifted and the journalistic standards seemed to have been sornewhat 
looser, or at least looser in different areas. As MacQueen's expenence shows, a paper's 
proprietor, publisher, printer, and editor might be different, or they might be one and the same? 
Most of the news was commercial or political, with some local news, the occasional arts section, 
*bcurious" stories, and letters to the editor filling in elsewhere. In the main, the news came fiom 
either a "private" correspondent, or was "bonoweâ" fiom another paper. The former was a vague 
catch-al1 phrase to make any source sound legitimîte. OAentimes these sources were not private, 
or at least not exclusive, as several papers relied on the sarne source. For example, one scholar 
points out that the Courier shared a London conespondent with its liberal rival, the Glasgow 
~hronicle.~' A mon common practice arnong newspapers was shnply to clip out articles in other 
papea, edit thern if need be, and print them with or without acknowledgement fiom the original 
source. Many of MacQueen's articles got wide circulation throughout Britain and especially 
throughout the colonies in this way. 
Because of the emphasis on political and commercial news, which centered, of course, on 
the metropolis, and without independent access to the Parliamentary chambers for their reporters 
until 1 88 1, Scottish newspapers suffered fiom a particularly vuberable position. Thus they were 
forced to rely heavily on these practices and borrowed liberally, especially fiom London papers. 
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The Coivier defended this 'mutual appropriation system' as late as mid-century. Cowan 
concludes that "so long as the Scottish newspaper was merely parasitic, editing differed so M e  
from typesetting that one control [Le. manager] sufficed for the two pro cesse^."^^ 
The tri-weekly GIusgoiv Courier had been one of the many Scottish newspapers born out 
of the tumult of the revolutionary period, which became a real awakening for Scottish political 
consciousness. As Bruce Lenman notes, in 1782 there were eight newspapers in Scotland; by 
1790 there were twenty-seved9 The Glasgow Courier had always been a conservative paper 
ever since William Reid and Company founded it in 1791, and remained so until the paper's 
demise in 1 866. The paper's circulation was never great (about 400 in 1837 and peaking at 1025 
in 1843'7; but it was during MacQueen's tenue as editor that it became a paper of some repute, 
known for its unswerving opinions and forcefil prose. One Victorian writer stated in the 1 870s 
that "1 know of no journal, past or present, better deserving the name of 'Consewative' than did 
the Glasgow Courier. It upheld everything."" By 1823 , the Courier had become the bastion 
of hi& Toryism in the Scottish West because of MacQueen's work and because the two other 
"militant Tory" papers, the Glosgow Sentine1 and the Clydesdale Journal, had, by then, both 
failed." The Co wier opposed every major re fonn in this period, including Catholic emancipation 
and Parliamentary refonn, but the Courier 's defence of slavery until the very last day before 
emancipation made its longest lasting impression. in 1890, twenty-five years after the paper had 
folded and nearly sixty years since emancipation, one Glasgow editor still described the Courier 
as "hyper-Tory in its politics, as well as pro-s~avery."'~ 
MacQueen's work at the Glasgow Courier taught hîxn the skilfs and methods for fighting 
in a public medium, which were to become immensely Unportant assets for his career. He 
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developed an even sharper edge to his style, making him appear suong and unswewing to 
supporters, and extreme and mthless to his enemies. The experience also made him far more 
political: public issues and arguments were taken personally, and persona1 issues often were 
made public. Nothing was off limits, nothing too personal. no language too extreme. For 
example. in the surnmer of 1826 MacQueen published details about a domestic dispute between 
James Cameron, a local Glasgow bookseller, and his wife. Such tabloid-level stories were rare, 
though not unheard of But we soon l e m  that MacQueen ran the story not to exploit a good 
piece of gossip, but to punish someone who had allowed an antislavery petition into his 
bookshop. When Cameron complained about this thinly-veiled breach of public trust, MacQueen 
responded by offering more lurid details of the case. He concluded with a piece of sarcastic 
advice which demonstrates well how politics (in this case, the politics of slavery) had infected 
MacQueen: 
we would counsel James Cameron, as he evidently wants that 'sense and good feeling' which could 
direct him and prompt him to treat a white woman, his wife, as he ought to treat hm, to apply to, and this 
without delay, to his Ajï-ican brothers (al1 men are brothers) ... for one of his spare wives. Being the 
colour at present most in vogue, and which obtains the highest consideration, she might be more to his 
tas te. '' 
After a similar incident only two months earlier, another victim hoped to be pointing out the 
obvious when he attacked MacQuem and his CO-publisher for "prostituting the advantage which 
you possess as the publisher~."~~ 
As petty, extreme and ruthless as we fhd these examples now, and as many readers did 
then as well, the above incidents and ones like them nevertheless contributed to MacQueen's 
reputation as a powerful polernicist. in fact, it seerns that MacQueen was even tame by 
newspaper standards, and was universally praised as editor of the Glaîgow Courier, except by 
the abolitionists. For exarnple. when it seemed that MacQueen was going to leave Glasgow and 
start a newspaper in London in 1825 (an idea fiom grateful colonials in the West indies that 
ultimarely did not materialize), the liberal and antislavery journal The Glasgow Free Press had 
this to Say about MacQueen: 
although we diffa from Mr. M'Queen on many questions connected with West Indian slavery, as weli 
as ~ o m  his Tory opinions, yet we have always been disposed to pay tribute to the zeal and persemerence 
~ i t h  which he uniformiy advocated the cause he thought right. As a political opponent, we have found 
Mr. M'Queen decided and fair, and opposed to us as the Glasgow Courier is ... we cannot avoid seizing 
this opportunity of stating that, personally, we shall part with its present Editor without an unkind feeling, 
as we shall find. we suspect, few so calculated as he, to soften the asperity of newspaper warfare, by 
cmdour and fairness-however strongly tinctured by the prejudices of the Party. We wish we could Say 
as much for some of our contsmporaries ...'O 
For those whom MacQueen supported, he was an invaluable champion of their cause, 
demonstratcd clearly by the number of "rewards" MacQueen received. Aiready by 1826, after 
only five years of serious public writing, he had been rewarded by the London Committee of West 
hdia Merchants and Planters, the Jamaica Assembly, the Grenada Assembly, and as noted, the 
Scotch distillen-al1 for his "disinterested exertions as a public writer." Thus MacQueen's work 
at the Courier marks the real beginning of his public life as either a spokesman or a target on 
conservative issues. Though he had published before-ôetweea 18 13-1 5 and in 182 1-the Courier 
provided MacQueen with both a reliable medium through which to air his views, as well as a 
guaranteed audience. More importantly, though, the newspaper business allowed hirn to apply 
short, sharp, and direct pressure on lesser issues of public policy, which had more chance of 
success thaa the grand plans made in a monograph. 
These plans remained a lifetime pursuit, but already by 1820 it was apparent that they 
were anachronistic. That MacQueen anticipated several ideas and justifications regarding 
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expansion into Africa during the second empire, based on his experience with the first empire. 
highlights the similarities between the two, especially the emphasis on state control. 
Unfortunately for MacQueen, however, he would not live long enough to see any of these ideas 
corne to fruition, but instead, as the succeeding chapters will show, left his legacy on smaller 
projects of empire-building, either in the old empire of the West Indies, or in the groundwork for 
imperial endeavours in a new empire in Afnca. 
With experience from the West Indies, oppomuiities in Aûica, and skills acquired in 
Glasgow, MacQueen began his public career as an irnpenalist. In 1 82 1 he was already forty-three 
years old. Yet his work in atternpting to shape the post-war British Empire would span the next 
forty-three years. 
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Chapter 2 
informal Agent: 
Defending Slavery and the West india Colonies, 1 824- 1 833 
"And who is this Mr. MacQueen?" So asked the sornewhat bewiidered London 
newspaper. The New Times. in September 1824. which found itself and the antislavery cause 
under siege by a new voice in the emancipation debate.' Although MacQueen had written 
publicly about slavery in Northern and Central A/rica in 1821. 1824 is the year when he came 
to national prominence-either as a powerfül and "disinterested" authority, according to those 
with West Indian interests, or as an obnoxious and radical pro-siavery "mercenary," according 
to antislavery proponents. From 1824 until the final passage of the Emancipation Act in the 
swnmer of 1833, MacQueen maintained ihis dual image with a prolific output of material written 
in a style he had learned nom the newspaper business: forceful, personal, and antagonistic. 
As mentioned in the introduction, MacQueen has held a sornewhat anomalous position 
in slavery and antislavery scholarship as well, with numerou references but little cntical analysis 
of his views or significance. The weak analyses of MacQueen's contribution to the slavery issue 
are related to the scholarship of the pro-slavery interests in Britain at this tirne generally. The 
ovenvhelming focus of most historiaas of this subject has ken on antislavery , which has enj oyed 
a lively and innovative scholarship, especialiy after the publication of Eric Williams' 
controversial Capitalism and SImery in 1944.' ûn the other hami, the assessrnents of pro-slavery 
proponents-their motives, arguments and methods-have been based largely upon assurnptions, 
if not ignored altogether. With few exceptions, they have k e n  portrayed as the established and 
monolithic defenders of the statu quo. For exarnple, Williams' chapter on the West lndia interest 
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in his classic work is essentially a long list of vanous opulent merchants and planters, who. 
through theu rotten boroughs, bought with rotten money, scrambled to block abolitionist 
initiatives, particularly in Parliament.' David Brion Davis, who has traced the contours of the 
antislavery debate with the most precision, still descnbes the West indian planters as men "who 
were still living in an eighteenth-century world, [and] had little comprehension of the changes 
taking place in English society.'* Along a similar vein, Seymour Drescher argues that "the 
antiabolitionist response followed a fairly set pattern during the entire half-century afier 1788. 
Occasionaily, the slave interest could rnount a vigorous counter-attack at the beginning of a new 
escalation in the campaign or in the wake of slave uprisings.'" These general conclusions 
represent the limits of mainstream analysis on this side of the slavery debate. 
But these sumrnary statements about the West india interest have obvious shortcomings. 
What was the West India interest's "counter-attack" based on? What statu quo were they trying 
to defend?--the one in which they ceaselessly claimed "distress"? Or the one in which they faced 
the constant public criticisms of their system? 
Furthemore, the few midies that have focused on the proponents of the slave system after 
abolition in 1807, such as those by Ragatz, Douglas Hall or Barry Higman, have shown that the 
West India body suffered fiom a great deai of interna1 conflict and disorganization, and mounted 
anything but a strong and consistent defence of their cause. Still; these works concentrate on the 
metropolis, especially the work of the Committee of West india Merchants and Planten in 
L ~ n d o n . ~  Such a focus distorts the importance of the Committee and the "interest" generally, 
glosses over tensions between the metropolis, the provinces and the colonies, and diminishes the 
importance of other pro-slavery advocates. 
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An examination of MacQueen's work throughout the 1820s and early 30s advocating 
slavery and defending the West india colonies themselves highlights some of the weaknesses and 
gaps in the scholarship. MacQueen was not an officia1 member of the Committee of Merchants 
and Planters. nor any formal West india "interest," not even the local Glasgow West India 
Association in his home city, and thus does not fit the traditional anti-antislavery mould. He only 
became a plantation owner himself in 1829, a fact he and other West Indians emphasized to 
demonstrate his objectivity. MacQueen also differed considerably fiom the main West hdia body 
because he himself believed and stated that the West hdia colonies were on the decline, and 
looked to AWca for new commercial and imperial oppomuiities. 
Yet despite his differences with the established West India interests, MacQueen was well 
known as one of the staunchest defenders of slavery and the West india colonies. One poetical 
parnphieteer, parodying the antislavery viewpoint, singled out MacQueen by narne and put him 
alongside the West hdia Committee and other pro-slavery publications: 
For we've had many a bruising mb, 
From the abhom'd West india club, 
We've been tonnented, by MIQueen, 
By newspaper, and magazine . . .' 
And at times MacQueen was considered the only defender of the colonies. The strongly 
conservative journal, John Bull, replied to an assertion in the British and Colonial Weekly 
Register, which had claimed that the emancipationists faced no opponentso with: 'Wo opponents!- 
-let them read the Glasgow Courier-let them try to reply to the manly and avowed cutiings up 
and cuttings down of Mr.  queen en."' 
Part of this chapter will elucidate the b a i s  of the West Indian position in the slavery 
debate. and how MacQueen reflected, differed and contributed to this position. Not only does his 
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tc.*ork eMch our understanding of the emancipation debate, and the West india lobby generally. 
but it is also crucial for understanding MacQueen's Iater successes in the West Indies. His work 
for the Colonial Bank or the Royal Mail Stearn Packet Company in the late 1830s depended 
heavily on his reputation both as an expert on West indian matters to investors in Britain, and as 
an authority and ally to the colonists. 
The Defence of Slavery in Englaod and Scotland after 1823 
Although slavery had existed in the British Empire since the early seventeenth century, 
there was iittle need to justify it in the mother country until there emerged an organized and 
serious challenge against slavery, which did not occur until the last quarter of the eighteenth 
century. The few justifications for slavery before this time were largely philsophical in nature. 
They ernphasized that slaves were part of a fixed social order, sanctioned by God and ancient 
tradition, and that Aficans could be made these slaves because of inherent inferiorities. Hebrew 
and classical history, the Bible, and Christian theologians such as St. Augustine and St. Thomas 
Aquinas al1 provided support to this view of "absolute and perpetual slavery," which was last 
senously explained and defended in the late seventeenth century by John Locke? With the rise 
of the antislavery movement in Britain in the 1770s and 80s, pro-slavery arguments were 
forwarded more or less constantly until the Emancipation Act of 1833. Over the course of the 
sixty-year stniggle, the main lines of the pro-slavery defence remained generally the same, with 
only a in emphasis over certain issuamainly a shifl nom philosophical justifications which 
argued the need to retain slavery in order to "civilize" a savage people, to more material defences. 
rconomic and legal, which focused on the inevitable "min" of the West India co!onies without 
slavery. on individual liberty (Le. for white Bntons), parliamentary interference, and properry 
rights. 
The defence of slavery in the decade between 1823 and the passage of the Emancipation 
Act in 1833 was pnmarily a reactionary measure to not just a revived antislavery campaign. but 
a campaign that went fiom a gradualist platform to an immediatist one very quickly. David Brion 
Davis has argued that immediatism had been a part of antislavery thought since the eighteenth 
century, though for reasons explained below, it was not until the 1820s when the majority of 
emancipationists adopted this po~ition.'~ Davis credits the Quaker East india merchant from 
Liverpool, James Cropper, with reviving the antislavery campaign to a national level." Heavily 
influenced by Adam Smith, Cropper formed the Liverpool Abolition Society in 1821 and 
published 'The hpolicy of Slavery" in 1823, which became the classic attack on West Indian 
slavery based on the doctrine of laissez-faire econ~mics. '~ He cited the duty placed on al1 
non-West Indian sugar as the best exarnple of how the West indian planters needed an artificial 
prop for their immoral and inefficient system. Ifthe West Indian system was truiy eficient, why 
did it need the protection? 
1s then the present system of colonial cultivation advantageous to the Planters? If it be, of what do they 
cornplain? Have they not the unrestrained use and full conîrol of their Slaves? Have they not the 
privilege of importing their produce at a less duty than other countries? Have they not bounties also on 
its re-exportation? Yet we hear every &y that West lndian cultivation is no longer profitable, and that, 
without M e r  sacrifices on the part of the mother country, the Planters will be mined. But can the 
Planters suppose that this counüy is prepared to make these W e r  sacrifices? To submit to still heavier 
burdens, for not other purpose than to support an unjust system, which is at the same t h e  unprofitable, 
not only to the country, but to themselves?" 
At the sarne tirne that Cropper was forwarding his economic arguments against slavery, 
other antislavery proponents were seeing that their high hopes regarding British abolition of the 
slave trade (1 807) and slave registration (1819'') were not going to be realized. In fact, quite the 
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opposite was the case. Shocking slave rnortality rates demonstrated clearly that British planters 
wrre not meliorating the condition of their slaves, and that emancipation was certainly not close 
at hand. Furthemore. the foreign slave trade was increasing to fil1 in the vacuum lefi as a result 
of the British withdrawal fiom the trade.I5 
For these economic and humanitarian reasons, then, the old ab01itionist.s'~ led by William 
Wilberforce fonned the broad-based Society for Mitigating and Graduaily Abolisbg the State 
of Slavery throughout the British Dominions in 1823. Initially the Anti-Slavery Society, as it was 
known, endorsed modest goals, such as promoting easier manumission laws and providing 
religious instruction for slaves. l7 With breath-taking speed, however, the antislavery movement 
as a whole quickly became radicalized. Thomas Fowell Buxton, the Quaker brewer, took over 
from Wilberforce as the antislavery leader in Parliament. in May, two months d e r  Wilberforce's 
moderate Anti-Slavery Society petition, Buxton introduced a motion for the emancipation of al1 
blacks henceforth bom in the West Indies." In August the massive slave rebellion in Demerara 
and the subsequent debate over the complicity of Reverend John Smith, greatly intensified and 
polarized the debate.I9 In 1824, Elizabeth Heyrick published, anonymously, Immediate, Nor 
Gradual Emanc@ation, a popular pamphlet which forwarded, among other idammatory 
proposais, that the slaves, and aot the planters, should be cornpen~ated.'~ 
West Indian polemicists responded by debating the specific points raised by Cropper and 
others: the duty on this product is X and not Y, the law in this colony is A and not B, person 2's 
statement has k e n  misrepresented, etc. The basic economic argument was more difficult, 
however, because Cropper had put his figer on a crucial paradox within the pro-West hdian 
argument. Polemicists such as MacQueen found themselves in the unenviable position 
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throughout the 1820s of having to daim West indian "distress" and the need for governrnent 
support, at the sarne tirne that they attempted to prove that the West India colonies were valuable. 
productive, and worth keeping. MacQueen's series of articles in the latter l8îOs, "The British 
Colonies," littered with his halhark statistical tables, illustrate this fundamental contradiction.:' 
Other long-standing arguments would erupt over issues as old as the antislavery 
movernent itself, such as disputes over Biblical passages, or cornparisons with English workers." 
These were important issues that drew passionate responses fiom both sides. But it is important 
to be clear about the general position of the pro-slavery interest at this tirne, and the foundation 
of its defence. It was not as different fiom the antislavery position as one might guess, and it was 
certainly not as clear-cut as presented by some emancipationists, who argued that b'Slavery is a 
bad thing and ought to be abolished. How stands the counter argument? ... Slavery is a good 
rhing and ought to be conrin~ed."~ ûn the contrary, West indian advocates had long since 
relinquished the moral high gound regarding the slave qwstion. By the early 1820s, no S ~ ~ O U S  
polemicist argued that slavery or the slave system was something "good," and even the most 
conservative parties in the debate at least claimed, like MacQueen had in 1821 and later, to 
oppose "slavery in the abstract." Likewise, despite whatever personal views of race that 
pro-slavery advocates may have held, no serious polemicist argued that Negroes were inherent l y 
inferior beings, thus just*g any kind of cruel treatrnent. hdeed, as will be seen below, West 
hdians were at pains to show how much they had meliorated the condition of the slaves. 
The nature of these rebuttals regarding "slavery in the abstract" and amelioration provide 
a clear indication of who had defined the terms of the debate by the early 1820s. For exarnple, 
largely in response to Cropper's offensive, the West hdia Association in 1824 published a 
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collection of papers. articles and letters by various people, mainly John Gladstone, who had been 
a friend of Cropper's up to this point, to clarih the West Indian position on the slave question. 
Gladstone, a LiverpooI merchant. M.P. (for Berwick, 18 18-27), and planter, with immense 
investrnents in Demerani," and father of the great liberal leader of the Victorian erg prefaced his 
response to Cropper's "Impoiicy of Slavery" with "it is not my intention to advocate Slavery in 
the abstract . . ." He also made a point to note up fiont that he was "ready to join with Mr. 
Cropper . . . to assist in practically endeavouring to improve the condition of the Slaves, where 
improvement is necessary, so as, to increase the cornforts of which their situation may, fiom time 
to tirne, admit."" Gladstone spent much of his tirne attempting to prove that the condition of the 
slaves had been improved-so much so in places, he added, that it led to rebellion, as in Demerara 
in 1823, where "the ringleaders in the insumction almost wholly belonged to estates which were 
most disthguished for kind and indulgent treatmentWz6 (including one of Gladstone' s own2'). 
included in the collection are a series of first-hand accounts testifying to the meliorated condition 
of the slaves in the colonies. When Foreign Secretary George Canning introduced the 
govemment's amelioration bill in March of 1824, one member with West Indian property claimed 
that "no other consideration of equal weight [to amelioration], with regard to the management of 
his property, had pressed upon his mind, during the last ten years."28 By 1830, the West India 
lobby felt the need to publish a list of al1 the ameliorative measures that had been passed in the 
colonies since the bill of 1824.29 
The primary argument against emancipation, then, was not one of principle, but of timing. 
That is, the planters did not oppose emancipation per se, but immediatism. As MacQueen had 
done in 182 1, the Liverpool polemicists justified the slave system with the only philosophical 
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position lefl to them: that slavery was a crude but necessaxy means for assimilating Afncans into 
a more developed economy and "civilized culture. Artificially emancipating them now, it was 
argued, before they had leamed the ways of this more advanced system and way of life, would 
mean their own ruin and the destruction of the whole of the British West India colonies because 
emancipated Anicans would not work on the  plantation^.^^ Thus pro-slavery advocates were 
willing to gant that emancipation was a worthy and desirable goal, but just not now, or in the 
immediate future. Another Liverpool writer, "T.F.," with moderate views on s lavery, told 
Cropper in an open letter that "1 have no objection to your position, that Christianity clears 
Slavery away; for 1, too, am for its ultirnate abolition; but it must not be a forced measure. To be 
beneficial, it must be cautious, extremely gradual, and carried on with the voluntary consent of 
the proprietors."" 
The sincerity of these arguments is immaterial for my purposes here. 1 want to emphasize 
the philosophical justifications for slavery which were forwarded to rationalize and defend very 
material interests in the West Indies. What we h d  is that slavery proponents conceded the 
essential point regarding the nature of slavery: that it was "ullllatural," by which was meant that 
it was not a fixed part of some abstract hierarchical social structure. They were no longer arguing, 
as some such as John S a f i  had in the early eighteenth cenhuy, that to even challenge slavery 
was tantamount '?O challenge the entire structure of orden and degrees which God had 
established for men."J2 Philosophically, then, the West Indians w m  very close to agreeing with 
the Anti-Slavery Society's central premise, that slavery was "opposed to the spirit and precepts 
of Christianity as well as repugnant to every dictate of natural hurnanity and ju~tice."'~ Defending 
slavery in the 1820s meant defending a system that was admittedly crude and temporary. By 
manting that they opposed "slavery in the abstract," defenders of the slave system were forced - 
to fa11 back on arguments regarding property rights. 
In matenal terxns. defending the sanctity of property translated into demanding 
compensation. The bottom line for the West indian plantea was that if emancipation should 
corne. forced fiom above ont0 the colonies in an unprecedented form of parliarnentary 
interference,'" then the British slave ownen were to be given "just compensation" for property 
that was attained legally, under the sanction of British law. Gladstone proclairned: 
I consider the title of the West india Planters to theu property in their Slaves to be as strong and valid 
as the law of the land can make i t; and that if, for any purpose whatever, the public shouid interfere with, 
injure. or take their property f5om hem, they are bound to make fidl compensation, as is the practice in 
every other case of interférence with private property for a public purpose. To admit the principle of 
requiring any higher title than that which the law recognises, would be to strike at the root of a i i  propeny 
throughout the kingdom. In rhe question of compemation, the Slave is no Party; that & berween the 
proprietor and the Legislaior on&. The law musc at ieast, be binding on those that made it; but it is not 
for either parry to fix the value; that, as in al1 similar cases, ought to be done by a jury, not of 
emancipators, but of honowable, unprejudiced, disinterested men.'' 
Again, Gladstone was willing to concede that slavery was wrong, but he stood firm on the issue 
of property. And his defence is exemplary. Of the over 150 pro-slavery works written after 1823, 
roughly a quarter specifically dealt with property rights and c~rnpensation.~~ Virtually every 
defence of slavery until emancipation in 1833 followed the sarne formula: the professed shared 
revulsion of slavery, but the appeal to the sanctity of property and British law, and the subtle but 
very important qualifier, that if (when?) emancipation shouid corne, renurneration for property 
legally attained must be fonhcoming. 
The debates over slavery and the West indies which took place in Liverpool and London 
in 1823 and 1824 radiated out to the rest of the country in the foilowing years. The debate 
reached Scotland by 1824 and 1825, and paraiieled the earlier Engiish debates very closely. with 
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the same arguments king used and even the same cases for details--e.g. the Nottingham case in 
Tortola, or the Steele case in Barbados. What differed in Scotland was the suddemess of the 
whole issue. 
The speed and scope of the revived antislavery campaign seemed al1 the more radical in 
Scotland because antislavery was a relatively new movement. C. Duncan Rice has argued that 
despite a nurnber of critics and moralists infiuenced by the Edightenment and religious 
radicalism in the eighteenth century, slavery never faced a serious threat in Scotland before the 
1820s because so many interests were tied to the slave system." In fact, there was no meeting 
held against sIavexy until 18 14, and the first abolitionkt societies were not formed until 1823, first 
in Edinburgh, with Glasgow and Aberdeen follo~ing.~' This antislavery vacuum helps explain 
why MacQueen was so casual with the issue in 182 1 in Northern and Central Africa, and also 
may partially explain why he reacted so violently when the debate did reach Scotland in full force. 
MacQueen's Contribution to the Slavery Debate: Methods and Substance 
As seen in the previous chapter, the earliest record of MacQueen's views on slavery, the 
West india colonies and related issues, are in his 1820 memorial to Viscount Melville conceming 
his proposed Africa Company, and more significantly in 182 1, when he published a more 
elaborate case for his plan in A Geographical and Commercial Viau of Northern and Central 
Afiica. MacQueen was distinguished fkom most other writers on slavery at this t h e  in that he 
dealt primarily with AWcan slavexy, not West indian slavery, though his view of the former 
essentially came fiom his experience with the latter.39 Because slavery was under no serious 
threat in the very early 1820s, MacQueen spent little time discussing it; and when he did, his 
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position was moderate and his tone was non-confrontational, even conciiiatory. Al1 of this 
changed after 1823, when the antislavery campaign remobilized. Except for discussions on Sierra 
Leone, Africa was Iargely left aside, in order to concentrate on defending the West india colonies, 
and the slave system in particular. Moderation and conciliation were abandoned to apocalyptic 
pronouncements, recrimination, and bitter public attacks on individual emancipationists. This 
idammatory style propelled MacQueen fiom an unknown Scotsman promoting a fantastic plan 
for AWca, to the most notorious spokesman of the pro-slavery lobby. Though he differed fiorn 
the main body of planten on some key issues, he nevertheless becarne their "champion," enjoying 
the prestige and fuiancial renurneration accorded to a valued spokesman. 
MacQueen had made enough of a name for himself by 1823 through the Glmgow Courier 
that the West India Association in London solicited his polemical services. They paid hirn one 
hundred guineas to answer an article on the "sugar question" which had appeared in the new 
liberal journal, The Edinburgh ~ e v i o u . ~  The subsequent publication of The West India Colonies 
in 1824, and The Colonial Connoversy in 1825, catapulted him into the national debate, as well 
as earning him M e r  fuiancial recompense. The Barbadian exclaimed that the West India 
Colonies "ought to be in every man's library" and suggested %at meetings ought to be held in 
every Colony, to vote an address to Mr. M'Queen, expressive of our grateful sense of his 
labourious and disinterested exertions ... calculateci, ifany human effort can, to undeceive the 
British public on a subject, comected with our future existence as part of the British 
dominions.'* ' 
The debate over emancipation was a bitter campaign, but MacQueen set a new standard 
for its intensity-in terms of output and method--even amongst radical polemicists. A s  noted, 
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MacQueen's position on the issues had not changed since 1820, though it seemed it had since his 
arguments became Uicreasingly hardened, extreme, persona1 and narrcw as the emancipation 
debate progressed through the latter 1820s. Once he tunied his attention to the issue, he never 
let up. He was a tireless researcher and writer, and, in addition to his two books, he flooded the 
Glasgow Courier, BIuckwood 3, and several of the colonial joumals with pro-colonial (i.e. West 
Indian) articles. Between 1827 and 1833, for example, MacQueen published no fewer than 
founeen anides in Blackwood S.  As editor of the Courier, he had the luxury of maintaining a 
constant focus on the latest tums, no matter how small, in the slavery debate. In fact, he 
discussed the issue so much that even the conservative readers of the Courier began complaining. 
in March of 1826, a subscriber of over twenty-two years wrote to the editor in exasperation about 
the "valuable columns of late being so much takm up by the slavery q~estion.'"~ 
MacQueen was also good at self-promotion. Although a prolific pamphleteer and 
assertive newspaper editor, he also believed in the old method of agitation, which was to contact 
key individuais, hoping to exert pressure and influence "fiom within." He periodically gave 
Blackwood a list of "official and important people" whom he, MacQueen, wanted to receive a 
persona1 copy of his articles. Most of the people on this list were those most able to influence 
colonial policy, such as the prime minister, the colonial secretary, the colonial undersecretaries, 
and a miscellaneous group of M.P.s, naval and military men, and personal Wends who were 
interested in the defence of the colonies. For example, in 1829 MacQueen told Blackwood to 
send copies to: the Duke of Wellington, P.M., Sir George Murray, Colonial Secretary, Horace 
Twiss, Colonial undersecretary, Sir Robert Hay, Colonial undersecretary, and interested Lords 
such as the Marquis of Sligo. Lord Eldon. and the Duke of Newcastle. M.P.s were also included. 
most importantly, Joseph  urne.'' MacQueen would also hand out copies of Blackwood 's, with 
his articles in them. when in London himself. Finally, and perhaps most importantly in the long 
m. MacQueen made sure that his articles circuiated (or more accurately, re-circulated) around 
the colonies as well. 
MacQueen also had access to at least one inside source of information. in t 824 Thomas 
Moody, who had held numerous posts in the West indies as well as the home govemrnent, was 
brought in as expert to the Colonial Office, by then undersecretary R.J. Wilmot Horton? Moody 
was a colonial sympathizer and a biend of MacQueen7s. Once inside the Colonial Office, he had 
**al1 its archives open to him." and periodically wrote MacQueen with valuable info~mation.'~ 
Thus MacQueen's method of agitation can be seen as a combination of pressure fkom 
b'within" and "without." He believed in the former as the right and proper way of agitating, but, 
as a Scots merchant of little means or consequence, he usually made few inroads this way, and 
was therefore forced to exert extemal pressure." On the other hanci, it is evident that MacQueen 
had not become completely aware of the power of m a s  agitation. While his method of individual 
contacts made him more personally well known (he was almost universally refened to by name), 
this method could hardly combat the organized and public carnpaign of antislavery, which was 
Bntain's first national mass movement.'" As Howard Temperley hm argwd, while antislavery 
undoubtedly had its powemil allies within the establishment, it was the movement's "pressure 
fiom without" that was decisive, both for abolition of the slave trade in 1807 and emancipation 
of the slaves in 1 833.' MacQueen's faith in the "old guard," in gentlemen's agreements made 
behind closed doors," and his revulsion to mass agitation is indicative of the West Indians 
generally, and helps explain its "disorganization" in the face of antislavery. Interestingly, one 
might draw a parallel between the West indian form of "gentlemanly agitation" and its distaste 
for popular agitation. with the "gentlemanly capitalists"' "contempt for the everyday world of  
wealth creation and of the profit motive" of the ordinary "industrial capitalist," identified by Cain 
and ~ o p k i n s . ' ~  
The manner in which MacQueen expressed his views is what set him apart frorn other 
polemicists in the debate. Despite repeated clairns of employing no ad hominem attacks, and 
bearing none of the emancipationists any personal ill-will, one of MacQueen's disthguishing 
strategies was, in fact, to single out and publicly expose individuals. We have already seen this 
humiliating exercise in Glasgow. MacQueen repeated this tactic with even more vengeance, 
especially as the debate became more heated through the 1820s. In the West Adia Colonies--the 
book in which he began by stating that "it was not my intention ... to hurt the persona1 feelings 
of any manw-MacQueen attacked antislavery hypocnsy by using Bwton and one William Smith 
as persona1 examples on a subject he knew fiom experience: 
Mr. Buxton stands in the foremost ranks to declaim against, and denounce what he cdls a West india 
monopoly, while at the very moment he, as a brewer, is concerned in a m i e  which ... f o m  the greatest 
monopoly, and under the most galling and grinding fetter, ever witnessed in any counay. Mr. William 
Smith of Nomich, one of the bitterest enemies of the Colonies, adopts the same strain of argument and 
pursues the same line of conduct at the moment when (if public report speaks true) ht himself, or a 
branch ofhisfumily, with 0 t h  colleagues, as distillers for the English market hoid and participate in 
one of the most injurious monopolies in the spirit trade that ever existed .. From which they derive an 
extra gain of E600,OOO pet annum." 
MacQueen later traced some of Bwton's background to connect him with money made fiom 
Barbados. H i s  mother had inherited a great deal of money fiom her father, Mr. Osgood Hanbury, 
a London banker, and his sister, both of whom had sold "severai" slave estates in Barbados 
around the tum of the centwy. MacQueen then suggested that Buxton himself had continued to 
be remitted fiom Barbados for this property right up to the tirne that "he produced his resolutions 
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[in 18231, declarkg personal slavery criminal; and consequently, every one who touched such 
property. or the proceeds fiorn such property, as aliens 6om God, and as infamous arnongst 
rnanl~ind."~' 
The Stephens and Macaulays were singied out for even more persona1 exposure. 
MacQueen publicly criticized the appointment of James Stephen, the younger, as the law adviser 
to the Colonial Office, and later, his growing influence over colonial matters. "It may not be 
deemed irrelevant to ask," MacQueen disingenwusly quened, "if it is me,  that he [Stephen] 
interferes witb everythhg that is colonial, whether it related to the colonies or their affairs, as 
c o ~ e c t e d  with the commercial or politicai interests of the country? Lf it is mie, ... by the way in 
which he touches off every subject, and by the advice he has given, has agitated Canada ... and 
sown dissension in every colony which commmicates with the office where he is?'And bringing 
in Zachary Macaulay, "if it is ûue, that not only Mr. Stephen, but Mi. Macaulay, have been seen 
ranging through the [Colonial] office, almost at pleasure-the latter generally on the eve of a 
parliamentary debate on colonial subjects, till even inferior clerks trembled to be held as the 
responsible keepers of colonial papers?" A page later MacQueen provided a list of al1 the 
Stephens connected with the colonies, with their salaries, in order, he notecl, "to see what pay they 
or their ûiends received for theu labours and active hostility carried on against the West hdia 
~olonies."'~ He accused the Macaulays (namely Zachary, 'Zhe Leviathan of the band," though 
his son J.B.,. and his cousin, Kenneth, were mentioned), of making money on Sierra Leone and 
the slave trade, as founders of the colony with influence in the 
agents for the Antislavery Squadron.''' 
Most of MacQueen's actual arguments were not original. 
government, and as the prize 
His responses to "Anglus" of 
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the New Times throughout the faIl of 1824 closely paralleled the exchange between Gladstone and 
Cropper in Liverpool the previous year. What distinguished the substance of MacQueen's 
argument was the incorporation of Africa, specifically Sierra Leone, into the debate. His unique 
attack did not delay emancipation, but it did prompt a select committee hearllig which concluded 
that the colony was, indeed, quite unsuccessful in achieving any of its professed goals, that it was 
useless for British needs, and tbat a new base should be fonned, 
Except for vague references to the "misery of Afiica" or the "barbarity of AMca7* by each 
side in the slavery issue. the continent itself had no bearing on the course of the debate. The 
"slavery question" was exclusively a West Indian question despite attempts by MacQueen to alter 
the course of the debate. In fact, the debate did not even concem al1 of British slavery-slavery 
in india for exampie. As noted in the previous chapter, abolitionist interest in À ~ c a  extended 
only to thrir colony in Sierra Leone, and would not extend M e r  until af€er British emancipation 
in 1833, when they tumed their attention to the foreign slave trade. interest in al1 of the continent- 
-that is. beyond the coastline-really only began once quinine came into use in the 1840s, and 
missionaries and explorers began to penetrate the interior with more fiequency." 
On the other han& MacQueen had always been passionately interested in Afiica ever since 
1 820. As demonstrated by his lobbying efforts of 1820-2 1, his personal interest in the British 
Empire was ultimately not in saving the old colonial system in the West Indies, but in erecting 
a new one in West Afiica. However, the süuggie over the "slavery question" had distracted 
MacQueen enough to put these plans on hold until well after emancipation had been effected. 
But he found that part of his plan was d l 1  very useful for combatting the emancipationists. He 
had decided that Sierra Leone was, conveniently, the sofi underbelly of the antislavery cause. 
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The colony of Sierra Leone had always faced problems ever since its founding by 
Granville Sharp in 1787 as the "Province of Freedom," a home for freed slaves. After one year, 
half of the original European and Negro settlers died? The same mortality rates continued in the 
first years after the Sierra Leone Company, a partnership whose directors came mostly fiom the 
"Clapham Sect" of antislavery advocates (including Henry Thomton (its k t  chairman) and 
William Wilberforce), acquired the colony in 1792. And despite the hopes of its proprietors, the 
colony did not rnake any money in these early years either. in fact, Fyfe notes that the original 
subscription offered by those such as Thomton and Wilberforce in 1790 to keep the colony afloat 
were more "an act of kindness rather than ... an investment;" and that only through their influence 
with powerfûl &ends were they able to keep the colony running over the next years.'' And again, 
the colony's fortunes had not improved when the government twk over in 1807. A report on the 
settlement by govemment cornmissioners in 1 8 1 1 concluded that "the nature of the soil" and the 
-'indolence of the population" had "greatly retarded the progress of c~ltivation."~~ 
Public cnticism did not begin to surface, however, uritil afier Britain embarked on its 
campaign to suppress the illegal slave trade via a naval blockade along the West Afiican coast-a 
policy officially begun in 1808. This policy committed the govemments in London and Freetown 
to vastly more responsibility: the British government now had to expend far more money and 
men for the patrols, while Freetown now becarne the hub of the West Afican squadron, the 
location of the Courî of Mhed Commission where captured slaves would be tried, and the new 
home for any fieed slaves fiom illegal slavers-an enonnous responsibility for any colony, let 
alone one already stmgghg. Joseph Manyat, M.P. for Sandwich and former agent for Tri.t~idad,*~ 
lambasted the colony in Parliament for making the public pay "for the maintenance of those very 
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captured negroes who are said to maintain thernsel~es'*~~ (an argument similar to Cropper's 
criticism of the West indies!). Sir James Yeo, the commander of the West African squadron, 
claimed that Sierra Leone '%as the most unfît, and worst situation on the whole coast." Other 
officers later complained of the constant shortages as well as the high mortality rate? The 
conservative press also made occasional references to the "pest house? On the whole, however. 
criticism remained scarce, as Afkica, including Sierra Leone, was a subject of little interest to 
anyone. 
MacQueen's cnisade throughout the 1820s was to change this. He hoped to increase 
interest in Af?ica, and later to discredit Sierra Leone as a viable British base in the process. As 
noted in the previous chapter, he had sought since 182 1 to change public ignorance and apathy 
in order to promote his own Company; and at that t h e  he had mildly questioned the value of the 
colony in Northern and Central Afiicu. Now, in the mid-1820s and in the heat of the 
emancipation debate, he hoped to expose Sierra Leone as a landmark abolitionist failure. He 
attacked the colony mercilessly and at any opportunity afforded him. The colony appeared 
fiequently in the columns of the Glasgow Cowier, and made up the subject of a substantial part 
of the Colonial Connoversy. But MacQueen's most devastating cnticism was reserved for three 
articles he published as letters to R.W. Hay (the colonial undersecretary) in 1826 and 1827 in 
~lockwood 's? This tri-partite offensive on Sierra Leone marks the fint systematic cnticism of 
the colony in public--criticism which eventuaily led to two parliamentary inquiries and a 
govemment cornmitment to withdrawal." 
Demonstrathg the colony's numerous problems and failure was not difficdt, though 
MacQueen exaggerated these negatives to the extreme. Mortality was the easiest point to expose, 
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having used the common description of the colony as a "grave for Euopeans" as early as 182 1. 
Ln the articles in Biackwood's he employed more colourhil details to drive home the point. For 
example, he hoped to incite further fears of disease with the suggestion of yellow fever (the 
disease which "boils the blood). And to penonalize the horror of the climate in this part of 
Afica, he provided a list of officers who had died between October 1824 and March 1826, with 
their ages and t h e  spent in Sierra Leone-most had k e n  in their menties, and had spent less than 
a year in the colony--as well as a list of the cost for al1 of the funerals (mainly the cost of 
constructing coffins) since 1 8X6' Using information fiom parliarnentary retums, Sierra Leone 
gazettes, and the Quarterfy Review, MacQueen estimated that the colony cost Britain no less than 
f 5OO.OOO a year, and, after a list of twelve different tables, concluded that it had cost the country 
f 16,342,645 since 180%' And despite massive govemment subsidies, he ernphasized that Sierra 
Leone was still unable to produce any article for export, noting the slave commissioners' report 
of 1824, which found that almost al1 of the colony's export rems  were actually re-ex port^.^' 
Native religion. culture, and what MacQueen called "civilizatioa" generally, al1 remained at the 
"barbarous" level, except among the Iarnaican Maroons and the Nova Scotian blacks, "Who 
brought with them, though 1 cm scarcely Say, improved, the civiliuition which they had learned 
from their acquaintance and connexion with civilized life.'"' On the other hand, the white 
population had descended ''to the rank of the savage" because of the brutal and degraded 
environment, and most importantly, becaw the Anicans were 'iaught to believe that they are 
equal in rank, rights, privileges, and power" to the British. In fact, the mixing of racial and social 
classes seemed to be the colony's most repugnaot characteristic for MacQueen: 
Those whites who are fortunate enough to sunive a few years, acquire al1 the slovenliness and much of 
the indolence and extreme vulgariy of the f i c a n  fernale house-keepers whom they are compelled to 
mploy, and wih whom alone they can associate in hours of relaxation. No union between a white man 
and an unlettered M c a n  negress can ever take place, but such as saps, not consolidates, the bais  of 
human society and of social order."' 
Here MacQueen hoped to illustrate how emancipation threatened far more than just economic 
interests, and appealed to his audience's sense of social stability and propriety. Indeed, this 
point is made in a recent biography of the radical Quaker antislavery reformer, Joseph Sturge, 
which argues that the radical 1824 pamphlet, Immediate. Not Gradual Emancipation, was a 
watershed not only in the antislavery campaign, but in British political agitation generally, where 
disenfianchised elements in British society sought a real voice in politics: "Using the pressure 
groups as their vehicle, sections of society (businessmen, Dissenters, provincials and women) 
which had previously been told to be content with 'vUtual representation' were assuming a nght 
to influence national policy-making dire~tly."'~ For social conservatives such as MacQueen, 
these challenges to the social order made the debate over slavery much more than a debate over 
economic systems, and helps explain his intense responses to these challenges. 
MacQueen also attacked Sierra Leone's effectiveness as a base to stop the slave trade, the 
whole reason for the massive government cornmitment to the region. He announced that the trade 
"Instead of king diminished is QUADRUPLED."" ln a powemil conclusion, MacQueen listed 
the results of Bntain's colonization of Sierra Leone: 
f i c a  stands the same as it stood forty y e m  ago, and Sierra Leone witb the blacks congregated there, 
and maintained at a vast expense by this country, produces nothing fiom its soil--in fact, it has no soi1 
fit to produce any valuable produce, while pestilence so irresistible and destructive dwells in the place, 
that no ski11 can baffle it, no medicine cm cure it, and no human constitution withstand it! The 
civilization of the setîiement is found to be a phantom, its improvements many dreams, its industry an 
ide tale, and only the extravagance of its expenditure me. From authority wfüch cannot be controverted, 
fiom information which cannot be contradicted, while tmth is adhered to, the facts here stated have 
placed before you and before the public.'* 
Only two years afier the previous inquiry, the government called for another hquiry of 
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the colony in 1827. MacQueen privately claimed credit for the move, a claim which may have 
some validity. He made sure to circulate his articles among anyone concemed in London. After 
arriving back from there in May 1827, he wrote to Blackwood that "what 1 have stated ... has 
made a deep impression. The thing now most under consideration is how to get out [of Sierra 
Leone] with any appearance of hono~r."'~ in December of 1827 he noted that Joseph Hume, the 
rnoney-conscious M.P. and fellow critic of Sierra Leone, was urging MacQueen to finish another 
article on the subject? And in April 1828, MacQueen remarked that the Finance Cornmittee was 
considering the value of Sierra Leone, claiming to Blackwood that "Your magazine with my 
details are their textb~ok."'~ 
In June of 1830 Hume entered a motion in Parliament to quit Sierra Leone, noting "it had 
been tried to twenty years by individuals, and for twenty years by Government. That was enough 
for a fair trial; and ... [the colony] had failed? The subsequent Select Cornmittee, chaired by 
Hume, recornrnended that liberated Aficans should be landed on the island of Fernando Po, in 
the Bight of B iah ,  and that the European staff in Sierra Leone should be minimized "as far as 
possible" and replaced by ~ficicans." MacQueen seemed to have k e n  vindicated. 
However, the govemment did not foflow through on the Committee's recommendations. 
Vanous complications had hamstrung any moves to change the govemmmt's current policies 
toward West Afica. The news of another outbreak of yellow fever on the West Afiican Coast in 
1829 (which had reached Fernando Po by May), undermined a central argument for moving to 
the island." Furthemore, both the Colonial and Foreign Offices had misgivings, if not outnght 
objections, of moving to Fernando Po. The former, which had taken over the operation of the 
infant British settlement already in operation there (since 1 827), was fûrious to leam that Captain 
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W.F.W. Owen. the commander of the new settlement, had not oniy annexed territory on the island 
(against Colonial Office, but not Admiraity, orders), but also had been landing Aîiicans fiom 
ca~tured slave ships before they had been properly adjudicated in Sierra Le~ne . '~  Meanwhile, the 
Foreign Office still had not settled negotiations with Spain, the acknowledged owner of Fernando 
Po by this point-negotiations which were complicated by Owen's aggressive actions and by the 
strong Sierra Leoneon interests within the department.'' 
Nor was MacQueen in a position to celebrate at this tirne. Although always pessimistic 
about the political clirnate, he became especiaiiy gloomy as he sensed worse trouble to corne. In 
March 1829 he wrote Blackwood: "Although al1 is apparently quiet in the political atrnosphere 
... 1 am assured that things are not to be--that it is the calm before the stonn which is about to 
originate a total change in our Councils and in our policy."" The next month, Parliament passed 
Catholic emancipation (opening al1 offices of state, except Viceroy and Chancellor, to Catholics), 
a cause which MacQueen had fought with only slightly less vigour than slavery. 
In the midst of this tense and dernoral ig  atmosphere, MacQueen had become extremely 
busy in the late 1820s with pmonal business in the West Indies and at home. By September 1828 
he was complainllig to Blackwood that "my extensive West hdia Business will fiom ail I can see 
lead me either to settle in London or to be very fiequently there. In either case 1 must have a 
penon who can take a share in and the management of the Glasgow Courier."" In late 183 1 he 
fmally gave up the editorship to an equally staunch conservative, William Motherwell, although 
MacQueen retained part ownership of the paper (he also added defiantly that the emancipationists 
would be "dreadfully mistaken ... if they think that because 1 have finished the magazine they are 
clear of the subject [of the  colonie^].").^^ 
Reaction to MacQueen in Britain 
The reaction to MacQueen's increasingly broad offensive throughout the 1820s ranged 
as wide as his own targets, from consecvative Glasgow readers with little interest in slavery, to 
the national leaders of the antislavery carnpaign, to the West indian colonists. In Glasgow, the 
same "Constant Reader" who had complained about the amount of coverage of the slavery issue, 
went on to point out, and poiitely criticize, another important part of MacQueen's potemical style: 
The scurrility and improper langage used in these discussions of late, are such that loudly cal1 for the 
interference of your readers ... 1 give you every credit for the sincerity of your motives, and 1 believe few 
can argue the question better, but still it is hard that a great majority of your readers should be doomed 
to have, day d e r  &y, the papa half-filled with arguments, to them so uninteresthg ...L4 
If MacQueen was getting cornplaints nom the readers of his own ultra-conservative newspaper, 
one can imagine the reaction of those Glaswegians on the other side of the emancipation debate. 
Not surprisingly, MacQueen had become the lightning rod for antislavery counterattacks, as 
demonstrated by this placard which was posted around the city in 1826: 
Wanted txnmediately 
MANUFACTURMG LABOURERS 
to go out to the West indies 
3000 Manufacnuing Labourers, who siIl engage IO go out to the West fndies, will receive of course 
NO wages but al1 the kind attention, treatment, comfort, indulgences and privileges, etc., etc. ... with 
the addition of a LARGE CART WHP, fiequently and powerfiilly to their bare bones ... For 
particulars, apply to 
James M'Slavery8' 
More rnainstmm antislavery responses to MacQueen began in 1824 and grew in nurnber 
and intensity to match his attacks. Most of them criticized his acidic style, and almost fiom the 
start singled him out as one of the leading spokesrnan for the pro-slavery lobby. ''Anglus" of the 
New Times, whom MacQueen believed to be Zachary Macaulay, seemed set on his heels 
somewhat by this new firebrand, who displayed "a degree of heat and asperity, a strength of 
prejudice, and a consequent eagemess of misrepresentation." "Anglus" concluded that 
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MacQueen was indeed. by this early date, ''the very fiercest partizan of the West indian system.""j 
This sarne year, Thomas Cooper, a Unitarian missionary h m  Jarnaica whom MacQueen had 
criticized in the West India Colonies and threatened to expose m e r ,  credited MacQueen with 
commencing the pro-slavery offensive in Bntain. Cooper also added a personal rebuff which only 
seems appropriate to MacQueen: "1 beg ... to assure him WacQueen], that 1 neither fear his 
threats. nor his publications."" In 1826, the eider Stephen, who claimed that he normally 
eschewed engaging in persona1 attacks, noted that for MacQueen, "1 will for once rnake an 
exception ..." And by 1830, Stephen was calling MacQueen "the Goliath of the Colonial Hos~.'''~ 
The defence of Sierra Leone was headed by Kenneth Macaulay, cousin of Zachary and the prize 
agent for the Antislavery Squadron in the colony itself. In 1827 he published a long pamphlet 
entitled The Colony of Sierra Leone YNldicatedfiorn the Misrepresentatiom of Mr. McQueen of 
Gimgow, which focussed on the narrow details of MacQueen's articles.89 Attacks on MacQueen 
continued well beyond the passage of the Emancipation Act in 1833, and well past MacQueen's 
o w n  interest in the issue, emphasizing how much bittemess he had invoked in these years. We 
fmd the antislavery journal, the Colonial Reformer, sarcastically advising MacQueen as late as 
1840 that "habitua1 lying is exceedingly injurious to a man's morals. It is high time for Mr. 
M'Queen to reform al1 such evil habits ..."' 
MacQueen's opponents eventually zeroed in on his credibility, believing this to be his 
most vuinerable point. Critics almost universally branded him a West hdia mercenary, since it 
was well known that he had been renumerated for some of his exertions. The accusations became 
more elaborate, however, as the debate intensified. In 1826, Stephen sirnply criticized MacQueen 
for only writing "in the interest of his employea.'"' in 1829, the Anti-S1avet-y Monthfy Reporter 
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devoted an entire section to "the West India Cornmittee, and its Mercenaries in the Press," which 
included the Qrcarrerly Review (though admittedly tamer by this time), Blackwood S, John Bull, 
the Morning Journal of London. the London Courier. and of course, the Glasgow Courier. 
(Fraser's Magazine, which ranked with the Glacgow Courier for its passionate defence of 
slavery, did not begin until 1830.) The most active individuals the ASMR identified were James 
Franklin, fiom Kingston, Jamaica,g' and MacQueen, who was "supposed to have received 
f 15,000 in al1 fYom the West in die^,'"^ making hùn the highest paid rnercenary in the cause. By 
the next year, the s e c r e w  of the Dublin Anti-Slavery Society, Joshua Abell, assetted that 
MacQueen was receiving an annual subsidy of £3000--money, Abe11 Uisisted, "which is robbed 
from the slaves, in order to bribe him to write against Law, justice, and the rights of the British 
people."w 
By my estimation MacQueen received somewhere on the order of f 6000 total for his 
writings on ~lavery,~' and the suggestion that he was receiving a regular wage was groundless. 
Nevertheless, any payrnents fed the perception that MacQueen was simply a slavery hack. This 
image changed somewhat in 1829, when the Anti-Slavery Monthly Reporter discovered that 
MacQueen had acquired West Lndian property in both land and slaves. With witty sarcasm, it 
observed that ''this circurnstance may now give a sharper and louder tone to his vituperations; and 
it may also render it unnecessary for the West India body to fee advocates so highly as it has 
hitherto done."% 
MacQueen's increasingly caustic and reckless articles and addresses eventually, perhaps 
inevitably, created legal problems. In December 183 1, William Blackwood was charged for libel 
by n o m a s  Pringle, dien Secretary to the Anti-Slavery Society, on account of an article 
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MacQueen had written the previous month. The charge agahst Blackwood can be traccd back 
to an ex-slave named Mary Prince. Born in 1788, she had been the slave of five different masters, 
most of them abusive. in Bermuda, Turk's Island, and Antigua before she escaped while visiting 
London with her last owners in 1828. She soon came into contact with members of the Anti- 
Slavery Society, notably George Stephen the younger son of the elder Stephen, and Secretary to 
the Society at the time before Pringle took over. With the assistance of the Society, P ~ c e  fought 
first for her own legal ûeedom, and then for emancipation generally. Before her death in the early 
1830s, she recounted her story to the Society, which published her autobiography in January 
183 1. Edited by Pringle, The History of Mary Prince: A West Indian Slave was a popular (if not 
a critical) sensation, going through three editions before ~ a r c h . ~ '  
Attached to the tract was a "Supplement" written by Prhgle, where Prince's authorities 
were substantiated and critics were discredited. Here MacQueen's past began to catch up with 
him. One authority was Joseph Phillips, a twenty-seven year resident of Antigua who had 
distributed charitable goods to the slaves on behalf of the Ladies' Society of Birmingham for the 
Relief of British Negro Slaves. AAer seeing a report of the Ladies' Society in 1826, MacQueen 
responded in the Weekly Register of Antigua (arnong other j o u d s ) ,  where he claimed that there 
were no such Negroes in need, and therefore, the Society must have been "duped out of its 
money" by its agent Phillips, whorn MacQueen went on to describe as "a man of the most 
worthless and abandoned character." P ~ g l e  published Phillips' account of this episode in The 
Hisrov of Mary Prince, as well as the 1830 report by Ladies' Society of Birmingham, in which 
they a K i e d  that "Mr. McQueen, the Editor of the Glasgow Courier," had been 
"COMPLETELY REFUTED."98 
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Once the lawsuit was filed, MacQueen admitted to Blackwood that "Pringle's labours ... 
have done great mischief," but that he planned to counter with his own Pen. He also noted that 
he would write an open letter to Earl Grey, Secretary to the Treasury, as well as "get the West 
India Body to give you a sum of money ... and to present it separate and circulate it as an 
advertisement ... P ~ g l e  must be met with his own weapon~."~ The subsequent pamphlet, 
published in November 183 1 in Blackwood 's, was devoted to defaming Prince, Pringle, Phillips 
(now descnbed as an "anti-colonial fungus"), and anyone else associated with the case and the 
making Prince's ~ i s r o r y ' ~  At the same time, MacQueen attempted to vindicate Prince's former 
owners, Mr. and Mrs. John Wood of Antigua. "Pringle," MacQueen sneered, has "given to the 
world the history of the profligate slave mentioned, for the purpose of destroying the character 
of ... her owners." MacQueen added that "Pringle may conceive himself to nse beyond the reach 
of human laws, but let him rest assured that there is a tribunal superior to human tribunals, where 
the intentions of the heart and the works of the hand, in the guilty labour of bearing 'false witness 
against your neighbour,' will k impartially tried, and tembly punished."lO' The charge of libel 
was alrnost immediate. lronically, MacQueen had admitted to Blackwood that he was not able 
to Say al1 that he had wanted to for fear of a libel suit. Perhaps even more ironical, and surely 
more painful for MacQueen, was that Pringle's lawyer was none other than a Stephen--George, 
in this case. 
MacQueen's response to the History of Mary Prince is indicative of his polemical work 
in the years imrnediately preceding emancipation. It demonstrates how he diffiered fiom most of 
the mainstream pro-slavery advocates such as Gladstone or "Vindex" (Thomas Moody and Hyde 
Villiers, both connected with the Colonial Office) who generally utilized calmer language as well 
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as pseudonyms. It is for these reasons that even provincial ladies' clubs knew of "Mr. MacQueen. 
the Editor of the Glasgow Courier." 
MacQueen took full responsibility for the suit. and promised Blackwood that the West 
tndians would corne to their aid for "what is in reality their cause.""' The West hdian response 
is indeed telling. A month after his promise, MacQueen wote to Blackwood stating "1 do not 
expect the London West india Cornmittee to intervene in this matter. One of the lies of my 
anticolonial opponents was that 1 was dictated to and paid by thern.""' Most likely MacQueen 
solicited the help of the Comrnittee, and creatively chose to interpret a negative response as prwf 
that he was an independent writer. He promised continued help, though in June of 1832 he left 
on a year-long business trip to the West indies, explainhg that his business partner Alexander 
Macdo~ei i ,  fellow pamphleteer and by this tirne Secretary of the West India Comrnittee in 
London, would keep him infomed on the libel suit. When MacQueen arrived back in England 
in July the next year, he saw that Blackwood had lost the case. 
Prince's case is a classic illustration of how issues becarne politicized in the emancipation 
debate. On the one hand, her story was at least greatly shaped by her abolitionist benefactors. 
Moira Ferguson notes that "many aspects" of Prince's narrative "do confonn to fairly 
propagandistic slave narrati~es.'"~ Furthermore, the controversy which erupted afier the 
publication of her book involved members of the Anti-Slavery Society, not ber individually. For 
exarnple, it was Pringle who sued Blackwooâ, not Prince, even though MacQueen's abuse of her 
far exceeded his attacks on h g l e .  Furthemore, Prince's book sparked a counter libel case five 
days after the initial one had been filed; this one involved John Wood v. Prh~gle.'*~ Again, why 
did not Prince's former owners sue her for libel for her book? On the other hand, MacQueen's 
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use. or more accurately abuse. of the Prince case was simply another shameless attempt to 
discredit the emancipation cause as a whole through siandering individuais. Like Sierra Leone, 
MacQueen hoped to use Prince to bring out the worst stereotypes of blacks, and to tap into the 
British public's fears about eniancipation, especially the prospect of a toppled social order. For 
MacQueen penonally, the case likely brought back feelings &om his days in Grenada. Prince's 
engagement in the emancipation debate was yet another temble manifestion of "fieedom" gone 
awry. Like Fédon's Rebellion, it was a challenge to the social order made more senous for the 
simple fact that Prince was a Negro wornan, or even worse, a recent ex-slave. 
By the 1830s, MacQueen's polemical work over the past decade had gained him the 
reputation of an authority on the West Indies, even if a highly partisan authonty. In early 1832 
he was summoned to testiQ as a witness before a Common's cornmittee on the commercial state 
of Britain's Caribbean colonies. At this point, MacQueen rnay have felt somewhat reassured that 
the govemment thought him to be a credible authority on the colonies, despite what he always 
believed to be the strong antislavery influence within several key government offices. Udike 
those posed to his business partner, Macdo~el l ,  who had also been summoned before the 
Cornmittee, the nature of the questions put to MacQueen were of a general nature. Essentially 
the Cornmittee wanted MacQueen to voice his opinion on the cause(s) of, and remedy for, the 
"distress" of West Indian colonists. He identified four main causes for the difficulties: 1) the 
increase in the foreign slave trade; 2) the govemment's policy of emancipation; 3) the fiscal 
regulations of the colonies; and 4) the laws forbidding the transfer of slaves Born island to 
i ~ l a n d . ' ~  These problems, he claimed, not only affected planters, but inevitably their slaves; and 
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if the pressure was not alleviated in some way soon, the colonies would be ruined, which would 
also affect British naval superiority, and the security of British imperial interests elsewhere. 
Parliament had heard these problems before over the last decade at one time or another by 
different rnembers, although this was the fust tirne they were stated comprehensively. The first 
and last points dealt with the labour problem that abolition of the British slave trade in 1807 had 
htroduced, and that the suppression of the intercolonial trade in 1827 had exacerbated, especially 
amongst the fiontier colonies such as Demenira and Trinidad."' David Eltis estimates thai these 
colonies paid two to thm times more for theu labour than, Say, Cuba, which had unlimited access 
to fiesh labour.lo8 The fiscal regdations referred to the high tax on colonial sugar which had k e n  
imposed as a war time measure but had never been removed, where it stood at 24s. in 1832.Io9 
The issue had arisen twice in Parliament in 1828, with a petition and a motion to lower the duties, 
but to no a ~ a i l . " ~  The West Indians were to remain h t r a t e d  on this point, as the only real 
change was to equalize the duty with East Indian sugar in 1 83 5, and with al1 sugar, regardless of 
origin, in 1846.' " 
In my view, MacQwen's second point is the most significant of the four, if the Ieast clear. 
When MacQueen listed "the government's policy of emancipation," he was not referring tu a 
specific proposal to emancipate the slaves because, as yet, there was none, though Buxton was 
to introduce a resolution for irnrnediate emancipation within three months of MacQueen's 
testimony. MacQueen rnay have known about this rnove, or he may not have. His point here was 
that the govemment's "policy" had kept West Indian colonists in a state of uncertainty over the 
past decade. As Canning had outLineci in Parliament in 1823, the govemment was pledged to the 
ultimate emancipation of slaves, but a "gradual" emmcipation. How long is gradual? Canning 
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also insisted that the govemment respected the "rights of private property." Mainstream 
abolitionisü also supported these rights because, although slavery was a sin, they insisted, it was 
a sin that had been sanctioned by British law. In 1828 Buxton declared "1 am a friend to 
compensation."' '' But was this a guarantee of what al1 West indian proprietors since the early 
1820s had called "just" compensation? Neither the government nor the humanitarians would ever 
be pinned down on the point. Meanwhile there were more radical antislavery advocates clouding 
the issue by questioning the principle of compensation altogether. We have seen this proposai 
suggested as eariy as Heyrick's Immediate. Not Graduuf Emanciparion in 1824, but by the latter 
1820s, some M.P.s began questioning the principle as well. Brougham suggested that there 
should be no discussion of the issue until after emancipation: "let the House do that which they 
thought right; and when persons could make out that they had been damnified by the measures 
so adopted, ihen would come the time for t a k g  of compensation" [my emphasi~]."~ A year 
later, Otway Cave moved for ernancipation, arguing that compensation was immoral."' Thus, 
the decade following the govemment's 1823 resolutions becarne an agonizing waiting game for 
slave owners, who could not foresee any M e r  than the immediate firture because they did not 
know if emancipation would corne the next day, or the nefi generation, and whether they would 
be compensated when it did come. MacQueen made this point at the inquiry, noting the 
proprietors' "apprehension that their property is to k taken away, that capital annihilated, credit 
destroyed," of which "the consequence is, inevitable misery to al1 in the Colonies, and to al1 
connected with them."' l 5  Frorn ail of the defences of slavery in this period, beginning with 
Gladstone's in the early 1820s, one senses that most planters wouid have traded theu land and 
slaves in an instant if they had been offered a fair pnce for them; the uncertainty of the future 
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outweighed any potential profits to be made. David Brion Davis has concluded as much. at least 
regarding the absentee planters in Bntain in the early 1830s: "the absentee proprietors were 
prepared to settle for cash and let the colonists deal with the con~equences.""~ Davis' 
observation also highlights again the disjunction between the rnetropolitan and colonial West 
India interests. 
Perhaps al1 of the colonial interests held out the fleeting hope for a governrnent 
cornmitment to keep the slaves bonded, at least for a specified time, and MacQueen may have 
nurtured this hope. When asked about his suggested remedies for West indian distress, he argued 
for a reduction on sugar duties, a bounty on exports, "but above all, and before all, and without 
which al1 other remedies are vain, is, the protection of propeity m u t  be secured." The Cornmitîee 
then asked: 
What do you mean by the protection of property? 
MacQueen: That the property established in the Colonies shall be considered secure and legaI property. 
and not to be taken fiom them as is now threatened to be done ... 
When you Say that, do you refer to the consideration of manumission or emancipation of the slaves? 
MacQueen: Emancipation in part, cornpulsory manumission is one of those regdations attended with 
evils ...Il7 
MacQueen went on to argue that compensation would k almost impossible to estimate, which 
implied that the govemment had no "just" option in this matter except to pledge its support for 
legal property. 
MacQueen's bold if quixotic, stance was grounded less in principle than in politics. He 
most surely did want the continuation of slavery, especially conside~g his own new investment. 
But his later actions suggest this uncompromising stand was a bluff. 
The Cornmittee published its report in Apd .  It concluded that the duties on West indian 
did not seriously burden the colonists, though it recornmended a decrease in the duties on sugar, 
as well as cocoa, castor oil, ginger and pimento. More importantly, the Committee agreed that 
the curent laws regarding slaves (which the report refened to tellingly as "abolition laws") had 
resulted in some distress for the colonists: 
Having thus given their reasons for apprehending, that the estimate of loss by the abolition laws, is 
somewhat cxaggerated, Your Committee have no hesitation in submitting to The House their opinion, 
k t ,  That some loss, and consequendy some part of the distress of the Colonists, is occasioned by those 
laws; and, secondly, That such loss constitues a fair ground of daim for ~ompensation."~ 
For MacQueen and the West indian slave owners, the Cornmittee's conclusions were 
wholly hadequate, and hardly settled anything. The pincipie of compensation had been agreed 
to by most everyone; the problem had been in specifying and committing to a just compensation. 
The Committee did not advance this issue at dl .  
MsicQueen in the Cdonies: Colonial Perceptions and Persona1 Business 
As we have seen, the reaction to MacQueen's polemics in Britain was mixed, but 
generally negative. To the majority of those interested in emancipatiowand even to some who 
were not-he was considered extreme and obnoxious, though an authority and a force to be 
contended with. Even the West hdia Association seemed to have weakened its support for 
MacQueen by not coming to his aid during the Ringle case. As one would expect, however, 
MacQueenTs image in the colonies was far different. The white colonists viewed his polemical 
defence as one of the few strong and steadfast bulwarks against the antislavery juggemaut. 
Furthennote, MacQwen's acquisition of his own West Indian property in 1829 only strengthened 
his involvernent in coIonial affah, which in tum bolstered his credibility amongst the colonists 
even more. He helped to uni@ the planters in their last defence agakst emancipation of the 
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slaves. a defence which did not stave off emancipation. of course. but did help define some of its 
tenns. MacQueen's popularity in the colonies is most significant, however, in that it laid the 
foundation with which to enact future schemes for the West Indies in a post-emancipation world. 
Before the 1820s, MacQueen had nurnerous individual contacts in the West india 
colonies, having lived there for fifteén years and having conducted business connected with them 
since. His refashioning of the Glasgow Courier into a staunchly pro-colonial organ introduced 
him to a wider audience, but it was his monographs published in 1824 and 1825 that made him 
well known throughout the colonies, just as they had in Britain. in early 1825, the Barbadian 
announced that "in our humble opinion, Mr. M'Queen stands above ALL who have entered the 
lists in the defence of the West indian character, and in affording the British Public the most 
correct and valuable information on Colonial subject~.""~ The colonists, however, gave 
MacQueen additional credit for simply forwarding the arguments at dl, and his popularity in the 
colonies highlights the tensions which existed between the West Indians in the metropolis and 
their colonial counterparts. Basically, the colonials felt abandoned, betrayed, andlor that 
incornpetents were defending their interests in Britain. The occasional and quiet rebuttals by 
Gladstone in Liverpool and J. Clayton lemyns, the head of the West India lobby's "literary 
committee" since 1824, were not good enough to answer the offensive launched by those such 
as Cropper, especially considering what was at stake. In 1825 the SI. Jago de la Vega Gazette 
(Jamaica) complained: "What are we to make oc  or how much can we depend upon, what we 
cal1 the West India interest at home? There is an infatuation, folly or stupidity, that hangs about 
them it seems impossible to account for. We can place no reliance upon them ...""O However. 
the Gazerte continued, *'... but we do look for something favourable fiom the pen of our able and 
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indefatigable fnend, Mr. MacQueen. as well as fiom John Bull [the conservative London 
journal]." AAer 1824 MacQueen became one of the few voices ftom "home" that could be relied 
upon to defend the West indies on every point, no matter how seemingly small, and launch an 
offensive of his own against the antislavery carnpaign. In other words, he was viewed as sort of 
an informa1 agent for al1 of the British West Indies. 
The coionists tried to make use of their ally ri&t away by exploiting his popularity in the 
colonies and his experience in the newspaper business. Many colonials believed that he could 
defend their interests more effectively by conducting a London newspaper, and in 1825 a 
carnpaign was launched toward this goal. The Barbadian originally suggested the idea, arguing 
that "the confined circulation of a Provincial [Le. the Glasgow Courier], compared with that of 
a Metropolitan, Journal lessens considerably the usefulness of Mt. M'Queen's fnendly 
exertions.""' Subsequently, on September 23rd, there was a public meeting at the t o m  hall in 
Bridgetown, where the inhabitants resolved to start such a paper, and enlist MacQueen as its 
conductor. Two months later, colonials in Pon of Spain, Trinidad met and resolved the sarne, 
noting that MacQueen was "universally considered to be the Gentieman k s t  fitted to conduct.""' 
By November, Berbice planters had raised over £500, and Demerara planters had just started their 
own ~ampaign.'~ Jmaican colonials followed suit by openllig a subscription in December, sony 
thai they had not done so earlier. In commenting on the subject, an editorial in the Royal Gazette 
reinforced the view that MacQueen was the last and only hope for the colonies: 
Many Gentlemen wouid be desirou of evincing their respect for him WcQueen], and of contributing 
to the only means now lefi us for drawing the veii of delusion h m  the eyes of the people of England on 
the subject of Colonial Affairs. It is much to be regretted that the proposais of Mr. M'Queen were not 
takm up here at an earlier period ... Let us hope that it is not too late, and that the exertions and taients 
of our most able Colonial advocate may yer be able ro rescue us fiom the imminent danger in which we 
are involved."'" [my emphasis] 
The speed with which this plan for a newspaper run by MacQueen was put into effect, and 
the universal praises for MacQueen as the leading colonial champion confimied his role as a one 
of the leading, if not the leading, spokesman for the West indian colonies in this period. But 
more significantly, the whole project betrays a certain unpreparedness, and even desperation, on 
the part of the colonials. Why was MacQueen "the only means leî?"? Why did he have to 
'-rescue" the colonies? Furthemore, despite al1 of the hopes and money, the newspaper never 
materialized, for reasons that are a little mysterious. MacQueen wrote to the Royal Gazette in 
April 1826, sounding almost as if he were writing secretly fiom a prison: "1 must be guarded in 
what I do now about a London paper, which, if ever accomplished, must be an evening one. If 
I cannot make it out with safety, 1 have another thing in view, which may be safer to myself, and 
almost as usefûl to yo~.' ' ' '~ Presumably, MacQueen's alternative was to publish pamphlets 
instead, as well as launching an unprecedented anti-ernancipationist barrage of articles in 
Blachvood S. Nevertheless, what does it Say about the West India interest when it cannot even 
get a newspaper off the ground? It was not even the first such paper which never materialized, 
and can be added to the list of failed attempts to establish a pro-colonial paper, such as J e ~ y n s '  
Common Seme, or to the list of papea which blamed their failures on their support of the colonial 
cause, such as the Sunday Herald and nie Phoenix (both of which subsequently sought 
compensation fiom the West India ~ornmittee!)."~ 
Although the newspaper project failed, MacQueen continued to g h d  out articles and 
pamphlets for the colonial cause. He became much more materially involved in the West indies, 
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though, after 1829 when he acquired his own property. 
Between 1829 and 1834 MacQueen had acquired ten plantations on the srna11 island of 
Tortola (part of the Virgin Islands). Eight of the ten estates were forrnerly owned either by Ruth 
Lettsome or George Martin, both previously prominent landowners whose heirs had fallen on 
hard times.'" Both families owed rnoney to George and Robert Demistoun of Glasgow. which 
is probably how MacQueen becarne interested in the property. With capital bonowed Born the 
prominent merchant-banking house of Reid, Irving and Co. of London, MacQueen assurned the 
debt on the frrst three estates in Febrwy 1829 with his old business associates fiom MacQueen, 
Mac kay, and Co., i.e. Hugh Mackay, Patrick Macdougall and William Boyd. Again with money 
from Reid and Co., an additional seven estates were purchased with Alexander Macdo~el l  at 
auction just prior to emancipation. 'Ihus by 1833 MacQueen was part owner of 2000 acres of 
land and over 1000 slaves, making him and his business partners the largest owners of land and 
slaves on the island virtually ovemight, as well as substantial planters in the British West indies 
generally . 
MacQueen's motivation for such a massive purchase so quickly remains unclear. Tortolan 
sugar production had been on the decline ever since the end of the Napoleonic Wars, when the 
Virgin Islands ceased to be of strategic importance for British privateering. "' In September 1 8 19 
a devastating hurricane ripped through Tortola, killing over eighty blacks and fouteen whites, 
and causing more than P300,OOO (currency) of darnage to property. Consequently, the remaining 
whites began to emigrate and the packet system was removed to the neighbouring island of St. 
Thomas, thus providing the govemment with even less incentive to intewene. Thereafier, 
Tortola's most valuable commodity was its slave labour, as British planters on more productive 
islands. especially the recently acquired and fairly unexploited colonies of Tnnidad and British 
Guiana, frantically searched for slaves in other British colonies to meet their needs. Tortola 
became a prime target of labour "speculators" acting on behalf of labour-short planters. After the 
intercolonial slave trade was made illegal in 1828, such speculation could no longer take place. 
in the face of al1 of this, however, MacQueen made his purchases and, by 1832, had apparently 
cut al1 of his ties with Glasgow, intending to devote ail of his energies to his West hdian 
business. 
MacQueen's new stake in the West indies clearly affected his public writings, which 
becarne even more radical than before and were addressed more directly to the colonies 
themselves. AAer Lord Howick, the parliamentary undersecretary and son of the Prime Minister, 
Earl Grey, made a speech in Parliament outlining the govemrnent's plans for emancipation in 
April 1831, MacQueen immediately penned a long and inilammatory address to al1 of the 
colonies, in an attempt to unify them, though it is clear his ultimate goal was to stave off the 
govemrnent's plans for manumitîing the slaves. With the reeain "Colonists and Shipownen!" 
in every paragraph, he explained "you are no longer considered of any advantage to your country. 
You are injured, and about to be sacrificed to the monster, THEORY, and to the hydras, 
Expediency and False ~hilanthrop~."'" The gap between the West Indian colonies and the 
metropdis no doubt grew wi&r with MacQueen's interpretation of how the they, the colonists, 
were viewed at home: 
The honest individual, or individuals, who have hitherto been appointed to enquire into your case, have. 
whenever they told tnith, been forsaken by a feeble, auckling Govemrnent, and surrendered to the 
merciless persecuâon and calumnies of a mendacious and vend fa~tion.''~ Your 6ïends are forsaken- 
your enemies rewarded. Every interested knave and hypocrite, and every literary rush light, pushes 
himself into notice by reviling and calumniating you. Nor is this dl.-- While every anonymous 
accusation. and slander. and every ex parte. partial and vindictive charge, has been. with aggravations. 
produced against ?ou. every document which has corne 6om you in vindication of properry. character. 
irnd political righrs. has been suppressed, garbled and mutilated, at the will and pleasure of your enemies, 
and this, too, WITH THE KNOWLEDGE, and under the very eye, of Govemment ... 
Colonists! ... The Department of Govenunent which has been appointed to guard and protect 
you [Le. the Colonial Office], is ruied and dictated by irresponsible men. It is Elled with men who ARE 
YOUR FOES ... 
Colonists! ... You--al1 of you-are held up as an incubus upon, and most of you are represented 
as  a disgrace to your country. You are fiom the Pulpit, at the Bar, and in the Legislanue described and 
denounced as robbers, murderers and monsters of vice and iniquity ,--multitudes of your deluded 
counuymen would cheer the messenger who brought the intelligence chat your were engulphed in the 
ocean. or massacred by your servants."l 
And fmally, after setting this context, MacQueen claimed that the governrnent's plans for 
ernancipation did not include compensation. This was a selective reading of Howick's speech 
at best, since the undersecretary did not even mention the subject. Furthemore, MacQueen's 
attack on Howick was either based on ignorance or insincerity, since Howick belicved that 
emancipation had to be adopted with at least a modicum of consent fiom the planters, who, he 
would argue later, should be the ones enforcing any ~cherne . '~~  As is obvious fiom the preceding 
hyperbole, however, MacQueen's purpose was to roue and uni@ the West Indian colonists to an 
extent unprecedented in their history. "Wherever situated though your properties may be 
differently constituted, your interests are one. You m u t  sink or swim together." 
Near the end of this long diatribe, MacQueen finally offered practical, if still vague, 
advice, noting that Parliament has just dissolved, giving the colonies some breathing space. 
m e  the proper use thereof. The next Parliament, if it can pass the constitution destroying biU [i.e. the 
Reform Bill], will not last many months. Another, in that case, m u t  be chosen. Amidst the turmoil of 
anarchy and changes at home, you may ùe forgotten for this season, by which tirne you mut be prepared 
to convince our new Legislahtre and a r b i w  popularity exciting and hunting Govemment [sic], that 
their measures pursued against you are wrong, or submit to be depnved of both your property and liberty, 
or else you m u t  have secured an asylum and protection under the sway of some other nation than your 
own. ''' 
The threat of the West Indian colonists seeking "asylum and protection under the sway of sorne 
other nation" was an empty threat, but one that would be employed, along with recollections of 
the American Revolution, over the next two years. 
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MacQueen's arguments here are fascinating in how similar they are to emancipationist 
arguments; MacQueen simply turns the arguments on their heads. Like the abolitionists, the basis 
of MacQueen's argument stemmed from his appeal to a person's "natual rights." However, 
whereas the humanitarians appealed to the natural nght of every hurnan king to liberty, 
MacQueen argued for the natural rights of Britons, and their right to "liberty, protection of 
property, and taxation, with representation." Thus, in the world of colonial logic, MacQueen put 
the suffering colonist in place of the suffering slave, thereby justifjhg appeals for govemment 
protection, or, failing that, separation: "The Government which arbitrarily or capnciously invades 
the rights of private property, releases the oppressed sufferer fiom obedience and allegiance." 
Suc h "oppression" could also justi@ (non-violent) resistance, paralleling yet another 
emancipationist argument: 
Will you submit to be made, by arbitrary power, political slaves to your own bondmen? No, never! Tell 
your country, like the brave Spartans, when she goes to deprive you of your property and your liberties, 
T O M E  AND TAKE THEM." But raise no your am against her. Let her complete injustice by the 
application of physical force. 
LMacQueen's argument highlights a larger issue that underpinnec! the colonial position 
regarding the slavery question: trusteeship. This question went beyond the realm of legalities and 
even of rights. The West India question was one of duty and obligation. Tnisteeship has 
traditionally been understood in terms of British subject peoples of colour, e.g. Indians, Afkans 
(either in AWca or the West Indies), Australian Aboriginals, etc.'" But where did the West 
Lndies, now apparently in their decline, fit into the fhre  of the British Empire? The 
emancipation debate in this period cm be seen in part as a struggle to answer this question. At 
this point, slavery proponents focussed on the past and present. MacQueen and the West Indian 
plantocracy understood there to be, in fact, a "tnist" between the colonies and the mother country, 
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but MacQueen spent the last decade trying to focus on the debate on the one which centered on 
the impenal govemment and the white colonists, not the black slaves. And indeed, the whites 
of the British West lndies were ruled with restrictions fiom the home govemment in exchange 
for certain protections and obligations fiom the mother country--narnely, the colonists gave up 
their right to sel1 their produce to anyone but the mother country in exchange for physical and 
fiscal protection. In effect, MacQueen was arguing that to abandon the colonies now, in their 
time of distress, after keeping them bound during 200 years of prosperity, was the height of 
exploitation, like divorcing one's wife after she is no longer a young beautiful bride. Had the 
country no sense of obiigation? 
MacQueen lefi for the West indies in the surnmer of 1832, primady for personal business, 
but could now make his appeals to the colonists as one of them. He used his year-long stay there 
as an opportunity to try to infonn, inspire, uni@ and direct the colonists in the fight for their 
property. He arrived in St. Kin's in July, and irnmediately composed a third address which, when 
printed. covered over three and a haif pages of Jarnaka's Royal Guzeîîe. Having failed to receive 
any reassurances fiom officia1 authorities about the nature of the emancipation plan, MacQueen 
continued the same themes he had developed in his first two addresses: noting the low esteem the 
colonies were held in Britain, emphasiMg the need for unity, especially the need for the 
formation of a formal delegation, and underlinhg the fact that their fates were in their own 
hands. 13' In fact, the gap between the West India colonies and the mother country could not have 
been wider in MacQueen's view. Not only had the "anti-colonists" stepped up their attack, but 
the West india Committee was, alas, still of little use. The Committee could provide sorne 
support to the colonists when their delegation arrived in Britain, but not direction, "because they 
[the Committee] are not particularly acquainted with the subject [of the colonies]." MacQueen 
had apparently resigned himself to the fact that after ten years of intense debate over slavery and 
the colonies, the West hdia Committee had never been able to nse to the occasion, and would 
never be able to gain the confidence of the colonists themselves. 
MacQueen watered down his own solution to the colonial problern to a more realistic 
level than that offered in his first addresses. No talk of revolt, or joining another country, 
although the anxious "Colonists !" begins almost every paragraph. MacQueen may have real ized 
that some of his initial panic was unjustified because now he made a point to note that "1 am not 
counselling you to rebeiiion." But he did counsel the colonists to try everything up to rebellion: 
Coionists!--Tell your misguided country that if slavery is a sin, a shame, and a crime, it is she, not you 
who is the ci.iminal, because it was she, not yoy who created it for the Colonies. It is your country, not 
the Colonies, who was, who is, and who, tiH she acts justly and nonourable by you, must continue to be 
the accual slave trader, and the only slave proprietor. Throw these facts in her teeh in the proudest 
language of indignation and reprobation. Tell her that you have no irremovable affection for the systern 
of personal bandage, but that you have an honest and invincible attachent to your property, and that 
you never can, and never will, be brought willingly to relinquish that propercy until your country pays 
you back every farthing wtiich you paid unto herseIf ... 
Strong language, but strong language was about the only weapon the colonists had left, as 
MacQueen realized. He also advised that the colonists make theh case everywhere, in public, in 
Parliament-"leave no stone untumed"-but they needed to meet with ministers of the government 
above all, and make sure not to W o w  themselves to be handed over to the lower and inveterate 
organs of the Colonial Office." Still, MacQueen had no delusions about easy, or even probable 
success. In tact, he added that it was probably too late: "1 do not say that this course adopted will 
now Save you, but I know that if it had been adopted at an early period, that it would have saved 
you, and 1 cling to the hope that it will yet Save you, while 1 firmly believe that if such a course 
is not taken, your doom is certain." 
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MacQueen wrote one final address before leaving the West Indies, which reiterated his 
earlier message. Although this address showed signs of desperation by relating nurnerous 
gmesome stories of slave treachery, it also showed MacQueen was facing certain realities. For 
the first tirne, he appealed to the free coloureds to joh  in the colonial stniggle: "Union is strength! 
Let al1 classes, but more especially the white and the fiee coloured population, be united, and 1 
am deligl~ted!""~ MacQueen's invitation to the fiee coloured is only the last in a series of 
measures that serve to show that at bottom, MacQueen was looking for a way-the least 
hurniliating way-that the colonies could bind themselves closer to a mother country that did not 
want them. Despite al1 the strong language, he urged the colonists to ameliorate the condition of 
their slaves as far as possible. 
The reaction in the colonies to MacQueen's addresses varied fiom cautious criticism to 
enthusiastic support, gratitude and acceptance. Charles Thomson, the Attorney-General of St. 
Kitt's at the t h e ,  was much more willing to give the home govemment the benefit of the doubt, 
and believe that it would not abandon the colonies. Indeed. he insisted that the govenunent would 
%ke such steps, as are in their judgment best calculated to Save and to protect the colonies.""' 
Thomson argucd that MacQueen was too cynical and paranoid, and that the "tone and character" 
of his addresses hurt the colonial cause more than helped it. Finally, Thomson added that not 
only did MacQueen not offer anything new, but that he also encouraged rebellion, despite his 
denial to the contrary: 
-"Good fkiends, weet fiiends, let me not sfir you up 
To such a sudden flood of mutiny,' 'la 
was the expression used by Anthony, according to Shakespeare," urged Thomson, "when goading 
the Roman people to acts of violence and plunder." Thomson's cntical points were aiso 
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expressed by "A Creole" writing to the St. Chrisropher Ad~ertiser."~ as well as by Young 
AIexander in The Colonial Observer. ''O 
The dissension did not last, however, as MacQueen responded to these cnticisms with his 
usual ferocity. in a long letter. he discredited Thomson by announcing that, as an attomey- 
general, Thomson was "not a Colonist." Addressing Thomson penonally, MacQueen pointed 
out, **Yeu do not possess, and you cannot possess, any Colonial property, and you consequently 
can never be injured by any measure on the part of Government, however mischievous, 
dangerous, and destructive they may be."'" In a strategic reversal fiom his writings in Bntain, 
MacQueen staked his authority in the fact that he was now a West indian proprietor, admitting 
"al1 that I have in the world [is] vested in and dependent upon the fate of the West-India 
colonies." 
Generally, however, judging by the reception MacQueen received in the colonies which 
he visited. it is clear that the majority of colonials appreciated, respected, and ultimately followed 
much of his analysis and advice on their situation. After his speech at a dinner given in his 
honour in Antigua, where MacQueen reassured his audience that the new king (William IV) was 
on their side.'" an editorial noted that "coming fiom so respectable a quarier, WacQueen7s 
speech] is sutncient to cheer the heart of every West indian proprietor, and to chase despondency 
fiom our shores."'" Over the course of the next two months, he was treated to public dinnen in 
Barbados, St. Vincent and Tobago. lu The dinner in St. Vincent was a subscription dinner, where 
183 guests paid eight pounds each in a strong demonstration of support for MacQueen. Finally, 
in Grenada, a "deputation of several respectable Gentlemen waited upon him," but, having not 
enough tirne to organke a public entertainment, presented MacQueen with 200 guineas instead."' 
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More than the rewards. MacQueen's addresses seemed to have sparked more S ~ ~ O U S  
anempts at colonial unification. Obviously some colonists took MacQueen's wamings and 
suggestions more seriously than others. but it seems clear that this address, and those that 
fo!lowed, did serve as a catalyst to at least get the colonists more mobilized than before. Less 
than three weeks afier MacQueen's first address had been published in Jamaica (May 183 l), the 
Iuly 16 edition of the Royal Gazette published the resolutions of no less than eight meetings 
which had taken place around the island. The paper aiso ran, for the fiist t h e ,  an advertisement 
for the formation of a "colonial union." 
By the end of luly, 183 1. al1 but two parishes in Jamaica had held meetings to consider 
the crisis and to protest, as strongly as possible, the British govemment's intervention. The tone 
of these meetings varied fiom those who only demanded just compensation, to some even 
threatening separation fiom the Empire. At a meeting in Montego Bay (parish of St. James), the 
Eieeholden asserted that any move by the imperid govemment to deprive them of their properties 
"will compel them to petition his majesty to absolve them fiom their allegiance, that they may 
seek the protection of some other power able and willing to secure to them the enjoyment of their 
rights, and the peaceable possession of their properties."'" The resoiutions adopted at a meeting 
in Mandeville (parish of Manchester) ranged b m  mild to radcal: after admitting that they would 
*'readily resign" their slaves if compensated, the colonists also fonvarded to the government a 
bold, if hollow, threat: "deny us that [compensation], and although we may be too weak to 
prevail, still we may prove powerful enough to injure our oppre~sors."'~' 
The fint calls for a more formal dl-West Indian organization were also made. The idea 
seems inspired kom MacQueen's calls for unity and organized pressure on the govemment. 
Clearly influenced by Amencan precedents, the "Colonial Union" was to be a central body where 
delegates fiom each coIony would attend, and eventually go to London to represent the interests 
of al1 the West Indies. As it stood, the West Indian islands al1 lobbied the government 
individually through individual agents, or sympathetic M.P.s." The West India Committee was 
supposed to represent al1 of the colonies, but, as noted earlier, it had never been seen to do so 
effectiveiy. MacQueen's cal1 to bypass the Committee seems to have been taken up at this point. 
Ln May 1833, delegates were elected fiom around the West Indies, with MacQueen chosen to 
represent the Leeward Islands. The news of his election was announced with great optimism: 
The talents of Mr. M'Queen are well known both in England and Scotland; and as a Delegate fiom the 
West India colonies we augur good things. He is intim3tely acquainted with British and Colonial aBairs; 
nor is he to be deceived by the tinsel which may be held out to allure him fiom the path which he 
conscientiousIy purnies. His ability, associated as it will be with chat of other Delegates, is to be inferred 
~vill go some way in funher securing the right of compensation now admitted by some of the staunchest 
of the Anti-Slavery Party; if, indeed, it does not alter the tone assumed by many of them. T i e  will show 
the result of such an occasion both of mental strength and energy.'" 
In fact, time did not show the result of MacQueen's work as a delegate because the crucial 
negotiations with the government over emancipation occurred precisely at this time by the 
traditional representatives of the West India cause. Between A p d  and June 1833, the Colonial 
Office dealt with the usual pmminent metroplitan merchants with West india connections, which 
were now formed into a forma1 delegation of their own and included, among othea, William 
Murray, Sir Alexander Grant, George Hibbert, John Irving, Andiew Colvile, and Hugh 
Hyndrnan. ' 50 The delegation, as well the Saints, ha l ly  accepted a plan for emancipation, drafted 
by Stephen, in June 1833, which included major concessions to the West Indians: a staggering 
twenty-million pound gant, an apprenticeship period for the slaves, and continued protection for 
West Indian sugar. "' 
Thus MacQueen was able to raily the troops just in time to witness signing of the peace. 
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He anived back in London in July, a month after the Emancipation Act had passed. But while 
his efforts in the West indies can be seen, at best, as a heroic failure, the Royal Gazerte 's 
cornrnentary on what he brought to the colonial cause is revealing. His reputation, knowledge (of 
both Britain and the colonies), and unswerving loyalty would form the basis for MacQueen's 
fùture work in the West indies-work which would be accomplished under the auspices of sorne 
the very same metropolitan merchants who had negotiated in place of MacQueen and the other 
colonial representatives. 
in examining the mainsprings of the defence of slavery in Bntain in the l u t  decade before 
emancipation, especially MacQueen's contribution to it, we tind that slaveiy advocates actually 
did not differ significantly fiom antislavery proponents in theory. The debate centered chiefly on 
timing. And even the most extreme addresses written by MacQueen were based on the same 
logic as those by his emancipationist counterparts. in practice, of course, most philosophical 
positions, especially those €rom the pro-slavery side, sprung fiom rnaterial interests, as seen by 
the arguments of MacQueen or Cropper. Nevertheless, by the l8îOs, the debate over slavery was 
about when it should take place, not if: Most colonial hacks were at pains to show how much the 
condition of the slaves had ken meliorated. Convenientl y, most argued that continued pmgress 
and development through amelioration, ultimately ending in emancipation, would have to be 
%ery gradual" if the colonies were not to be completely ruined. But the concession is a quantum 
leap fkom the idea that slaves are a fixed and permanent part of the social structure. 
MacQueen covered al1 of these arguments and in this sense is highiy representative of the 
pro-slavery position. On the other hand, he was also a mavenck. He did not belong to any of the 
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formal West india associations. and did not have a persona1 interest in the colonies until after 
many years of loyal defence. Though never publicly acknowledged, this independence arose fkom 
his personality as well as his own ideas, especially those regarding the govemment's suppression 
of the foreign slave trade, the imminent decline of the West indies, and his interest in Afiica. 
hdeed, his incorporation of Afica into the debate set him apart fiom everyone. One can Say that 
both sides in Britain were uncornfortable with MacQueen. Obviously, antislavery polemicists 
woufd find his work objectionable in the extreme. But the volume and method of his offensive 
set him well apart fiom most supporters of slavery, even the West india Cornmittee, who failed, 
in the end, to corne to his aid during his legal battle. 
It is important, however, to quali@ how radical MacQueen would have been to those 
outside the ernancipation debate. At the tirne the abolitionists labelled MacQueen an extremist, 
and especially to&y, I i is reiiiarks, regardin$ Ui<: need iu upiiuici Yie paiemai auriioriry of the 
planters, and about AWcans, individual abolitionists and their supporters, are unsettling. But did 
the public or the governrnent at the tirne really consider him an extremist? Did he really represent 
a radicaily conservative and out-of-touch faction? It is tempting to believe so in light of present- 
day attitudes towards these issues. For example, it now seems obvious that MacQueen's abuse 
of Mary Prince was nothing more than shameless and unmitigated racism. But we must 
remember that MacQueen was a pmpagandist (albeit a relatively independent one) and the attack 
was strategically planned to tap into the pervailing prejudices of British society. During the 
passage of the arnelioration bill in 1824, for instance, George Canning, then President of the 
Board of Trade, and considered a liberal on slavery issues for his previous support of abolition 
in 1807, likened immediate emancipation to the irresponsiblity of Dr. Frankenstein in Mary 
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Shelley's recently published novel ( 18 18) because, Canning explained: 
Ln dealing with the negro ... we must remember that we are dealing with a being possessing the form and 
strength of a man. but the intellect only of a child. To nirn him loose ... would be to raise up a creature 
resembling the splendid fiction of a recent romance; the hero of which c o m c t s  a human fom, with al1 
the corporeal capabilities of a man, with the thews [rnuscular development] and sinews of a giant; but 
being unable to impart to the work of his han& a perception of right and wrong, he fin& too late that he 
has only created a more than mortal power of doing mischief, and himself recoils fiom the monster which 
he has made.''* 
Furthemore, MacQueen was hardly excomrnunicated fiom his official connections after the 
Prince article. It was not three months aiter it was published that he was invited to offer evidence 
before a Commons' select committee on the state of the West hdia colonies. And he continued 
to have access to the governent for his future work. And how oct of touch was his defence of 
plrntocratic rule? The Colonial Office's change of policy fiom supporting the fieedmen to 
supporting the planters during the economic crisis of the early 1840s suggests that when push 
came to shove, the government, too, would corne to the defence of the traditional colonial 
authonty structure, even well after the fight for emancipation was over. Indeed, in a recent re- 
working of Eric Williams' controversial decline thesis, Thomas Holt has argued that the Office 
did not support emancipation at al1 for humanitarian reasons; instead, officials viewed it simply 
as a "question of labour," which was the way that pro-slavery advocates such as MacQueen 
viewed it--ody the plantocracy saw a different answer to the question."' Perhaps the most telling 
evidence regarding MacQueen's extremism, however, is provided by his acceptence by some of 
the abolitionists themselves later in his career. Less than five years after the Emancipation Act, 
Buxton was inviting MacQueen to his home for advice on Anica and the slave trade.'" 
Except for some of the hi&-density islands such as Barbados, the end of slavery led to 
permanent economic decline, largely because the fieedmen refwd to conform to the needs of the 
plantocracy. This economic hardship exacerbated other social problems perceived by the whites. 
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such a s  high crime, lax sexual mores, orphans, and a revival of Afncan spiritualism. The 
perceived sociai and religious decline had becorne so chronic in most of the West India colonies 
by the 1850s. that even the white rnissionaries were complaining about the level of African 
"~ivilization."'~' in other words, the fieedmen had failed to conform to the missionaries' view 
of responsible and respectable fiee people. Pro-slavery polemicists had argued as much ever 
since the debate over slavery began in the eighteenth century, perhaps knowing better than anyone 
that the fieed slaves would not automatically submit to white needs or expectations, and that 
slavery was the only system capable of forcing them to conform. The similar reactions and 
explanations offered by the whites, whether planter or missionary, pro-slavery or antislavery, 
demonstrates that their views of the Afncan were oflen not that far apart. 
Most irnportantiy, MacQueen's polemical work d u h g  the 1820s and early 30s had eamed 
him the reputation as one of the West india colonies' most unflinching allies, and he emerged as 
one of the leading spokesman for the pro-slavery and colonial cause. Regardless of whether he 
was considered a radical, he was considercd an authority by members of govemrnent, and became 
a iightning rod for antislavery counteia~cks. Furthemore colonials overwhelrningly found his 
defence strong and consistent. indeed, many had lost faith in the West India Cornmittee in 
London as well as the other "colonial hacks," and increasingiy tumed to MacQueen as their sole 
saviour. This reputation that MacQueen had carved out for himself would be essentiai in making 
him one of the few credible bridges between the colonies and the metropdis in pst-emancipation 
reconstruction. 
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Chapter 3 
Emancipation and Economic Reconstruction: 
MacQueen and the Colonial Bank, 1836-38 
After settling his own compensation claims, MacQueen set about in the 1830s to settle 
some of the affairs for the British West Indies d e r  slavery. His own contribution was to help re- 
dafuie their relationship to the mother country in two key areas of the British imperial system: 
finance and communication. From 1836 to 1838 he was the agent for the Colonial Bank, and 
from 1838 to 1842 he was the agent for the Royal Mail Stem Packet Company. Though almost 
nothing is recorded of MacQueen's work in these areas, they were probably his most significant 
legacies to the British Empire. This chapter will help clarify the reasons behind the establishment 
of a banking system in the West indies in general, and MacQueen's contribution to the formation 
of the Colonial Bank in particular. 
Retreat to Personal Affairs and a Return to Public Work, 1833-36 
For three years after the passage of the Emancipation Act, MacQueen did not publish 
anything. He had not gone this long without publishing since before 1820, and would never do 
so again before his death in 1870. What kept him silent in these years was his persona1 business 
endeavows, which tumed out to be a bureaucratie nightmare and ultimately, a financial disaster. 
His career as a planter lasted mughly three years, and it took hirn this long again to fïnally settle 
his compensation clahs,  for which he did not receive any of the rnoney. 
IfMacQueen had entertained any thoughts about attempting to revive his Tortolan estates 
into viable sugar producing plantations, these were soon dashed. MacQueen's claims for 
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compensation. compiicated in themselves. were ovenvhelmed by a barrage of counter-claims. 
brought forth by everyone Erom MacQueen's creditors to the former slaves of his plantations. 
indeed, if he had believed that he could make money fiorn compensation he was here, too, sadly 
mistaken. When he purchased these plantations, he inherited their histories, which immediately 
came to light afier emancipation. 
Excluding MacQueen's creditors, the counter-claimants fell roughly into two categories: 
those who had money owed to them by the previous ownea of the estates, and female ex-slaves, 
who. along with their mulatto children, had been guaranteed lifetime support. The fonner 
category only included the five estates focmerly owned by Ruth Lettsome. Her son, William 
Paynes Georges, ran the property since his mother's purchase in 18 13, but after 1820 hard times 
apparently led him to run up enonnous debts, mainly with merchants fiom Tortoia and St. 
Thomas, but also with his manager, Hugh Smith, whom he did not pay after December 1820. By 
June 1822, Georges had borrowed almost £4000 (sterling), which amounted to as much as the 
mortgage.' Subsequently, Georges abandoned the estates, leaving the debts hanging until 
MacQueen and Company sought compensation. MacQueen's dismay at seeing several claims 
such as that by John James Henry Vanburen, "practitioner of physic and surgery," claiming 
f 32.O.l% against the old Lettsome estates, could only have been surpassed by the flood of 
counter-claims against his Brewer's Bay estate, filed by the fonner owner's concubines and th& 
mulatto children. When George Martin died in 18 18, he had granted annuities to five of his 
female slaves, plus support for al1 of the children he had shed by three of them. By January 1836, 
MacQueen faced eighteen counter-claims against the estate. Twelve of these came fiom former 
slaves or their children, and their claims totalled more than f 16,000.' 
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Al1 of these counter-daims, however, were secondary next to those filed by MacQueen's 
creditors. He and his partners owed upwards o f f  80,000 to Reid, Irving, and Company on the ten 
estates.' in the end, the slaves fiom the ten estates secured f 13,589.15.9 as compensation.' ïhe  
award was easily the largest fiom Tortola, where the average payment was £454%.' Clearly , debts 
far exceeded assets, and MacQueen iud Co. were forced to tum over al1 the compensation money, 
as well as the estates, to their creditors at the end of 1836. 
It was just well for MacQueen to make a fiesh start, however, since the end of 
apprenticeship al1 but elimioated the already depressed Tortolan sugar industry . Demerara labour 
"speculators" had already drained some of the labour force since emancipation because the 
auxiliary Acts allowed apprentices to purchase their fieedom without the consent of their 
rna~ters.~ In 1837, another hurricane hit the island and destroyed seventeen sugar works. And 
between 1837 and 1847, Tortola suffered fiom almost continual drought. When apprenticeship 
was abolished in 1838, several labourers began working their own plots. However, it was 
collape of MacQueen's old creditors, Reid. Irving, and Company. Tortola's larsest employer. 
in the wake of the passage of the Sugar Duties Act that completely finished the island as a sugar 
producer.7 After 1846, most laboucers himed to small-scale peasant famiing.' 
After this brief retreat to persona1 affairs irnmediately afier emancipation, MacQueen 
retumed rededicated to defending the West India colonies. He did this k t  with another 
pamphlet, entitled the General Statistics of the British Empire. This was MacQueen's attempt 
to quanti@ everything of value in the British Empire fiom poultry and rabbits to the colonies 
themselves.' He determined for example. that Great Britain had no less than f 60 million worth 
l2-t 
of rnanure alone! But the statistics themselves are less important for our purposes here than his 
reason for publishing them. Though never stated explicitly, it becornes clear by the end of the 
tract that MacQueen hoped to defend the West india colonies by defending the value of 
agriculture. especially in relation to the obviously increasing importance of man~fachiring.'~ He 
concluded that while rnanufacturing was no doubt important, it did not compare to the value of 
agriculture, which in fact underpinned rnanufacturing: '?he result of the preceding researches. 
inquiries, and calculations is, that amidst the numerous and proud manufachiring concerns in 
Great Britain, which adds so much to her wealth ... the value and importance of land, and 
agricultural industry and produce, stand proudly conspicuous and preeminent." It seems that this 
conclusion was founded less on the statistics that he provided than fiom the assumption (stated 
in the very next sentence) that 9he prosperity of every interest, in every country in the world, is 
based and dependent upon the prospenty and proper cultivation of the soil."" 
Such an observation should not corne as a surprise fiom one who cut his teeth in the old 
plantation system, defended that system in his prime, and was hoping to replicate a version of that 
systern in Afiica. That this pamphlet came fiom MacQueen is even less of a surprise since he had 
devoted virtuaIly al1 of his energies over the past quarter decade in using his pen in an attempt to 
educate and persuade what he felt was an ignorant and unsympathetic British public and 
govemment. The pamphlet also bears MacQueen's hallmark statistical approach to polemical 
subjects which he had been developiog since his £ h t  publication in 18 13 and used extensively 
in his geographical and polemical works of the 1820s. On the other hand, there were some 
changes. It was a tame tract by his earlier standards: no fiery rfiaoric, no names, no apocalyptic 
pronouncements. He did mention that Sierra Leone "stands as a living record of national folly 
... [and] forms a blot on the page of British colonial history."" However, MacQueen reserved 
what Little analysis there was in this tract for criticking the Iarger West indian planters, who, he 
claimed. had fleeced the smailer ones in the division of the f20 million compensation payment." 
He did not go into detail, but the rernark foreshadows more serious disagreements in the near 
future. Although MacQueen was a West lndian proprietor himseif, the criticism nevertheless 
demonstrates that he was willing to break with most powerful elements of the West India body 
publicly. His work with the Colonial Bank, while strengthening his ties with some, alienated him 
still further fiom other colonials in the West Indies themselves, and represents the larger tensions 
created when the Colonial Bank became established in the colonies. 
Though he had opposed emancipation with everything in his power, making a name for 
himself as one of slavery's staunchest defenders, MacQueen nevertheless accepted the reality of 
emancipation. He repeatedly told the British West Indians that they should now look ahead. At 
one of several public dinners in the West Indies given in his honour during his travels for the 
Colonial Bank in 1836-37, MacQueen reportedly told his audience: 
Much rnight at that rime [during the emancipaiion debate) have been done by the dl-powerfùl d u e n c e  
which the West india interest then commanded, had they acted with unanimity, but, unfortunately, they 
were divided amongst themselves, and thus fell easy prey to their enemies. He could say much on this 
subject, but would p a s  it over as equally palliful for the Company to hear, as for himself to recite. The 
evil had been done, and could not be undone; it was useless to dwell upon the past. Attention should now 
be directed to the future, and to the means of meeting the great and pressing dangers that were yet to 
corne. '' 
Appropnately, MacQueen repeated this sentiment at al1 of his public dinners as an agent for the 
Colonial Bank, a situation symbolic of the fact that while his audiences were celebrating his past, 
MacQueen was working toward their future. 
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The British Background to the Establishment of the Colonial Bank 
The formation of the Colonial Bank in 1836, along with severai other smaller banks in the 
West indies in this same period, was a watershed in banking history because, for the first time, 
there were "fiee-standing" banks in the colonies themselves. This development was the result of 
long-terrn developments in banking and the more specific needs of the British West indies 
themselves. 
Banks have exported their seMces across borders ever since the beginning of capitalism 
itself. initially, Italian banking houses, and later south Geman or Dutch bankers, offered their 
products (such as capital or bank notes) and services (such as credit or exchanges) to foreign 
countries in one of two ways: either by sending a representative, or by rnaking arrangements with 
a similar institution within the country in question." These companies were usually owned by 
powerful families such as the Medicis or Rothschilds, and remained a significant banking model 
until the twentieth century. Financing in the British West Indies grew out of this tradition, with 
merchant-banken in the metroplis nsponsible for financial arrangements in the colonies. These 
merchant houses would provide the massive amount of start-up capital needed for a new 
plantation-for transport, equiprnent, slaves and fkst year's provisions-as well as arrange for the 
resale of the crop once the plantation began pr~ducing. '~ 
The evolution of the British economy provided the context for establishing a new financial 
arrangement. By the tum of the nineteenth century, industrialization, with its concomitant 
economic adjustments, brought, as Michael Collins has noted, "growth in both productive and 
trading sectors, the greater accumulation of wealth holdings and increased sophistication of 
economic relations." These developments in tum made 
specialisation, including Linanciai specialisation. more feasible and economic development called for 
more advanced mercantile and financial arrangements. Here, the commercial banker played a cenaal 
roIe: in the provision of credif media of exchange and remittance facilities; as well as providing the more 
uaditional service as a safe repository for valu able^.'^ 
In his classic study of the imperial banks written more than sixty years ago, A.S.J. Baster also 
pointed out that British overseas investment began increasing markedly at this tirne, especiall y 
aRer the Napoleonic Wars." The elhination of the Dutch East india Company in 1795 and the 
forma1 closure of the Bank of Amsterdam in 18 19 (having been without funds since 1793) 
effectively eliminated Holland as a banking rival. The fall in money rates in Britain also 
encouraged capital overseas; for example, investment in the newly-independent countries of 
South America increased by nine million pounds per year between 1 8 1 5 and t 825. 
The British government adjusted to these general changes by changing banking laws at 
the same tirne that it tried to regulate the banking sector more closely. in 1826 it legalized joint- 
stock banking for al1 entrepreneurs through the Joint-Stock Banking Act, thus ending the Bank 
of England's exclusive right to joint-stock banking.19 Throughout the 1830s the Treasury also 
drvrtlopod a x r i o s  of Colonial Bankuig Regulations. These regulations restncted issuing bank 
notes to a proportion of the company's paid-up capital, required the company to publish its annual 
accounts, applied controls on the openhg and closing of branches, limited business to "banking," 
and specified a geographic location for the bank? 
The new banking legislation of the 1820s and 30s opened the door for a new system by 
reducing the nsks to potential investors. The Joint-Stock Banking Act did this directly by 
allowing an unlimited number of partners for any banking company. The Colonial Banking 
Regulations never became law, but as Geofney Jones has explained, the essence of these 
regulations were usually incorporated into a banking company's charter." Until unrestricted 
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limited liability legislation passed in 1857 and 1858, royal charters were a common way to M e r  
minimize risks for new companies in the early nineteenth century, as MacQueen's numerous 
lobbying efforts-ranging fiom his proposed Afnca Company to a British steam mail system-- 
attested. For banking companies, royal charters typically made shareholders liable to only twice 
their investments. On the other hanci, by ganting the charters, the government sought to regulate 
the banking industry and hoped to prevent banking failures. In addition to the rules of the 
Colonial Banking Regulations. the government required penodic renewal of the charter. The 
charters did not, however, gant monopoly nghts. 
By the 1830s, the culmination of these long-terni economic and legislative developments 
precipitated the formation of several "multinational" banks in the space of oniy a few years. 
Multinational banks differed fiom "international" banks which had existed for centuries in that 
the former established a branch in another country. Ownership and control remained in the 
metropolis, but the branches themselves were "fiee-standing" banks, with no equity in domestic 
banks." Multinationals had no interest in the domestic market, and were, in fact, characterized 
by their geographical and functional specialization; their charters usually circumscribed their 
fùnctions, and their services adapted to serve the needs of the local economy. And unlike their 
merchant-bank counterparts, multinationals were nui by a number of shareholders, not an 
individual or small family circle. 
Not surprisingly, the fkst British multinational banks were formed within the Empire. 
where political, economic and institutional compatibility facilitated easier establishment and 
greater security. The first overseas banks were in Australia, the West Indies, Canada and the 
Meditenanean: 
Australia: 
Bank of Australasia ( 1835) 
Bank of Southern Australia ( 1 836) 
Union Bank of Australia ( 1 83 7) 
West Indies: 
Colonial Bank ( 1836) 
Bank of British Guiana ( 1836) 
Bank of Jarnaica ( 1 83 7) 
Jamaica Planters Bank ( 1 83 7) 
West india Bank (1 839) 
Canada: 
Bank of British North America (1 836) 
Ionian Islands (British Protectorate 18 15-64): 
Ionian Bank ( 1 839) 
The establishment of so rnany multinational banks in the space of only four years is also a 
dramatic demonstration of the centralizing trend in the British Empire. While power was not 
going directly to the govemment, as al1 of these banks remained in the pnvate sector (though they 
were public companies), control was gravitating towards it as the author of uniform colonial 
banking regdations and the royal charters which underwrote these banks. 
The West Indiaa Background to the E~tablishment of the Colonial Bank 
The metroplitan forces pushing a banking system out to the colonies were complemented 
by local conditions within the colonies which pulled it in. Each of the major regions within the 
Empire had reached an important point in its own history and possessed its own unique reasons 
for establishing banks in the 1 830s. For example, the development of colonial banking can fit 
easily into the context of Australian settiement or the evolution of responsible govemrnent in 
Canada.') Likewise, the British West indies had their own particular reasons for requiring new 
financial arrangements--namely, emancipation of the slaves and the enonnous changes which 
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accompanied it. 
Virtually al1 histonans who have dealt with the Colonial Bank recognize that 
emancipation in some way precipitated the Bank's formation, but their explanations vary in 
scope. Jones, for example, focuses exclusively on sugar prices, which may not even have been 
seriously affected by emancipation until the end of the apprenticeship system in 1838. He 
attributes the formation of the Colonial Bank simply to opportunistic British merchants hoping 
to take advantage of high sugar prices in the mid4830s." AAer r e c o v e ~ g  fiom a pst-war 
recession, sugar pices, indeed, had increased since the early 1820s, fiom an average price of 3 1 S. 
1 Od. per hundredweight in London between 182 1 and 1830, to 37s. 5d. between 1836 and 1845." 
Furthemore, the cost of labour remained low until the end of apprenticeship; in some cases, 
labour was cheaper than during slavery. In Jamaica, for example, a hundredweight of sugar cost 
1 Os. 5.5d to produce between 1832 and l834,9s. 2.254. between 1836 and 1 838, before sharply 
increasing to 29s. Zd. in the last two years of the decade? 
Thus it is hue that optimism and opporhuiity were certainly present for those in the sugar 
business after emancipation, but only in the brief window of the mid- 1830s. After 1838 the price 
of labour rose while the pnce of sugar fell before completely bottomhg out in the wake of the 
Sugar Act of 1846." Moreover, almost no colonials at the time refened to sugar prices as a 
compelling reason to establish a banking system. 
Any explanation regardhg the formation of the Colonial Bank must take the effect of 
emancipation on the local economy more into account. Fint, the twenty-million pounds awarded 
by the British govemment as compensation to the British planters, still the largest compensation 
award in British history, brought a sudden infiux of capital into the West Indies unlike any other 
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time in their history. For many contemporaries, this enormous money transfer was reason enough 
to explain the founding of a banking system. indeed, Mary Butler has shown that both the 
Jamaica and Colonial Banks cited compensation as their founding raison deerre. She 
convincingly argues that the connection between compensation and banking had been made by 
metropolitan merchants as early as 1824, when they tried to form the West India Company at the 
very time that compensation first began to be debated in public and in Parliament. These 
merchants failed to get govemment support and the scheme soon died, but Butler concludes that 
the West india Company's "foundation underscores the fact that the link between compensation 
and the establishment of suitable banks was made almost irnmediately."'s 
White the compensation payment was significant, the end of the slave system itself 
inevitably brought much more complicated financial activity in the colonies, and thus also 
precipitated the need for a banking system. For example, hitherto there was little money in the 
colonies. Foreign ûade had dways tended to drain specie, but mon  importantly, little money was 
actiraily needed in the colonies: no wages were paid, slaves grew much of their own food, and 
planters w d  metropolitan agents to sel1 theu sugar, purchase their supplies, and advance them 
credit.'. As final emancipation approached in 1 83 8, MacQueen explained how this old system 
was completely inadequate: 
Hitheno every thing in the West indies, but more especially in the British West indies, has been 
transacted, as it were, by barter. Labour, except to a d l  extent, was not paid for in wages, and hence 
a very srnall quantity of metallic currency was sufficient to supply the wants of every colony. This, 
however, can no longer bc the case. The general emancipation of the labourers changes e v q  thing. Al1 
labour mut  henceforward be paid for in the colonies; and every article of supply necessary, either for 
estates or the population, must be purctiased in the colonies, paid for in them, and the value remitted to 
ocher colonies; while by-and-by the most of the produce produced will also be sold and paid for in the 
The quotation 6rom MacQueen also points to probably the most important issue which 
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necessitated the formation of the Colonial Bank: the problem of West indian currency. The 
system of  currency in the British West lndies in the early nineteenth century c m  only be described 
as chaotic: a mishmash of several currencies in circulation with no standard and fixed exchange 
rates. Until the eighteenth century, al1 transactions in the British West Indian colonies were 
conducted with tobacco or sugar. Furthemore, successive waves of Europeans colonizing the 
West Indies, al1 with their own currencies, over three centuries, had created a complicated 
intermixture of local currencies by the tum of the nineteenth cenhiry. The Spanish doubloon 
(gold) and dollar (silver; also known by its earlier name, 'pieces of eight') still predominated in 
the British colonies, even where accounts were kept in shillings and pence, according to 
~acQueen." Along side these were also Portuguese gold johannes (rioes') and half-johannes, 
French pistoles, copper 'Leeward Island Dogs', fourpenny 'bits' and United States dollars. 
Colonies also cnidely minted their own currencies, mainly by cutting out a piece of a Spanish 
dollar and stamping the letter of the colony on &the 'stampee.' Cyril Hamshere gives an 
excellent example of the difficulties that this currency hodge-podge created: 
in Trinidad at the opening of the nineteenth century there was a variety of coin, which might have 
delighted a modem coin-coilector, but hardly facilitated local business: 'douro fuerte'. quarter dollar, 
'NO-bit piece', the 'cinq sous clou' or 'cinq sous croix'-of irregular shape stamped with a cross--and 
often cut into quarters known as 'cinq sous coupés' or 'Moco pa h'. In St. Lucia they deait in sols, 
deniers, livres, Louis d'ors, 'three-man pieces', British pennies and 'Leeward Island Dogs; in Grenada 
it was stamped coloniai monetas and moidm; in Guiana, Dutch guildm and st iver~. '~  
Paper money had been outlawed since the early 1760s;' while metallic cumncy, in MacQueen's 
words, was 'hot only exceedingly scarce, but also ... exceedingly, nay, niinously mutilated and 
debased."" despite laws in force forbidding mutilation on pain of death." 
Tkus emancipation exacerbated old financial problems as well as creating new ones, at 
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the same time that it created new opportunities for potential crediton working under the new 
joint-stock Company laws. Ln the sumrner of 1835 the editor of the Grenada Free Press 
surnmarized why the time had corne for a banking system to be established in the West Indies. 
The biggest problem was the shortage of currency, and he noted that "we see not by what other 
means. but through the aid of B w s .  the planter cm find ready money to meet the weekly 
expenditure for ~ages ." '~  Of course, banks wodd also provide " h d s  of deposit and credit" for 
the planter. in general, a banking system would bring benefits to al1 levels of colonial society: 
"Since we have shewn, that prosperity uniformly attends the establishment of Banks in every 
country: that commerce is extended, that agiculture is fostered, manufactures are enlivened, and 
by these cornbined operations the situation of the poor is arneliorated, need we say, that the West 
india Colonies offer a wide field for the beneficial action of such institutions?" 
interestingly, banking services for the lower classes, alluded to bnefly in the Grenada 
Free Press excerpt, became a major focus in the colonies in the autumn of 1835, and M e r  
illustrate some of the goals that the colonial elite had in mind for banks. The push to establish 
a "savings' bank," modelled on those of the Friendly Societies, which helped the freedmen pool 
their money to purchase land, began in Barbados. It is immediately apparent that the upper 
classes wanted a savings bank to serve as a social safety net as well as an institution to help 
facilitate the assimilation of the ex-slaves into colonial society-ail to k paid for by the ex-slaves 
themselves." At a meeting in Bridgetown, the "monied men" urged %e very great importance 
of impressing on the min& of the labouring classes, especidy the lately emancipated people, the 
necessity of industry and hgality" and predicted that "unless some early and effective measures 
be taken to improve the moral habits of the labouring classes, who, in a few short years, will be 
thrown entirely on their own resources, misery and destitution will spread over the length and 
breadth of Our land." They conciuded that 
It  is desirable ... that a Savings' Bank, approaching as near as is practicable to the pxinciples of the 
institution in the Mother Country, should be commenced in this Island. A small deposit of money by 
rvery labouring man and woman, to be placed on interest, would, in a few years, amount to a 
considerable sum. The certainiy of relief in old age, sickness, or inability to work, should be impressed 
on the min& of the labourers as an important consideration.-- Many a poor, industrious man, may be 
assisted too. with a small sum lent him to commence business wiîh, or to build a shelter for fiis family 
in case of casuaities by fie, or other calamities. instances of this kind have occurred in the Friendly 
Societies, contracted as their means are." 
The savings banks nevcr succeeded because most labourers never had extra money to put away, 
and because saving had never been a part of West indian culture for any class, particularly the 
upper cl as^.'^ But its promotion is important in demonstrating how the plantocracy tried 
abdicating any social nsponsibilities after emancipation, hoping that the local peasantry would 
develop their own institutions to cope with the new needs of West indian society. When the 
savings bank scheme failed, the Colonial Bank was there to fil1 part of the vacuum. 
Another reason the savings banks did not succeed was because no one had the means to 
found such an institution. In his article, the editor of the Grenada Free Press noted that the 
planters themselves couid not raise the necessary capital to fom any kind of bank, and he 
believed the only solution was for colonial legislatures to ''forni their Treasuries into local 
Banks." But the history of the establishment of a banking system in the West Indian colonies 
shows that the means and the will to establish îhem would have to corne fiom the home country. 
The editor of the Royal Gazette appended a note to his colleague's article stating he had 
infonnation that, indeed, "a Coionial Bank is about to be established in London, and that 
Branches will be formed in al1 the British West India Colonieda 
During his work for the Bank, MacQueen recounted that memben of the metropolitan 
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West hdia interest began formulating plans for a banking system as soon as the Ernancipation 
Act was passed in 1833. The plan made M e ,  though some, headway with the government, and 
another meeting was called in August 1835 to discuss another govenunent-supported bank, but 
one specifically for Jamaica-a meeting to which MacQueen was invited. The Jamaica plan, put 
forth by one Mr. Lindo and strongly supported by William Burge, the lamaican agent in London, 
projected a bank whose primary business would be mortgages, consignments, and commissions 
on sales and bills of exchange-in other words, the scheme sought to institutionalize the century- 
old relationship between metropolitan merchants and the colonial planters. MacQueen stated that 
at this point "1 observed that such a plan could never be countenanced by Govemment, that would 
deservedly and in limine be resisted by the Colonists both at home and abroad, k ing not a 
banking concem but a mercantile concem. The general plan for a general bank was then stated 
by me to the meeting, the influentid hands in which it then was, and the negociations going with 
the Govemment under most favourable prospects.'*' 
MacQueen alluded to some important concerns held by both the government and the 
colonists regarding the establishment of any banking system. Neither wanted "mercantile" 
business to be part of the system. The govemment feand that such business would conflict with 
proper banking activities, and in practice specifically restricted banks with royal charters--such 
as  the Colonial Bank-to "banking business" (what this meant is explaineci below). The colonists, 
on the other hand, wanted to liberate themselves fiom the traûitionally unfair arrangement 
berween themselves and metropolitan merchants, which kept planters in perpetual debt to their 
creditors in Bntain. The establishment of a proper bank in the colonies themselves, would, in the 
words of one letter to the editor, "release him [the planter] fiom the thraldom of the merchant, 
under whose tyranny he now writhes.'*' 
Transatlantic Bridge Building: MacQueen as the Principal Agent for the Colonial Bank 
MacQueen's above quotation also alludes to his own role in the formation of the Bank, 
though it is not absolutely clear. The scholarship has been even less clear on this point. While 
the official history makes vimially no mention of him, the Dictionary of National Biograply 
credits him with 'Ihe organization and projection of the Colonial Bank.'"' The tmth is certainly 
sornewhere in between. It is fairly clear that MacQueen was not the author of the original plan 
forwarded in 1833, though he was an avid promoter of it once it was with the govemrnent. 
Moreover, the Colonial Bank's Court of Directors never acknowledged him as the prime mover 
in the operation, as the Directors for the Royal Steam Packet Company did. The distinction is 
important since several of the Directon for the Colonial Bank would also be directors for the 
RMSP Company, including John Irving, who became the first chairman of both companies. 
Four of the onginal eight directors were fkom the West hdia Cornmittee: I.A. Hankey. 
Charles McGarel, James Cavan, and the chairman, Irving, of Messrs. Reid, h i n g  & Company, 
MacQueen's own creditor. The other halfwere fiom the banking business, which includeci David 
Barclay, M. P., John Gurney Hoare, Abraham George Robarts and Samuel Gurney.# Many of 
these Directors were, and would be, involved in numerous post-ernancipation reconstruction 
schemes, emphasizing the heavy involvement of metropolitan intetests in the colonies at this 
t h e .  For exarnple, IMng, Cavan, and Barclay took part in the formation of the Trinidad Railway 
Company in the latter 1 840s," and, as will be seen in the next chapter, both the hings (Sr. and 
Jr.). Cavan, and Robarts were Directors in the original Royal Mail Steam Packet Company. 
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Meanwhile. Irving Sr. (dong with Andrew Colvile and George and Samuel Hibbert) was also in 
the midst of trying to fom the Bank of ~ a m a i c a ! ~  
MacQueen certainly knew the chairman, and most likely knew at least the other West 
Indians on the Board, if not al1 of the founders. It is highiy probable that he discussed with them 
the formation of such a Company in the early thirties, as al1 West Indians were attempting to 
reconcile themselves to emancipation and the subsequent compensation payrnent. The speed with 
which MacQueen's arrangements were made supports this contention. He was appointed the 
Company's principal agent at the very first meeting of the Directors on March 3 1, 1836. Two 
weeks later, the Board establislied MacQueen's sdary at f 1200 a year, plus expenses, and ordered 
him to make arrangements to leave for the West Indies." 
By the tirne of their f ist  meeting, the provisional Court of Directors had raised £500,000 
capital out of a total subscription of f2,000,000. The Company's head office was located briefly 
at 62, Broad Street before moving to 13, Bishopgate Street Within. On June 1, the charter had 
been secured fkom the govemrnent, though negotiations contkiued throughout the rest of the year 
with MacQueen's old adversary, James Stephen the younger, the powerfûl permanent 
undeaecretary of the Colonial Offi~e. '~ nie charter incorporated the principles of the new 
generation of multinational banks. Though colonials had a stake in the Company, owneahip 
remained firmly in the metropolis as the charter stipulated that three-fourths of the two-million 
pound subscnption had to be raised in the United Kingdom, and the remaining quarter fkom the 
colonies. The charter also limited the Company to the "business of bankers," that is, "dealing 
generally in bullion, money, and bills of exchange, and lending money on commercial paper and 
Govenunent securities." It could make and issue notes, which would be payable on demand in 
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dollars. It was liable for the full amount of the stock, regardless of how much of it was paid up, 
and was required to pubtish yearly accounts in London and the colonies. The Colonial Bank was 
forbidden, however, to "lend or advance money on the security of lands, houses, or tenements, 
or upon ships ... [or] to deal in goods, wares, or merchandize iifmy kind whatsoever." in surn. 
the charter ensured a h metropolitan foothold in the colonies, ensured that it did not cross into 
mercantiIe interests, and forbade long-term loans to planters. In other words, the Colonial Bank 
helped facilitate rnetropolitan domination of the local West indian economy. 
MacQueen's task was to lay the groundwork for this assimilative process. Though his 
contribution to the original idea of the Colonial Bank is not certain, we do know that he was 
responsibie for estabiishing the company's initiai inârastructure in the West Indies. As the 
Company's principal agent, MacQueen's instructions were "to visit the different West hdian 
islands for the purpose of M e r i n g  the arrangements of the C~rporation. '~~ This vague mission 
staternent misleadingly underrates the extremely complicated nature of his task and, by extension, 
his contribution to the Company's formation. In practice, the instructions meant touring the 
West indies to evaluate how the Company was to be administered in the colonies (namely, 
choosing the locations of the principal and subordinate branches), selecting the initial senior staff, 
and working thmugh any miscellaneous pro blems, either generall y or within individual colonies, 
such as communication schedules, incompatible colonial laws, or difficult locals. 
The nature of the task severely limited the nurnkr of people qualified to accomplish it 
because of the delicate balancing act it required one to perform. The mission required someone 
able to balance the interests of both the metropolis and the colonies-ginterests which, throughout 
the history of the Empire, have differed considerably. The ideal agent for the Colonial Bank, and 
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numerous other metropolitan cornpanies like it, was one loyal to, knowledgable of, and respected 
by both the Corporation and the colonials. No one fit this profile better than MacQueen. His 
dedication to the colonies was undoubted af'ter the bitter trials of the emancipation debate, and 
his populanty was soon confirmed afier his arrival. 
On the other hand, he sincerely believed in the Colonial Bank's purpose to partially 
assirnilate and bind the colonies to the mother country. Ln addition to a sound understanding of 
economic principles, MacQueen was farniliar with colonial laws and other relevant information, 
had good connections with Uifluential colonials (usually Assembly members), and knew the 
Canbbean well enough to decide on the most strategic locations for the bank's branches, both 
generally and within the islands themselves. MacQueen's reputation as an expert on the West 
indies was also part of the Directors' decision to make hirn their agent. One had to have a general 
knowledge of the Caribbean to organize an administrative fiamework fiom which the Company 
could operate. But one also had to have enough local knowledge and respect to be able to get 
work accomplished in the individuai islands. MacQueen had both of these important 
qualifications. At the fist  general meeting of proprietors nearly two yean later, the Directors 
explained to the stockholders that they had chosen MacQucen because of "his known expenence 
and popularity in the West Indies."" MacQueen's appointment is signincant, therefore, because 
it underlined his reputation as an expert on the West Indies in both the metropolis and the 
colonies, and hence, his ability to bridge these two worlds effectively. 
Excepting his bief trip in 1832-33, MacQueen's work for the Colonial Bank was also the 
füst work he had done in the West Indies since managing Westerhall Estate in Grenada. As the 
company's agent, MacQueen's prirnary task was to select eligible locations for branches of the 
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Corporation's banks, and, with the help of another agent, Michael McChlery, to select the 
Company's first managers and senior staff." McChlery had lived in Barbados for several years 
and, more importantly, was the nephew of one of the Directors, James Cavan, who, with his 
brother Michael, had founded Cavan Brothers & Company in 1797, one of the largest London 
merchant houses with comections to ~arbados." By August, afler McChlery and MacQueen had 
been in the West Indies for over two rnonths, the Directors appointed him (McChlery ) manager 
of the principal bank in Barbados, and superintendent of the branches in the Windward I~lands.'~ 
Their first concem, however, was the Company's main branch in Kingston, Jamaica, where 
MacQueen was authorized to draw up to f 5000 sterling for the purchase of pre rn i se~ .~~  On June 
1 st, 1836, the two men embarked fiom London to Falmouth, and, after touching at Barbados, 
landed at Kingston on July 23rd. 
As soon as they arrived in the West Indies, it became clear that MacQueen was as 
polarizin~ - a figue in the West indies as he was in Britain (although the majonty of colonials 
strongly supported MacQueen), and the only immediate difficulties arose fiom MacQueen 
hirnself. 
MacQueen's tour in the West Indies underlines how much he was still appreciated by the 
majority of the plantoçracy as a loyal ally for the colonies during the emancipation debate, and 
beyond. In many ways the mission looked more like a royal tour than a business expedition, just 
as his trip in 1832 haâ, with MacQueen ûeated to public dinners and numerous gifts wherever he 
and McChlery stopped. In the parish of St. George, Jamaica, he was given a dinner where the 
chairman, Roger Swire, described MacQueen as "a gentleman who took our part, and came 
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fonvard in a manly and independent maruier, when our hacks were at the wall."" And when the 
two agents were about to leave Jamaica for the last tirne in March of 1837, the Kingsron 
Chronicle proclaimed that "we have no doubt that had Mr. MacQueen remained in the island 
another month. he wouid have been publicly enteriained in every parish in the i~land."'~ indeed. 
MacQueen was seen as kind of a saviour by uncertain and expectant colonials. When it became 
clear that the Colonial Bank would be successfully established, the Royal Gazette introduced the 
news as a promise fulfilled by MacQueen: "this Establishment will soon be 'under way,' as Jack 
says, the Cashier, Books, etc. etc., have arrived on the last packet, and Jarnaka's fiiends will have 
an oppoctunity of shewing that his WacQueen's] assistance was not made up of idle words. Mr. 
M'Queen is again himself."" 
Outside of Jarnaica, MacQueen and McChlery were able to accomplish their irnrnediate 
goals without much incident; a remarkable achievement in light of MacQueen's demonstrated 
propensity to bum bridges, and simply because of the amount of ground the hvo men covered. 
They travelled virtually the entire British Caribbean (Uicluding British Guiana), most of it more 
than once, in their year-long tour. They also visited Cuba, Puerto Rico, St. Domingue (Haiti) and 
St. Croix (Denmark). By the beginning of 1838 the Directors happily announced at the general 
meeting that "they have been exûemely fortunate in their selection of Managers and Officers, and 
that al1 the Establishments are under the management of Gentlemen of great local knowledge and 
commercial experien~e."~~ 
The two agents also fonnulated and enacted an administrative scherne for organizing the 
Colonial Bank in the West indies. The plan-which was apparently sketched out sometime before 
their depamire and revised on their jomey before being detailed in rnid- 1837-was to divide the 
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British West hdies into three districts, with principal branches in Jamaica, St. Thomas and 
Barbados, subordinate banks in Demerara and Trinidad (under the Barbados branch), and to form 
other banks where and when neces~ary.'~ By the end of 1837, a total of thirteen branches had 
been formed, making the Colonial Bank the largest and most influential institution of its kind in 
the West indies, and marking a significant rnetropolitan influence in the colonies. 
The Corporation's instructions to its managers and staff were consistent with the finalized 
version of the charter, presented to Parliament in December 1837. The nurnerous branches were 
to provide the standard banking services--dealhg with bullion and exchanges, and transmitting 
money between colonies--as well as the limitations on lending money on "mortgages of fixed 
pr~perty."~' These insmictions, and the charter underphhg them, are illuminating. They 
demonstrate that the Bank's primary role in this early period was more to meet the day-to-day 
business of the colonies than to provide capital for long-term loans to planters-an initial, but only 
initial, step in post-emancipation reconstruction. The limitations on lending money to planters, 
especially long-terni loans, were standard practice among the other banks in the region such as 
the Planters Bank and the Bank of British Guiana, wtich followed the Colonial Bank's lead. The 
caution arose out of the economic difficulties resulting fiom declining sugar prices, increasing 
planter indebtedness, and estate abandonment. Richard A. Lobdell has noted that evidence 
collected by two Select Committees in the 1840s confinned the suspicions that all consignees had 
conceming the funue of sugar.6' Consequently, planters were not able to secure long-tenn loans 
until later in the century, and these came largely fiom planter building societies, formed in the 
1860s and 70s.~' 
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Local vs. 'Colonial' Banking: Controversy over MacQueen and the Colonial Bank 
in the middle of this ûiendly atrnosphcre, MacQueen still managed to create difficulties. 
Many of the problems arose simply because of his personality. For example, a former custos of 
St. Anne's parish in Jamaica got into a row with MacQueen over subscription money given to 
him for his paper war with the emwcipationists in 1828. MacQueen claimed he never received 
such money. The retired custos, Henry Cox, was astonished and confronted MacQueen in the 
streets of Kingston on the matter, where it was again denied. Cox then got the letter 
acknowledging the receipt of the money and published it. The Royal Guette, consistently a 
strong ally of MacQueen's, expressed the h o p  that the incident would "make Mr. M'Queen less 
pertinacious in insisting on the accmcy and the retentiveness of his own recollection, and less 
hasty in giving publicity to statements seriously affecting the conduct and character of an 
honorable man.'63 
The Gazette was not only commenting on MacQueen's behaviour toward Cox, but was 
also referring to a much larger and more significant row between MacQueen, William Burge, the 
lamaican agent in London, and Hector Mitchel, a Jamaican Assemblyman, Custos, and Mayor 
for the Corporation of Kingston. In a letter addressed to Mitchel dated Ianuary 11, 1837, 
MacQueen charged Burge with "double dealing," and implicated Mitchel as we1L6* Specifically, 
MacQueen accused the two of secretly plotting to undermine the establishment of the Colonial 
Bank in favour of their own plans to found a local Jamaican bank. According to MacQueen, there 
had been nothing but cooperation regarchg the two banks initially. He related how Burge sought 
to improve the plan for a specifically Jamaican bank after Lindo's plan was effectively abandoned 
ai the August 1 83 5 meeting. Burge asked MacQueen for help, and in December 1 83 5 MacQueen 
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provided him with papers related to the Colonial Bank that were with the govemrnent, "that he 
might learn fiom them." Cooperation continued between the men through the summer of 1836, 
as they corresponded with details on the developments of their respective banks6' 
The problerns began when MacQueen started asking questions in Jamaica regarding its 
currency. MacQueen explained that the rationale for the Colonial Bank was to act as a Bank of 
England for the colonies, which would entail, above all, stabilizing the island's debt and its 
currency. He made serious inquiries into the island's silver. In July 1836 he inquired about the 
f 200,000 loan made by the British government to Jamaica, and at the tirne, he was assured that 
it was delivered in sterling. MacQueen was satisfied on this point, but made M e r  inquiries into 
Jarnaica's silver c m n c y .  The British government had inwduced a silver coin into the British 
West Indies in 1825-26 in an attempt to create a uniform cumncy; but, knowing how difficult 
it was to keep specie in the colonies, the Mint depreciated the silver relative to the Spanish silver 
dollar by ten percent.66 MacQueen needed details on how much the currency was now 
depreciated, how much was in circulation. etc. for the Bank's information. Perhaps mistaking 
these inquiries, Burge wrote MacQueen in October and politely cnticized him for suggesting that 
the coins making up the f 200,000 loan were not of the standard value. Burge also sent a letter 
to the Committee of Correspondence, with accompanying letters h m  the Mint confmning the 
coins' valueO6' MacQueen mgdy wrote back that it was his duty to UiquKe into al1 of the island's 
coinage, especially considering the depreciated silver that had been introduced previ0usly.6~ But 
what infunated MacQueen and precipitated bis caustic public response to Mitchel, was when 
Mitchel read Burge's letter to the Assembly's Cumncy Cornmittee on December 13, 1836, 
adding that MacQueen0s response to Burge was prompted by a "wicked spirit ... with the intention 
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to injure the credit of the island" and accusing the Directors of the Colonial Bank of "selfish 
attempts to depreciate our currency.'"' It was at this point that MacQueen pulled out his standard 
method of intimidation: to go public. He also offered his usual justification for instigating the 
bitter public debate: "you [i.e. Mitchell forced me to take up the pen ... and it will not be laid 
down until tnith in al1 these rnatters is placed before the p~blic."'~ 
The editors of the Royal Gazette admitted that "Mr. M'Queen's observations have 
staggered us." because Burge was known as a reliable and respectable gentleman, and a loyal 
defender of the island's interests. in fact, he had been one of the principals (along with Irving) 
in negotiating the details of the Emancipation Act with the Colonial Office in the spriag of 1833. 
The dispute with MacQueen exploded in the spring and surnmer of 1837 into a very bitter and 
public exchange. At one point, MacQwen even accused Mitchel and another Assemblyman, W. 
Hyslop, of accosting his (MacQueen's) clerk in the streets of Kingston in order to get information, 
offering him champagne and a higher-paying position with their bank. Mitchel read MacQueen's 
letter of accusation, as well as the clerk's declaration, to the Assembly, which caused a sensation, 
not least because Mitchel was forced to periodically sit down because of "excited feelings" and 
an asthmatic condition. Hy slop was convinced of a conspiracy , "and was about insinuating [sic] 
a charge against Mr. M'Queen, when Mr. Leslie [the chaiman] called the hon. member to order 
[and stated that] If he persisted in dealing out in such insinuations, he begged to nmind the 
honorable member that Mr. M'Queen had his fnends also in that house, and that they would not 
be afiaid to speak out and defend that individual."" 
By lune, the Royal Gazette was despairing at this increashgly absurd melodrarna, noting 
the "degree of rancour" amongst everyone Uivolved in the "currency question," including al1 of 
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the lamaican press. But the dispute reflected the deeper-rooted division amongst Jarnaican whites 
between those who supported the Colonial Bank and those that supported a local bank. In other 
words, the dispute boiled down to the perennial problem of the British West Indies about the level 
of metropolitan intervention. Indeed, in June 1 838, the Jamaica Assembly oficially protested 
against imperial interference." 
in the case of the Colonial Bank, the chief source of opposition came ûom local colonial 
merchants who had traditionally advanced money to planters." MacQueen did not create this 
opposition and the ensuing division, though his blitzkrieg style of public argumentation did 
exacerbate the problem. The more moderate contributors to the debate al1 voiced an interest in 
the establishment of both banks, some precisely because the local bank would provide, in the 
words of one letter to the press, "a healthy counterpoise to the othenvise al2 obsorbing, ail 
connollzng influence of the Colonial Bank."" [my emphasis] And in fact, by 1839, Jamaica had 
the Colonial Bank as well as two local banks: the Bank of Jamaica and the Planters' Bank. 
The issues brought out in the "currency question" involving the soundness of Jamaica's 
monetary system and an acceptable level of metropolitan intervention continued to plague the 
Colonial Bank long after MacQueen had left the island. At the fust general meexing of 
proprietors in January 1838, where the news of the Bank's progress was generally positive, the 
Directors adrnitted that they had to contend with two main difficdties: "the prejudices invariably 
felt by al1 Communities against hstiMions," and problems "arising fiom the very defective and 
unsound state of the Currency in the West Indies generally and the imperfect state of the Law 
relating to Legal tender under debt."75 
MacQueen published 
"prej udices" in the colonies 
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his 1838 pamphlet in part to address these dificulties. The 
held against "institutions" underlined colonial sensitivity to 
rnetropolitan encroachment. MacQueen agreed that the colonies needed a local bank to deai with 
the new problems (and opportunities) associated with emancipation, especially currency related 
problems. But. on the other hand, he steadfastly insisted that no individual colony could defend 
its economic needs or facilitate the structural changes without the backing of the British 
govemment. Therefore, the new financial institutions would have to have strong connections 
with Britain: 
Such a banking establistunent as the Colonial Bank, with the head quarters in London, and agencies in 
the principal foreign counuies connected with the Colonies, can alone render the British colonies any 
essential service, or save them from most serious mischief, perhaps niin, under the total change of society 
which has so hastily taken place. No banking establishment, merely local, in any of these colonies, 
whether the establishments be the work of the Public, or of individuats, can prevent, in moments of 
pressure or alam, the precious metals fiom leaving any colony; while both will be found comparative1 y 
feeble and powerless to bring these back when pressure requires it, and necessity demands a supply.'' 
MacQueen's analysis stemmed fiom his belief that no part of the hpenal periphery, whether the 
old colonies in the West Indies, or a new empire in West Afica, couid manage well without a 
strong connection to the mother country. 
The chronic problem of cumncy was more serious and required more imrnediate action. 
The government fieed the Colonial Bank's hands somewhat when it agreed to lie the restriction 
on paying only in dollars; a supplementary charter signed in 1 838 allowed for payment in any 
cunency legal within the colony where the Bank issued the note.77 This same year, the 
government recognized the "unsatisfactory state of the monetary system" in the West indies, 
noting, as MacQueen haci, "the alrnost total disappearance of the Spanish douar fiom the ordinary 
channels of circulation, the substitution of mutilated coins, or of parts ofcoins, and the dificulty 
in preserving even these, defective as they are, for the purposes of domestic inter~hange."'~ 
1-48 
After an inqujl, the government determined that the root of the problem "consists in the 
over-valuation of the gold coins in circulation relatively to those of t il ver."'^ in the world market 
of 1 838, the rate of exchange between silver and gold was 15.8 to 1 ; whereas in the West Indies. 
one doubloon equalled sixteen dollars--that is, the exchange rate was 16.48 to 1. The 
government's rernedy was to fix the exchange rate of the Spanish dollar and doubloon for the 
British West Indies. An Order in Council in September of 1838 fixed the rate at 64 shillings for 
one doubloon, and four shillings, two pence for one dollar. The measure gave the needed stability 
in the short terni, and the problem was addressed for the long term when the govemment again 
began introducing sterling coin into the colonies in 1838, a measure which eventually supplanted 
the Spanish coin, and remained standard tbroughout the British Caribbean until 195 1 .'O 
MacQueen did not stay on with the Colonial Bank as he became very busy at this time, 
k i n g  engaged in negotiations with the three deparmients of govemment regarding the Royal Mail 
Steam Packet Company, and in consultations with Buxton and the Colonial Office on Buxton's 
Afica scheme. MacQueen was also writing his new book on Afican geography. As for the 
Colonial Bank, it was ultimately successful, though not without its trials. In its f ist  year, the 
Corporation made a profit of f 17,804 with a maiden dividend of four percent." Profits and 
dividend percentages continued to rise until the economic crisis of 1 84 1, when dividends shrank 
boom a Mgh of eight percent to five percent withio the year, and were passed altogether fiom 1844 
until 1848. By 1849, dividends retumed at two percent, and thereafler continued another ascent, 
reaching twelve percent by 1863, and a profit of E 12 1.000.~~ After the collapse of the Jamaica 
Planter's Bank in the wake of the economic cnsis in the 1860s, the Colonial Bank maintained a 
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virtual monopoly in the region until the Bank of Nova Scotia established a branch in Kingston 
in 1889.') in the spint of hpena l  federation . the Colonial Bank Act of 19 16 lifted the 
geographical restrictions on most British banks, and allowed them to establish branches anywhere 
within the empire. The Colonial Bank went to West Afnca. thus completing the traditional 
trading triangle behveen Britain, the West indies and ~ n i c a . ~  In 1925 the Colonial Bank 
amalgarnated with Anglo-Egyptian Ltd. and the National Bank of South AWca to form Barclays 
Bank (Dominion, Colonial, Overseas; or, DCO), which is Barclays International today. 
The Colonial Bank was the product of emancipation. With the end of slavery came a 
revolution in both the iocal West indian and British transatfantic economies. The Bank was 
formed to deal with this revoiution. Wages now had to be paid, a large of influx of capital fiom 
the compensation payrnent had to be charmelied to various elements in the West Indian economy, 
and nurnerous other seivices were needed to deal with a fke, wage-eaming society. The necessity 
of a bank was increased by other difficulties which were exacerbated with the end of slavery, such 
as the unsound state of colonial currency. And while the establishment of the Colonial Bank did 
provide local banking services in the colonies thernselves for the fiat tirne, it also bound the 
coionies closer to the mother country in two important ways: the government now began creating 
a uni fom set of standards, and control of the b d  remained in the metroplis. MacQueen was 
instrumental in facilitating this change in the colonies as one of the few people credible enough 
and knowledgeable enough to work effectively in buth worlds. Binding the colonies closer to 
Britain was exactly what he had always argued was the bea imperid policy for both the colonies 
and the mother country, and it is no surprise to fuid him as one of the Colonial Bank's principal 
agents. He would go on to do largely the same. though in a much larger capacity, with the Royal 
Mail Steam Packet Company in the following years. 
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Chapter 4 
Post Office Imperialism: 
MacQueen and the Fornation of the 
Royal Mail S t em Packet Company, 1837-44 
Dwing his work with the Colonial Bank MacQueen began working on another scheme 
to bind the colonies closer to the mother country: this t h e  through commimications. Unlike his 
somewhat nebulous role in the formation of the former, MacQueen was undoubtedly the central 
figure in the formation and projection of the Royal Mail S t e m  Packet Company, which began 
service January 4, 1842. He developed the original plan, and contnbuted al1 of the major 
modifications for this complex undertaking d u . g  the firrt few years of the Company; he single- 
handedly promoted the plan to the British government and subsequently becme the RMSP 
Company's primary negotiator fiom 1838 to 1841; and hally,  he laid the administrative 
groundwork in both Britain and the West india colonies. 
Now in his 60s, MacQueen's work in these years was the most significant of his career, 
and marks the apex of his influence on British policy in both West Indian and AMcan affairs. 
As will be seen in the next chapter, while he was working with the RMSP Company, MacQueen 
was also solicited by the Colonial Office and his old nemesis, T.F. Buxton, for advice on AWca, 
on subjects which ranged fiom negotiating with AfKcaos (although MacQueen had never k e n  
to Afiica) to statistics on the slave trade. Not surprisingly, MacQueen was asked to be the head 
negotiator for the upcoming Niger Expedition (CO-sponsorrd by the govemment and Buxton's 
Afiican institution), an offer he refused because of his work with the RMSP Company. Clearly 
during the latter 1830s and early l84Os, MacQueen had become one of Britain's most influential 
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agents for the British Empire. 
These years represent the peak of his uinuence, however. MacQueen took no significant 
part in the actual Niger Expedition, which was just as well for him since the mission ended in 
disaster by 1841.' His reputation as an Afiican expert remained intact, but he no longer enjoyed 
any direct influence on the government as he had previously. He also resigned his position as 
Superintendent of the RMSP Company in 1842 mainly because of intemal company politics. 
Characteristically, MacQueen intervened in the Company's business fkom the outside, which 
eventually led to a complete, embittered and public falling out by 1843. 
Despite his difficulties with the Company, and despite the fact that his plan was altered 
significantly after his departure, MacQueen deserves credit for organizing, promoting, and 
building the original RMSP Company. The venomous accusations and counter-accusations afier 
he resigned did not encourage company officials to memorialize MacQueen's contributions.' 
This chapter will examine MacQueen's part in the formation of the RMSP Company more fairly, 
and do so in the context of the government's increasing impenal control over the West India 
colonies. 
Developmentc in Steam Technology and the British Postal Sptem to 1837 
MacQueen's plan for s tem communication and the formation of the RMSP Company was 
a marrîage between the larger revolutions which occumd in the latter 1830s in steam navigation 
technology and in the British postal system. Steam ships had been experimented with ever since 
Thomas Newcomen fint developed his amiospheric s t em engine in the early eighteenth century, 
although it was not until the nineteenth century when a workable vesse1 had been invented.' 
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MacQueen's interest in s tem navigation can be traced back to his residence in Glasgow, whicli 
remained the center for advancements in s t em navigation for at least the next half century. ui 
1 8 1 2.  the fust passenger paddle steamer, the Cornet, was launched, and by 18 19. twenty six steam 
vessels ran along the Clyde (as opposed to less than ten on the Thames), by which tirne the Clyde 
area began exporting steamers: But these early steamers were small, inefficient, ugly to 
contemporaries, and had no supporting infkastnicture such as coaling facilities in the ports-and 
thus their acceptance was slow. The Admiralty, always a conservative body, remained apathetic 
or even hostile to the use of s tem ships well into the century. In fa t ,  it was not until 1837 that 
the Steam Department was fomed within the ~dmiralty,' when steam became a more accepted 
mode of transportation. 
More pointed changes occurred in the British mail system, which changed significantly 
within the span of a very short time in the latter 1830s. Largeiy as a result of pressure fiom 
Robert Wallace, M.P. for Greenock since 1832, the House of Commons established a Post Office 
Commission in 1835, which published a senes of ten reports over the next three years.6 Among 
other recommendations for such things as cornpetitive tenders for mail-coach contracts and the 
introduction of registered mail, the Commission recommended in 1836 that al1 packet services 
be transferred to pnvate contracton or to the Admiralty, which had been in charge of the overseas 
packets since 1 823 .' In 1837 Parliament passed the Post Office (Management) Act, which 
comlidated al1 of the previous Post Office regulations h m  the past 300 years into five statutes.' 
in the sumrner of this year, the nrst regular rail mail line opened baween London and Liverpool, 
înaugurating the cevolution in overland mail delivery, and which was immediately followed the 
next year by an Act of Parliament allowing for a separate rail car for mail ~orting.~ The first 
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regular service to hdia began in 1837 as well. Based on a plan by Thomas Waghorn, the Post 
Office and the East india Company each agreed to contribute E50,000 a year to suppon a mail line 
to Lidia, via Egypt overland to Suez." Finally, Rowland Hill published Post Oflce Reform: Its 
ltnporrance and Practzcabili~ in 1837, which advocated a universal penny post and the use of 
pre-paid postage stamps. This small pamphlet sparked public agitation for the next two years 
(largely fmanced by the banking house of Baring Brothers), and led to the introduction of the 
Penny Post throughout Bntain, probably the single most important development in postal history. 
Beginning in January 1840, any pre-paid letter up to one-half ounce would cost only one penny 
to be delivered anywhere in the United Kingdom (two pence if paid on delivery).' ' 
The Penny Post did not extend to the colonies, where the risks and the cost of transport 
were considerably higher than for inland mail, and more importantly, where there was no general 
system for conveying the mails at all. Much Iike what was done since the Crown monopolized 
the mail in 1635, the governent simply contracted o.ut the delivery of mails to private 
individuals or companies. But whereas the government had slowly taken over the various 
services for the inland mails since the days of Charles I, it continued to pay for overseas delivery 
for the majority of this service throughout the nineteenth century. Before 1837 and the advent 
of the large s t em packet companies such as Royal Mail, the Peninsular and Oriental (P & O) or 
Cunard, pnvate ships and British coffee-bows were the mainstay of the colonial mails. Anyone 
wishing to send mail to the West Indies usuaiiy went to his local coffee-house, where bags were 
hung on the walls with the names of outgoing ships, their ports of c d ,  and times of departtue." 
At the turn of the nineteenth century, the government attempted to clamp down on this technical 
infringement of the monopoly; but, realizing that it couid not replace the system, tried to 
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regularize and control it. Beginning with the creation of the Ship Letter Office in 1799, the Post 
Office allowed the system of "ship letten" to continue-giving official endorsement to a practice 
as old as overseas mail iüelf--but stipulated that it, the Post Onice, would pick up the bags, stamp 
and charge the letters, and send them by government mail coach to the port, where the private 
ship would convey them. Although the service cost the sender only half that of the normal 
packet, and although the master of the carrying vesse1 received N o  pence per letter from the Post 
Office. contraband mail to the colonies remained hi&.'' 
There were some goverment packet services. Beginning in the 1820s, the Admiralty 
pioneered the use of steamships for mail service to Ireland, and by 1836, the Post Office had 
twenty six packets under its charge." But the system was limited to very small routes, and these 
were Iosing money. Between 1832 and 1836, these packets lost £154,957, which is what 
prompted the Post Office Commission to recommend using private contractors as much as 
possible. After the reorganization of 1837, the packets became the responsibility of three 
departments: the Post Office and the Treasury would consider what mail services were needed, 
and the Admiralty would enter into the contracts, as well as superintend their execution and 
enforcement. l 5  
MacQueen9s Plan for Steam Mail Communication: Origins, Design, and Promotion 
Like many othen, MacQueen was quick to see the possibilities offered by the 
developments in s t em navigation and the British mail services. The haphazard system of ship 
letters and the govemment's invitation to contract out the various overseas services, coupled with 
the increasing number of steam ships, undoubtedly interested MacQueen. But as he recalled, he 
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had been "specially requested" by interested West indians to design a s t e m  communication 
system for the colonies in early 1837 when he was tourùig the islands for the Colonial Banki6 
His defence of the colonies over the past fifteen years through the use of forcehl and highly 
detailed articles and pamphlets eamed him the reputation of one who knew the problems of the 
British West Indies, and could credibly offer a pian for the fuaire of the colonies in a pst-slavery 
worid. Nurnerous packet companies already existed, and new plans for s t e m  packets were put 
forth regularly, and thus. initially, MacQueen's plan was just another among many. But by the 
latter 1830s, British West indians were still dissatisfied, because the packets only came once a 
month, there was no tirne for colonials to reply by the sarne packet, and the s e ~ c e  was always 
irregulsr. New companies such as the Iamaica S tem Navigation Company (1835) failed to 
provide the desired services, even within their limited routes." For example, in January 1838. 
the Annuai General Meeting of the Glasgow West India Association was dominated by 
complaints against the British-West Indian packet senice." In the sumrner of 1839, the Colonial 
Gazette surnmarized the problem and the general feeling among the colonials, after it took the 
Pandora packet almost two months to deliver West Indian mail to Britain: 
This vesse1 is severai &ys behind her timc, the Barùados papers king 54 &ys old; but ttUs is an 
improvernent on the Jamaica mails, when they were of 60 days' &te. As we have fomerly observed, 
the present Post Office arrangements for the West-Indian mails are ill-digeste4 and the people of the 
several islands have just cause of cornplaint. The remeây for this is to be found in the establishment of 
a well-considered line o f  steamers, wtiich we would fain hope will speedily be effected.19 
MacQueen also had more philosophical reasons for designhg a steam communication 
system. Basically, such a plan made sense for a dedicated imperialist such as MacQueen. 
Imperialism by definition requires effective communication. The expansion and maintenance of 
an empire demands that the center be able to contml its periphery, which can only corne through 
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reiiable communication. Thus al1 territorial expansion--indeed, any attempt by a centralized 
po wer to exert its influence-- has some concomitant system of communication underpinning i t. 
The first regular and efficient imperial communication system was probably introduced by the 
Persians in the fifth century BC when Darius 1 built 1500 miles of roads with a senes of posts 
alonp them to better adrninister his extensive satrapies (pro~inces).'~ in England, the "King's 
mail" is first mentioned in relation to Edward IV (r. 146 1-70)," when the threat to his throne 
during the Wars of the Roses probably necessitated a fast, reliable, and above all, secure, means 
to convey messages. The Tudors, however, establisheâ the fkt Royal Mail system, when Henry 
VïII appointed the first "Master of the King's Post" to oversee royal communications. By the 
time of Elizabeth, British merchants had their own organized means of transmitting messages 
overseas, beginning with the Merchant Adventurers of the late sixteenth century, an organization 
which oficially held a monopoly on business mail until the ubiquitous system of ships letters 
becarne common in the seventeenth century." Between the late seventeenth and early eighteenth 
cen tq .  transatlantic communications improved steadily. which resulted in both the centralization 
of power in the metropolis, and after 17 14, in "centralizing resistance to that central a~thority."'~ 
However, these developments did not corne as the result of technological developments or 
govemment initiatives, but instead fiom "the growth of oceanic merchant shipping and by the 
development of the news business of the pst and the newspaper~."~' 
By contrast, MacQueen hoped to take advantage of technological developments and the 
central govemment in order to start a packet senrice, whose ultimate goal was to engage the rest 
of the world more closely. Why? Because he understood the comection between mail 
communication and informal imperialism. In an early pamphlet published in 1838, MacQueen 
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argued that "the rapidity and regularity with which such communications can be made, gives to 
cvery nation an influence, a command, and advantages such as scarcely anything else can give, 
and frequently extends even beyond the sphere of that influence and that command which the 
direct application of mere physical power can obtain to any govemment or people."" 
Designhg a stearn mail communication system was an incredibly complicated task. First, 
the routes had to be devised. Which ports should be included on the routes? Of these, which 
should be hubs, which should be other major stops? How long should these ports have to reply 
to incoming mail? How ofien shouid the mail be deliverd and picked up? The answers to these 
questions provided the basis upon which to sketch a network of mail lines, hcluding the 
transatlantic lines, the intercolonial lines, and relatedly, the main lines and their feeder lines. 
Delivering mail to the numerous islands of the West Indies, for example, complicated the routes 
because of the sheer number of ports, which increased the chance for mishaps. Excluding these 
chance mishaps for the moment, however, MacQueen still had to calculate al1 of the distances 
between stops, the time it wouid take for a steamer or a sailing ship to reach these ports, and, fiom 
the infinite nurnber of permutations of routes, what the best possible combination would be. Of 
course these calculations would depend on numerous variables. For example, times would 
depend upon the size of the sailing ship or steamer, the size of the latter's engine, the efficiency 
of its engine, the quality of the coal use4 the abiiities of the commander andfor engineer, and the 
time of year which affected winds and currents. Times and fiequency wodd depend upon the 
number of vessels in operation on the routes, and this would depend partially on the company's 
ability to pay for vessels in operation. Revenue was to corne fiom postage, passengers and 
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fieight-other variables. 
Next, these mail steamers needed logistical and administrative support. Coal could corne 
a number of places in Bntain, and then had to be shipped to various depôts scattered around the 
routes. Workers also had to be hired at these depôts to coal the company's ships when they came 
in. m e r  logistical concerns included lighthows, supplies for vessels, offices and depôts, food, 
uniforms and other items for commanders and crews, and the necessary port facilities for docking, 
landing mail, etc. The administration was headed, in this case, by the govemment, but controlled 
and operated by the Company's management in London. A secondary office would also have to 
be opened in the Company's home port, which eventually became Southampton. The 
shareholders and insurance companies could also affect the Company's operation. The Company 
kept agents in al1 of the ports of call, while the Admiralty kept agents aboard al1 of the vessels. 
Variables for these elements in the plan included the Company agent's relationship to the 
individual colonial authonties, and the Admiralty agent's relationship to the commander of the 
individual vessels. MacQueen also had to account for colonial and foreign laws-especially those 
regarding mail, passengea, and fieight-in addition to Britain's relationship with these colonies 
or foreign countries. This penod was one of the most tumultuous for al1 of the Central and South 
Amencan countries, including the Caribbean, as British colonies adjusted to emancipation, and 
most of the old iberian colonies adjusted to independence. The British govemment did not 
al ways have a smooth relationship during these times, demonstrated most drarnatically by its 
blockade of the Mexican ports in early 1842, and its protectorate established over the Mosquito 
Coast (Nicaragua) fiom 1841 to 1850. 
Finally, MacQueen had to promote his plan to those who could put it into operation. 
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which meant £kt, the government, specifically. the Admiralty. Treasury and Post Office; second, 
private influential individuals who could raise a substantial amount of capital and who would 
direct the company; and third. the public. who would buy shares in the company, as well as use 
the service for mail. passage and Geight. Part of promotion also includzd defending one's plan 
against critics and competing plans. Because stearn mail communication involved so many 
different elements. MacQueen had to contend with political stniggles as varying interests 
joc keyed for favour or a supenor position both within and without of the Company. 
MacQueen had to consider and manage virtually al1 of these basic elements and the 
numerous variables for his plan-a complicated task for the smallest of steam mail routes. Thus 
one can only imagine what was first said in response to MacQueen's initial plan for a world-wide 
stearn mail communication system in the surnmer of 1837. immediately upon his return fiorn his 
business trip for the Colonial Bank, MacQueen submitted such a plan to the Admiraity. The 
scheme entailed steam communication between Britain and "the western worlà," which hcluded 
no less than al1 of the major trading ports in the world. The next month he published a more 
detailed plan, entitled "A General Plan for a mail communication between Great Britain and the 
Eastern and Western parts of the World; also to Canton and Sydney westward by the Pacific." 
As their titles suggest, these early schemes outlined extraordinarily large ventures, on the scale 
of his grand plans for establishing an empire in West Afiica. In fact, his arguments and even 
syntax were very similar to those found in Northern and Central Africa. In his introduction to 
Francis Barkg, M.P. and Secretary to the Treasury, MacQueen put forth why mail 
communication was so important to the British Empire. and why no expense should be spared to 
implement it: 
No narrow or parsirnonious view on the part of this great country ought to throw aside the plan ... or 
leave i t  to be taken and split into divisions by parties, perhaps foreigners, who will then not only 
comrnand the channels of British intelligence, but be enabled to demand what price they please for 
c ~ i n g  ri large and important portion of the commercial correspondence of this country. The Public, 
moreover. can oniy repose implicit confidence in a mail conveyance under the direction and 
responsibility of Government. Further, it is scarcely necessary to point out, or to aven to, the immense 
advantages which the Govanment of Great Bntain would possess, in the event of nostilities, by having 
the comrnand and the direction of such a mighty and extensive s t e m  power and communication, which 
wouid enable them to forwatd, to any point within its vast range, despatches, tmops, and wariike stores.2b 
By MacQueen's estimates, this global mail service would require roughly forty-one steamers. 
founeen sailing vessels, a little over a million pou& for start-up costs (construction of the 
vessels, depôts, etc.), and over a half-million pounds annuaily to maintain the system." Using 
geographical information provided by the Royal Geographical Society, MacQueen also strongly 
advocated British involvement in either the construction of a canal across Panama, or the 
establishment of a permanent route across Nicaragua, via Lake Nicaragua." To emphasize the 
importance and necessity of a regular and global communication network, MacQueen used 
parliarnentary papers to list the value of Britain's world-wide imports and exports, which he broke 
d o m  by region. He also compared the total value of British trade, about f 17,500,000. with that 
of the United States, almost f8,000,000, to show the increasing cornpetition h m  foreign trading 
As with his Afnca plans, his global s t em communication scheme was both logistically 
and politically impossible ?O implement. No vesse1 had even traversed the Atlantic entirely by 
steam, and would not until the pioneer crossings of the Siritu and the Great Western in A p d  
1 83 8 (MacQueen had written the pamphlet in Ianuary and Febnrary of this year). Nevertheless, 
the Admiralty did show some interest in a limited version of the plan, and one of its secretaries, 
Charles Wood, began working with MacQueen on several combinations for mail routes to the 
Amencas. 
Meanwhile, MacQueen had to contend with competing interests for s t em communication 
to the West Indies. The rival plan that concemed hirn the most at this tirne was one put forth by 
"a West tndia cornmittee" in August of 1838. MacQueen leamed that William Burge, the agent 
for Jamaica with whom he (MacQueen) had disputed on his previous West India trip, was in 
charge of the meeting. in response, MacQueen immediately cornposed a pamphlet to promote 
his plan to any West indian doubten."' He dismissed this cornmittee's criticism of his plan on 
the charge of ignorance and parochialism. For exarnple, they objected to the packets calling at 
foreign ports such as  San Juan, Puerto Rico, or St. Jago de Cuba. MacQueen agah tried ârive 
home the point that engagement, not exclusion, would be the path to success for British Empire, 
and most especially for the Bntish West indies, which could no longer support themselves in 
isolation. MacQueen spelled out with statistics why a regular intercourse with the other major 
centers in the Amencas would be of great benefit to Bntish West indian coionists, particularly 
lamaicans. 400,000 people ( 1 90,000 whites, MacQwen noted parenthetically) lived in San Juan, 
whiie St. Jago constituted Jamaica's best re-export trader: 
That town contains 55,000 inhabitants; ships 180,000,000 Ibs. of coffee (double the coffee crop in 
Jamaica) 244,000 cwt. of sugar, 15,000 casks of molasses, 40,000 baies tobacco, and 4,000 baies cotton, 
&c. &c. It has in the copper-ore trade 30 vessels of 230 tons each, which, together with the very rich 
mines themselves, are chiefly the property of British subjects, and of individuals in this country ... 
Benveen Jamaica and St. Jago there is a very considerable trade; in fact, it is now the best re-expon aade 
that Jamaica has, and its importance is best proven by the numerous applications which the merchants 
in Kingston make to the naval commander on the station, to send slips of war with the mails to St. Jago, 
as anyone who reads the Jamaica papers, but *ch it would appear hcr agent here does not read, may 
see." 
nie  Glasgow West India Association also considered MacQueen's plan in February 1838, 
offered its comrnents and suggestions, mainly amounting to minot adjustments in the number of 
stops per month for various vessels in the plan." By November, the Association had turned to 
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an alternative plan for a packet service between Liverpool and the West Indies", and presented 
a mernorial to the Admiralty in March of 1 839.34 A great deal of political Iobbying ensued, as 
the GWIA pushed hard for its plan, or at least for a modification of MacQueen's plan. Because 
of its traditional business connections, the GWIA wanted St. Thomas instead of Grenada as the 
main coal depôt. MacQueen countered and eventually won, afler which the Grenada Legislature 
promptly voted him one hundred guineas to buy a piece of plate." 
Meanwhile MacQueen, Baring fiom the Treasury and Wood fiom the Admiralty 
continued to hammer out the details of MacQueen's plan, which, for the tirne being, was 
restricted to mail service to the West indies, and selected ports aiong the eastern coasts of North 
and South America. The Admiralty also informed MacQueen that it refiised to perform the 
service itself as MacQueen had req~ested,'~ and wished to contract out the service. In February 
1839, MacQueen wrote to Baring with the news that he had found some "influential gentlemen" 
interested in fonning the company." 
Foundation of the Royal Mail Steam Packet Company, 183841: Continuing Negotiatioas 
and Establishing an Administration 
Most of the original directors of the RMSP Company were familiar faces to anyone 
interested in the West Indies, and certainly to MacQueen. John Irving, James Cavan and the 
banker A.G. Robarts were directors fiom the Colonial Bank, and the former two had also been 
involved with the Trinidad Railway Company. The RMSP Company's soliciton, Crowder and 
Maynard, had been MacQueen's legal representatives in charge of his compensation daims, while 
the deputy chaimian, Andrew Colvile, and George Hibbert, had been two of the founders of the 
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failed West india Company (1824), and, with irving, part of the founders of the Jamaica Bank. 
The other directors included Thomas Baring, George Brown, Robert Cotesworth, Henry 
Davidson, Russell Ellice, John M g ,  Jr., W.I. Marshall, and P.M. Stewart. Thomas Masterman 
and A.G. Robarts were the company's auditors, and Messrs. Robarts, Curtis and Co. its banker~.'~ 
Once again, in an arrangement similar to the formation of the Colonial Bank, these influential 
men with West indian connections would provide the capital for a venture in which MacQueen 
would do much of the initial groundwork. 
The Directors first met on Iuly 24, 1839 at the offices of Reid, irving, and Co. in Token 
House Yard, London, where the proposed charter and prospectus were read. A month later the 
Court engaged MacQueen as the "General Superintendent of the Affairs of the Company," and 
resolved "that, in consideration of the Services already rendered by Mr. M'Queen in fiaming the 
Plan of Operation of the Company and carrying through the Contract with H.M. Government, he 
be paid the sum of f5000, and that he be M e r  paid the annual sum o f f  1000 for his fiiture 
 service^."'^ Afier acknowledging MacQueen as the author of the original plan, the Directors 
assigned him the same sort of vague title that he had been given while working for the Colonial 
Bank, and one which, again, reflected the broad range of his duties in these early years of the 
Company. Essentially, he was the point man for al1 of the Company's business, except for the 
constmction of the new s tem vessels which the Company planned to build (the ships were 
partially the responsibility of the "Assistant Superintendent" who was based in Greenock, and the 
Ship Building Cornmittee of the Couri itselc in December 1840, a "Marine Superintendent" 
would take complete charge of this aspect of the Company's business). Thus MacQueen was 
involved in constant modifications to the plan, on-going negotiations with the govement, the 
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selection of a dock site in Britain, and the erection of the Company's entire infrastructure in the 
colonies, which included the selection of ports (plus dock sites, wharves, storehouses, etc. for 
incoming Company vessels), negotiations with al1 of the colonial governments regarding laws, 
customs dues, port charges, postal facitities. lighthouses, etc., the locations of coal depôts, and 
the selection of the Company's first managers and staff. 
The Company's charter was signed the next month, on September 26, 1839." 
MacQueen's fiat order of official business was to accornpany the Chairman and Deputy 
Chairman to their meetings with the Admiralty and Treasury regarding the contract, which was 
signed on March 20, 1840.'" The terms of the contract regardhg the obligations of both the 
government and the Company were similar to the one just previously negotiated with Samuel 
Cunard in July 1839, but the size of the contract was wholly unprecedented. Whereas Cunard 
was to be paid f 55,000 annually to run four vessels of at les t  300 hoaepower between Liverpool, 
Halifax, and Boston, the RMSP Company negotiated a staggering subsidy o f f  240,000 a year to 
run fourteen steamships of at least 400 horsepower, plus four sailing vessels, between 
Southampton and virtually every significant port on the Atlantic side of the New World. Both 
the subsidy and the number of new ships to be constructed rernain the largest in the history of the 
British govemment. Even the mail line serving india and China received a smaller subsidy--the 
Peninsular and Oriental Steam Navigation Company's contract of 185 1 stipulated f 199,600 per 
year for the Suez-Calcutta-Hong Kong line. B y this tirne, Royal Mail was receiving f 270,000 a 
year because of an added line to B r d  which had been signed into its 1850 contract. 
At the stage when the original contract was si& the plan entailed service fiom Halifax, 
Nova Scotia to Paramaribo in Dutch Guiana, with only one stop on the eastem Coast of the United 
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States, New York, though the possibility of adding additional stops was written in. The bulk of 
the service would be to serve the West Indies. both foreign and British, and included ports around 
the Gulf of Mexico--Chapes (Panama). Belize, Vera Cruz and Tampico in Mexico, Mobile, 
Alabama, and the Spanish Main-Cartagena, Santa Marta, Porto Cabello, and La Guayra (the port 
for Caraças). 
The Company would hire its own commandes and crew, but the ultimate authority on 
board the vessels would be an Admiraty mail agent (an officer of the Royal Navy) who was not 
only in charge of the mails, but empowered to " require a due and strict execution of this contract 
on the part of the said Company, their officers servants, and agents, and to determine every 
question arising relative to proceeding to sea, or putting into harbcur, or to the necessity of 
stopping to assist any vessel in distress, or to Save human life ..." His decision was "final and 
binding" though it could be appealed to the Admiralty Cornmissioners. It is not difficult to see 
how these sweeping, but somewhat vague, powers led to confiicts with the commanders of the 
ships, when even questions of steering the vessel into harbour was not solely their own. Tensions 
would be exacerbated also by the provision that the agent be provided with his own first-rate 
cabin, a "proper and secure" place for mails, and was not to be charged for passage and 
vict~al l ing .~~ 
The Company and the governinent showed interest in the Pacific links, especially after 
the Company received a letter tkom parties in Sydney expresshg their desire for service fiom the 
RMSP C~rnpany.'~ In Juiy 1840 the Directors asked MacQueen to estimate the costs of a 
Panama-Sydney-Canton line, while Irving and Colvile would request an additional f 70.000 
annual subsidy to conduct the s e r~ ices .~  The next month the Admiralty specifically asked about 
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sending mail to Brazil and Buenos Aires, which of course, had been in MacQueen's original ail- 
encompassing plan, but which had been shelved. The Company agreed to negotiate these stops 
as  well. None of these additions came to hition, however. Meetings between the Chairman, 
Deputy Chainnan and Baring, now Chancellor of the Exchequer (since August 1839). had led to 
the conclusion that these additional lines were al1 desirable, but cunently unfeasible in light of 
poor relations, as with Panama, or because of domestic "financial and political matters" as with 
Sydney or South Amenca, which forced deferment of the issue to another tirne." 
Before MacQueen left on his West Indian mission in December 1840, he had to head off 
an attempt to change the British terminus for the line. This seemingly simple question became 
complicated when numerous interested parties lobbied for alternatives to Southampton, which 
was MacQueen's choice. The community at Falrnouth made an especially strong plea, having 
been the only station for the overseas mails for nearly 200 years. The Southampton Dock 
Company made the earliest, and most persistent atternpts, perhaps explaining somewhat 
MacQueen's partiality to this port. In July both Plymouth and Devonport sent deputations to the 
Company hoping the get the tenninus based in their respective ports." Indeed, when the 
Admiralty conducted an inquiry into the k s t  port for the West India mails, which included the 
above four ports plus Dartmouth, the officers in charge of the investigation, led by Rear Admiral 
Sir James Gordon, noted that every port had been very anxious to attract the business: 
"throughout the whole course of our proceedings a deep interest was invariably manifested by the 
parties to whom the task of the representing the alleged advantages of each particular port had 
been assigned?' In August, the officen concluded that Dartmouth would make the best port 
because it was quiet, had good lights, and was relatively secure. A meeting with the Admiralty 
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was quickly organized, and MacQiieen (again) entered a statement regardhg the distances, etc. 
to show the advantages of Southampton. The governrnent agreed to try the port temporarily, but 
the issue did not arise again and the RMSP Company remained based at Southampton for its 
entire existence, including its administrative offices which moved fiom London in 1842. 
Another West India Mission and Another Infrastructure to Establisb, Dec. 1839-Aug. 1840 
The next major piece of business for MacQueen was to set up the RMSP Company in the 
West Indies. in early November 1840 he was given a letter of credit for £2000 drawn on, 
naturally, the Colonial Bank?' Later this month, a special session of the Court of Directors was 
organized to give MacQueen his instructions for the rnissiod9 He was given power of attorney, 
which allowed him to enter and conclude contracts for the Company according to colonial laws. 
He was also to î5nd suitable ports, including al1 of the concomitant facilities for the Company's 
vessels and the government's mail. The Company also gave MacQueen letters of introduction 
fiom the Colonial Office, the Foreign Office and the Admiralty, to ensure access to the highest 
levels of colonial authority. 
On December 3 r 4  MacQueen departed for the West indies. In less than nine months, he 
was to travel over 18,000 miles and visit thirty-eight ports. As on his previous trip for the 
Colonial Bank, MacQueen received a wann welcome in most of the colonies, even rnissing one 
of his connections out of Demenva becaw of a public dinner given for him the previous night?' 
MacQueen was familiar enough with the West indian colonies to know which ports wodd 
best serve the Company. With speed k ing  such an important factor in the success of the service, 
MacQueen spent the rnajonty of his time negotiating with Govemors and Collectors of Customs 
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for privileged access for Company vessels into the ports, which meant securing agreements for 
exemption fiom customs fees, entry fees, harbour dues, tonnage dues. and the usual red tape 
required for incoming passengers. Freight was to be severely limited on the Company's vessels, 
so that any items could be carried off and reported to customs in the tirne in took to exchange the 
mail. MacQueen had written to most of the island governrnents informing them of his--and the 
Company's-intentions, so none of his requests were unexpected. Though he did encounter some 
hesitance in places, usually due to internai politics more than any problem with the C~rnpany,~' 
in the end MacQueen was able to secure al1 of the needed provisions for quick and easy access 
for the Company's vessels. 
Supporthg facilities to accommodate the vessels proved more troublesome. MacQueen 
wrote fiom Barbados about the astonishing lack of lighthows in the colonies: "It is a disgrace 
ta England that such a thing [constnictiog lighthouses] has not been done many years ago," and 
suggested that "it would be worth the while of the Directors to press upon the Home Govemment 
the propriety of following out this subject."" Over the next few years the Directors did press the 
issue, and found both the home government and the colonial govemments reluctant to constnict 
the lighthouses. In fact, in the faIl of 1842, the Jarnaica Legislahue passed an act which, in effect, 
cut off the maintenance for the curent lightho~ses.'~ 
More serious concems mse over the coal depôts. FUstly, it was mon of a challenge for 
MacQwen to decide which colonies wodd make the best places for the stores. Aside fiom the 
strategic considerations, he had to take into account the available port facilities for storing 
thousands of tons of coal, the pnce of labour in the colony for coaling, and the contractors for the 
depôt. MacQueen specifically complained about one of the main factors influencing his decision, 
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and one of the biggest variables in post-slavery West indies: Negro labour. Early in his trip 
MacQueen wrote to the Directors, "under the existing state of things [the Negroes are] uncertain 
in their anendance while in several places their demands for wages is too frequently exorbitant, 
especially when they perceive that they can with impunity take advantage of the party which 
stands in need of their labo~r."'~ He was referring to the colonies of low population density, 
Grenada specifically in this case, where the availability of land left labourers with more options, 
and thus more bargaining power." For this reason MacQueen initially favoureâ Barbados, a hi& 
density colony where labour was much cheaper and more reliable. But perhaps because of old 
friends and a sense of nostalgia, or perhaps because of some business connection with the 
Company, MacQueen did settle on Grenada, for which, as noted above, he received a prompt 
reward fiom the island's legislatue. MacQueen also wanted European labourers to be sent out 
to the coal depôts to be in charge of them, for the purpose, he argued, of teaching the Negroes 
proper labour discipline, and to prevent hud? 
The colonies had theù own concems as well. MacQueen had to change his plan 
significantly when, apparently for domestic problems over its control over Santo Domingo, Haiti 
proved less willing than other countrîes to allow Royal M d  Vesçels Uito ports without the usual 
port examination proced~res.~' Al1 of the places at which MacQueen stopped voiced concems 
about smuggling, a practice which had a long tradition with the crews of government mail 
packets." Because RMSP Company vessels were allowed iimited amounts of fieight, plus 
passengea, these concems were even more pronounced at this tirne. 
Foreign ports also had the additional, and far more senous, concerns regarding slaves. 
in late Febniary, MacQueen wrote 
there is a misconcepaon 1 find prevailing in the Foreign Islands regarding the Steamers wtiich 1 hope to 
get done away ... it is believed that they are comrnanded by Captains in the Navy and that therefore being 
in some rneasure Govenunent Steamers and at al1 events being completely under Government control 
the Slaves in the Foreign Colonies may iïnd a refuge on board the Steamers without the possibility of 
their owners recovering h e m  or compensation for them. This must be guarded against in every way.'" 
For many Britons, slave emancipation and the continuing policies of suppressing the foreign slave 
presented a clear case of British humanitarianism in action. On the other han& foreign countries, 
part icularly the other major slaveowning countries of Europe, viewed British antislavery polic ies 
with a great deal of mistrust and cynicism (just as British slave owners and their polemicists, like 
MacQueen, had denounced the motives of the philanthropists during Britain's own emancipation 
debate). Foreign countries did not see the RMSP Company as a private mail service with only 
the backing of the British government. Instead, they saw it as an extension of the British 
government. 
On the last leg of MacQueen's journey he travelled north to visit Washington, D.C. and 
Halifax. MacQueen had a fiiendly meeting with President Tyler, who, according to MacQueen, 
was encouraging about the scheme, although it is apparent that he offered nothing substantive to 
the RMSP Company. Cunard served Boston and New York already, and numerous U.S. packet 
services were in operation, and expandingo-and would soon be cornpeting fiercely with Cunard 
for the transatlantic mails between the U.S. and the u.K.~' MacQueen had heard ruxnours, too, 
that Cunard, with support fiom the Glasgow Chamber of Commerce and the Govemor of 
Bermuda, was secretly planning another line to Bermuda and onward to St. Thomas and the 
Windwards through the fiont of another Company cailed the Re11 Steam Packet Company. in 
Antigua MacQueen had run into a member of the Bennuda Assembly, who apparentiy told 
MacQueen about the plan, and even gave him a copy of the memonal that was sent to the 
Evolution of the Company With and Without MacQueen, 1840-42 
MacQueen arrived back in London at the end of August 1840. On the surface, little 
seerned to have changed with the Company since he had departed, but MacQueen swn found that 
some srna11 adjustments in the Company's administration would profoundly affect his association 
with Royal Mail. 
Vimially al1 of the Company's business while MacQueen was gone had been concentrated 
on the construction of a fleet of fourteen full-rigged paddle steamers, using the latest s tem 
technology available. This was yet another enormous task in setting up the RMSP Company, and 
by itself put the Company on the cutting edge of transportation technology. In September of 
1839, the Directors formed a Cornmittee of the Vessels and Supply of the Machinery, with one 
Lieutenant Kendall as a Company agent in ûreenock, who was essentially in charge of ship 
building. Because the scale of the undertaking went well beyond the means of any one Company, 
the Directors had secured, by October, contracts with seven different shipbuilden, which were 
located in four different cities, and seven different "enginee~g" companies (engine builders) in 
three different ~ities.6~ According to the plan, al1 of the vessels were to be exactly the same so 
any steamer could run any part of the mail route requiring a s t em vesse1 (at this point, four of 
the smaller feeder lines required ody small sailing vessels). Because the Company planned to 
carry passengers and some fieight, the vessels were also to be larger than any mail packets 
hitherto in British history-roughl y 2000 tons-even approaching the largest stearnship of the day , 
which was the President of 2360 tons (launched August 1840).~) The 400 collective horsepower 
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engines were also large for their day. By cornparison, Cunard's ships at this time were 1 154 tons 
running on 300 horsepower engines." in March 1840, Lt. Kendall prepared al1 of the drawings, 
specifications and other preparations for the contracts, and building soon commenced. 
Construction would take nearly a year a half, in which time the Company had to attend 
to fitting and manning the fleet. As building became more involved, the Company hired a captain 
of the Royal Navy, Edward Chappell, formally to oversee al1 of the Company's ship building 
operations in December 1840, just days before MacQueen departed for his West Indian mission.65 
Whiie MacQueen was gone, Chappell's reports dominated Company business, with weefly 
updates on everythg fiom chronometers to cookery. Overall, everythmg went well, although 
with such a large undertaking using new technology, there were bound to k glitchss. The basic 
design of the vessels contained some inherent flaws. For example, the decks had to be raised in 
mid-construction because not enough room had been made for ventilation, while the long b a t s  
could not be canied at al1 on this first fleet because the engines took up too much space? Other 
problems also made c a w d  headaches, but no senous setbacks, as when clerical enoa in the 
specifications led one of the shipbuilders (and engineen), Caird Br Company, to build vessels that 
were not standard with the rest of the fleet. The Directors cornplaineci, but since time was 
extremely tight, they had no recourse buî to accept the fact that their fleet would not k ~nifomi.~' 
The construction of so many new and innovative vessefs in such a short tirne caused a 
sensation. The Greenock Adverfiser enthusiastically reported on the progress of the "splendid 
new steamers" in the surnmer of 1841 : 
For durability, elegance of mode], and the promise of the finest sailing qualities, these vessels are 
pronounced, by the most comptent judges, to be unrivalleci, and certaidy present a most Unposing 
spectacle. The h m y  CO have them out to sea is so great, that almost every b d  of work comected with 
them is going on at once, and consequently a vast number of han& may be seen busily engagcd in the 
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work on any lawful day of the week."' 
When the Forth was fmally launched in May 1842, over 60,000 spectators came out for the 
occasion.69 A contemporary history h t t e n  in the 1870s also noted that "the fleet of the RMSP 
Company consisted of the finest class of vessels of that description built of wood which, previous 
to 184 1,  had been sent to sea either for naval or mercantile purpo~es."'~ 
Ln November 184 1, the Admiralty tested, inspected and gave its approval for the first four 
vessels. Again, there were some problems, such as the strong vibrations fiom the paddIes, a %et 
cloud" from the biler, and the fact the engines had been built one fwt  M e r  aft than the 
specifications had called for. Still, the inspecter added that "there certaidy cannot be a fmer 
piece of workmanship than these engines."" 
MacQueen had only been back in England for a couple of months when the vessels were 
ready, and had spent this tirne facing a new Company. While MacQueen had k e n  gone, Captain 
Chappell, the Marine Superintendent, had gradually acquired more responsibility and authority 
within the Company through his oversight of ship construction. He and MacQueen soon clashed 
over the plan. Only a month d e r  MacQuan had retumed, Chappell called for the formation of 
a "Committee of Captains" to check MacQueen's plan: specincally, to check his caiculations, the 
safety of the routes, and the xlected locations of the coal depôts? Taken completely by surprise, 
MacQueen was funous. Never one able to take questions to his conclusions iightly, MacQueen 
also objected to this check on the plan because this pmcess had been done months ago with the 
~dmiralty." 
Still, the Committee, which included MacQueen, Chappell, and three naval officers, met 
over the next three weeks. MacQueen filed a separate report in which he reiterated his objections. 
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But he need not have complained too much since the C o d t t e e  found little wrong with the plan. 
Lighthouses were needed, a couple of ports needed changed, speed and coal consurnption were 
thought slightly too optimistic, and the passage through the Turk's Island Passage and New 
Providence Channels (the Bahamas) was deemed too dangerous for fast steamers--"it would seem 
a aimost a miracle," the Captains noted, "to rnake 1 12 voyages each year, through these countless 
rocks and shoals without the occurrence of disaster.'"' MacQueen accepted most of these 
changes, explaining that he had pushed for some of these changes himself (e.g. the lighthouses), 
and that discrepancies should be blamed on the new ships' performance, and not his calculations, 
which he based on other steamers, notably the Greut Western). The most serious oversight seems 
to have been down t h e  for the steamers. The Committee noted that ''there has as yet been no 
instance of a s tem vesse1 working for six months, withold cessation," whereas MacQueen's plan 
was based upon year-round service. 
The report basically vindicated MacQueen, and he received M e r  backing a week later 
regarding the navigation of the Bahamas when Chappe11 reported that the Admiralty saw "nothing 
to prevent the Company's ships with proper care fiom using the Hawk's Nest and Cockburn's 
Anchorages, and fiom carrying out the course of operation contemplated by Mr. ~ ' ~ u e e n . " "  But 
other developments coupled with MacQueen's naturally suspicious rnind Ied him to believe that 
a conspiracy had k e n  hatched to squeeze him out of the Company's operations. At the same 
time that the Committee presented its report in mid-November, a new plan was considered, 
authored by MacQueen's old partner in the Colonial Bank, Michael ~ c c h l e r y . ' ~  McChlery's 
plan was a pared down version of MacQueen's, and for the moment, received little attention. But 
these srnaIl incidents and disagreements were disconcerting. MacQueen later recalled that 
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"everything around me indicated some secret work in operation. Scarcely a question was asked 
for many weeks regarding anything that 1 had seen. heard. or done during my mission."" 
Initial Service: Problems and Modifications 
Partial service began in early 1842, with the departure of the Tay fiom Southampton on 
January 4. Delays plagued the vesse1 fiom the very beginning, as the Tay did not even make it 
out of British waters without fmding itself behind schedule. In this case the Admiralty had 
insisted, against strong Company protests, that the steamer pick up the outward mails at 
Falmouth." Further delays and other problems, even disasters, beset the Company for the first 
few months of operation-so much so b a t  it seems particularly remarkable that the Company 
survived, let alone prospered. 
The full extent of the mail system's weaknesses did not reveal themselves until a couple 
of months of service. Some irregularities wen to be expected fiom the initial run of such a 
complicated undertaking, but prolonged delays would be the death of the endeavour, since the 
Company's raison d 'ehe was to provide faster, more regular, service. In mid-March 1842, three 
months after service began, the Directors sat to examine the main reasons for the delays. Crew 
trouble and a labour shortage seemed the most common causes initially. According to 
MacQueen's later account, the Company sought its f ist  crews fiom the dredges of the seafaring 
world, and paid for their parsimony with insubordination to offices and rudeness to passengers. 
For exarnple, the Tweed lost pncious time coaling at Grenada because the crews of the Dee and 
the Clyde refused to help. The Dee herself spent over two days coaling because of the same 
labour problems; consequently, the passengen became so disgusted that they al1 hired another 
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vessel. The next month the commander of the Clyde reported on the "mutinous state" of his 
crew.'' The Ciry of Glagow had trouble coaling in Demerara partially because the chief engineer 
and trimmer were being punished for misbehaviour, and partially because the local Negraes 
struck work. A month later the Directors found out that the ship's thkd engineer had been thrown 
into prison for striking a saloon cook, with Captain Boxer describing the rest of his crew as 
"absolutely little short of ~avages."~' tt is little wonder, then, why the Company's agent in 
Grenada, Captain Maclean, recommended implementing naval di~cipline.~' 
There were other causes for delay as well: no tugboat at the Mississippi port, no trade 
wind, an engineering error miscalculating the amount of coal needed, a British naval blockade 
of Mexican ports (June 1842), etc. Regardless of the reasons, these delays inevitably led to 
complaints, with which the Company was flooded in the spring and summer of 1842. Cornplaints 
ranged fiom poor treatment and the quality of the wine, to schedule irregularities--either the 
failure to amve on time, or even the unexpected landing, as when the Actœon landed and lefi a 
group of passengers on Turk's Island.82 Even problems which had been foreseen and discussed 
previously disrupted the operation. in A u ~ t ,  Customs officers in Southampton found 
contraband tobacco on both the Trent and the Thmes; subsequently, both vessels had temporary 
stops put on them? And no mail was exchanged at Mayaguez (Puerto Rico) because the port 
authorities required the Company's agent there, R.D. Jacob, '70 become security for any negro 
slaves the steamers might take fiorn the island," which he r e f w d  to do. Shortly thereafler, 
MacQueen had to rearrange the routes so that San Juan became the only port of cal1 for the 
is~and.~' 
Also not surprisingly, disputes arose between the Company's commanders and the 
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Admiralty mail agents, as the former obviously resented taking orders fiom someone else on a 
ship that was technically under his command. For exarnple, in the summer of 1842, the 
Admiralty agent aboard the Mehuay, Lieutenant Achmutry, wrote the commander, Captain Smith, 
a note during the vessel's approach to port, with suggestions on where to land. According to the 
evidence that the Directors received later, Smith shot back to the messenger "for God's sake, tell 
Mr. Achmutry 1 cannot be hurnbugging replying to Iettea  no^!"^' 
These initial difficulties occurred during the first major administrative reorganization of 
the Company's management. On February 10, 1842, barely one month af€er service began, the 
Secretary, Henry Longland, retired. A week later, Chappell became the new secretary at f 1000 
per year, and was paid an additional lump sum of the difference of al1 of his previous pay 
ca lculated at this rate. MacQueen' s position was refined to "Superintendent of Foreign 
Agencies," which included the ovedght of the "operation of the Company abroad; of the proper 
instructions to the Captains; of the regular performance of the service abroad, and of the 
correspondence relating therein." He was also requested to attend Court meetings." 
As his new duties suggest, MacQueen still retained enonnous responsibility withh the 
Company. For the next six months, he took care of Whuilly al1 business arising fiom outside of 
Britain, which included pr?+lems on board the vessels, cornplaints fkom foreign or colonial 
govemments, or anything to do with the coal depôts or Company agents. He then provided a bi- 
monthly report of his work to the Court. Still, relative to his earlier position, MacQueen's 
infiuence had declined in the Company while Chappell's had grown significantly. As Secretary, 
al1 business, now hcluding MacQueen's, passed through Chappell before it came before the 
Directors. Obviously the Directon were impressed with Chappell, and MacQueen found that he 
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no longer had the ear of the Chairman or Vice-Chairman, as he had previously. 
Nothing reflected the new order of Company management better than when the Directors 
ordered sorne modifications to the plan in May. As usual, MacQueen was to work out the details, 
but he was to do so with Chappell. On Chappell's suggestion, MacQueen was also given explicit 
instructions about the scope of the plan. He was told up fiont to eliminate service to Halifax and 
Surinam, and reduce service to Tampico, Vera C w ,  Cartagena and Chapes to once a  nont th.^' 
MacQueen opposed these limitations on the Company's service, having seen his plan 
reduced fxom a world-wide mail service to one that did not even serve al1 of the Caribbean. Even 
worse for MacQueen, McChlery submitted another plan the next month, parallehg the one 
suggested by Chappell, and which received a more enthusiastic response fiom the Directon this 
MacQueen stniggled to maintain the present scheme, but did so during the low point of 
the Company's history. In May, the Medina struck the shoals off Turk's island and was lost. And 
as the cornplaints continued to rnount, a sympathizer wrote the Company saying one newspaper 
was predicting "the probable dissolution of the Company."" By the beginning of August the 
Directors had decided to adopt the reduced plan, and Chappell had already corne up with a new 
set of by-laws for the Company and instructions for the commanders. On the same &y that he 
presented these to the Dùectors, MacQueen submitted his resignation." 
Engagement or Exclusion? Difftring Views on the Mail System and MacQueen's 
Resignation 
It seems clear at this point that the fdling out between MacQueen and the Company which 
he founded came about because of differences in the scope of the operation. MacQueen hoped 
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to establish a global mail system, while the Company would settle for a mail service localized to 
the West indies, mainly the British West indies. When it became clear to MacQueen that the 
Company was going to substantially scale down his scheme, with his influence rapidly declining 
within the management, he leA. Personal conflicts with the management, particularly with 
Chappell, also led to the break. Differing opinions easily turned into bitter political rivalries as 
MacQueen was always prone to take criticisrn personally, and Chappell was increasingly less 
tolerant of MacQueen as his (Chappell's) own influence grew. 
With MacQueen out, the adoption of the new plan came quickly. Chappell drew up new 
instructions for a new plan six days after MacQueen's resignation. By the end of the month the 
Directors had approved the new plan, and by mid-September the Adrnirdty had granted its 
permission to try it experimentally. On October 1, the RMSP Company put the plan into effect. 
The new scheme had reduced the routes far more than the Directors had asked in May. 
The RMSP Company eliminated service to Surinam, St. Croix, Curaçao, Turk's Island, and al1 
of North Amerka, including Halifax. Service to the Spanish mainland was reduced to once a 
rn~nth .~ '  The total mileage of the routes went fiom 684,8 16 to 392,926.% The RMSP Company 
was now almost solely a British West Indian mail service. 
The new scheme seemed to work weil. Expenditures had been cut fiom £360,000 a year 
to f235,OOO. Incredibly, the govemment did not cut its subsidy in proportion to the reduced 
service. Furthemore, the Admiralty approved the new routes by March 1843. With several of 
the original problems taken care of such as crews and workers at the coal depôts, the Company 
WIIS doing quite well, and posted a profit for the first tirne in 1843 o f f  94,2 19. 1845 is when the 
Company really got on its feet. when it maintained a reliable regular service, the debt was paid 
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off, and dividends began to be paid on shares (£1 . lO/share). The 1850s saw profits reach over 
£200,000, largely helped by the additionai govemment subsidy off 30,000 for another line to Rio 
de Janeir~.~' Meanwhile, the Company maintained its monopoly over mail service to the British 
West indies. These successes were nearly offset by bad luck, however. In the first ten years of 
its operation, Royal Mail lost seven v e s s e l ~ . ~  
MacQueen may very well have been just as happy as anyone involved with the Royal Mail 
to see it prosper. After he resigned he still had a substantial number of shares in the Company-- 
24000 worth. that he had purchased with his £ 5000 "gifi" that the Company had given him. As 
the founder of the Company and a substaniial shareholder, he felt justified in commenting on the 
Company's business fkom the outside, even though he had resigned his position. In May 1 843 
he wote the Directors that he had heard from a friend that because of "improper construction," 
one of the boilen had caught fire aboard the Severn, one of the new vessels about to commence 
service, on its way fiom Bristol (where it was constructed) to Southarn~ton. Likewise, according 
to MacQueen, the Avon, also built by William Patterson in Bristol, also suffered structurai 
probiems that led to high coal consumption and the nsk offixe. Chaopeil was mon than Uritated 
with MacQueen not only because of his urisolicited, and seemingly unfounded, information, but 
also because MacQueen had not even infonned the Company first, and instead had written the 
same letter the &y before to the Admiralty. Chappe11 responded with a short note requesting 
MacQueen to fumish authonties for his charges. Incensed that his word was not deemed good 
enough, MacQueen wrote back refusing the request, and offered more rumours about the poor 
performance of other Company vessels?' 
The matter dropped for the rest of the summer, with both sides disgusted with the other. 
But the increasingly strained relationship between MacQueen and the Company snapped 
altogether in one night the next aututnn. At the third General Meeting of the RMSP Company 
in mid-October 1843, Irving, Company Chainnan and MacQueen's long-time associate, singled 
out MacQueen as one of the main causes of the Company's problems: 
A misfornine to which 1 trace much of the evil which has esen to us, h m  the confidence which we gave 
to Mr. Macqueen, in the belief that he had talents for the investigation-that we could depend upon his 
statements to us as to the concern. The calculations of revenue proceeded fiom Mr. Macqueen; the 
calculation of die cost proceeded h m  Mr. Macqueen. in fact, ! am sony to Say, that a great deal more 
confidence was given to Mr. Macqueen that from subsequent investigation tfian he deserved. There 
(pointing to Mr. Macqueen in the body of the meeting, the Shareholders naning round at the same tirne), 
there he sits, and he cannot deny a word that 1 sute.% 
This was only the h a 1  humiliation which led to MacQueen writing the senes of scathing letters 
in Herapath 's Railway Journal between October and December 1843, and put together in one 
volume in January 1844. The same charges against MacQueen had been implied at the second 
General Meeting the preceding March, where Chappell blamed virtually al1 of the Company's 
problems on the original calculations: 
It  is now univerçally admitteci that the onguiai pmject of the Company embraced too extensive a sphere 
of operation; that its calculation, whether as related to the nimiber of ships required; to the work they 
couid perform; to the practicability of their visiting al1 of the specified places; to the adequate security 
of the Ports with assemblage; to the cost of building, ouffit, and maintenance of the Ships; and to the 
amount of Revenue likely to be realized, were al1 too sanguine a character. 
Even the loss of the Medina and the Isis were blamed on the "old plan" for no other reason, it 
seems, than they were lost during the operation of the plan." 
The bulk of MacQueen's Reply was spent demonstrating that the initial problems were 
not due to the calculations but to the ships themselves and the management, especially Chappell. 
MacQueen also argued that regardles of where one placed the blame, his actions were approved 
by the Directors and the Admiralty every step of the way. To blame hlln now was simply 
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scapegoating. What angered MacQueen even more was the fact that he had done vimially al1 of 
the groundwork for the formation of the Company, then others had corne along and changed the 
plan. not only taking credit for themseives. but leaving nothing for MacQueen but the blame for 
any dificulties: 
Nothing is so easy as to fmd fault, especially wfien doing so proceeds f?om ignorance of the subject on 
hand. It is also easy for men to traie1 when the way by which they can mvel has been pointed out to 
them. But with al1 the spirit which has been displayed to cavil, no one went to the Govenunent with a 
scheme for conveying the vast correspondence to and fiom the western world that Governent could 
aEord or would entertain, or that it wouId have been safe for private interests to have taken up, until it 
was done by me without assistance fiom any quarter." 
MacQueen's defence here was entirely justified. To dismiss MacQueen's contribution 
because his calculations were "too sanguine a character" is to ignore the numerous other factors 
involved in establishing a s t e m  mail system. Moreover, we have seen that the initial problems 
were not due to the calculations, though they were not really the fault of the ships or of Chappe11 
either, as MacQueen charged. The initial delays had k e n  caused by other unknowns such as 
labour shortages, difficult crews, disputes berneen commandes and mail agents, and engineering 
errors. The recnminations that resulted fiom these problems were simply the result of the 
Directors looking for a scapegoat, and MacQueen looking to vindicate himself, as well as vent 
his anger at those who took over the management and direction of the Company. 
Undoubtedly, ChappeU was nght that the inrtial scope of the operation was too large. Here 
was another example of MacQueen's reach exceeding his grasp. C o n s i d e ~ g  the complexity of 
the scheme, the new and untested technology used, a d  the inexperience of al1 involved, it is 
surprising the RMSP Company did as well as it did. Indeed, a contemporary concluded that 
inexperience on the part of ail concemed explained most of the Company's initial problerns: 
Though Mr. McQueen .. . was a gentleman who had considerable experience in the promotion of large 
undertdchgs, his knowledge of mari tirne S a i n  was limi ted, wtiile he was no t sufficiently conversant 
with those details, the practical knowledge of which is so essential to the success of al1 shipping 
operations. The directors, as a body, were not competent, fiom previous experience, to manage such an 
undenaking; wtiile the choice also of cornrnanders, selected fiom the Royal Navy, with littie or no 
experience of stem, and none whrrtever of the requirements of a merchant ship, was unfornate ...'* 
But MacQueen never backed down fiom his position on the scope of the mail system, and 
here lies the crux of the dispute. The most interesting parts of his Reply are those which explain 
the role of the mail systern in comecting the British West Indies to Britain, and both to the wider 
world. As he had argued al1 along, the s t e m  communication system was vital for, first, the 
British West Mies afier emancipation: 
The late great change in society has placed the British colonies in a totally different position tiom that 
in which they formerly stood-a position wherein it becornes absolutcly necessary for their prosperity, 
nay, for their existence, that they should have ready and kquent communication and full acquaintance 
with every quarter of the world, but more especially with that quarter of the world to which they 
geographically belong, wherein great and rising nations, such as Mexico and the United States of 
America, to Say nothhg of the British North American colonies, regulate, and will continue more and 
more to regulate, by their energies and their productions, al1 their markets, al1 their prices, and al1 their 
exc hanges. '00 
Therefore, the limitations imposed by the new plan wouid only hurt the West hdies and the 
Company in the long run, and MacQueen found himself once again showing the absurdity of such 
limitations. For example, New Orleans was eliminated as a port altogether under the new 
scheme. Yet, MacQueen noted, "that port exports yearly to Great Britain on British account, and 
principally in British ships, about 9,000,000f, king greater than the exports of al1 the British 
West Indies put t~gether."'~' MacQueen even found parochialism among the colonials, who, 
insisted MacQueen, should have known better : 
It is with regret and srpprise chat 1 have heard it stated, on the part of some British West indian colonists, 
that such resmction of the service is proprr, because, the u n d m g  king British, the operations 
thereof ought to be chiefly confined to British possessions, and that, in the benefits which it confws, 
foreign places ought to be considered of minor importance. No such language ought to be held by any 
British colonist, especially unaer the present circumstances and position, when they recollect, as they 
ought to do. that British merchants trade, and !rade largely too, with every counay in the ~ o r l d . ' ' ~  
MacQueen's comments here are symptomatic of the Merences between his idea of a mail 
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communication system and the ideas of those who could implement such a system. MacQueen 
wanted a world-wide and highly centralized system. What his efforts led to was a localized and 
partially private packet Company. Once again, MacQueen's vision went beyond the Empire's 
grasp. for such a system was simply not possible, and no one supported such a system, fiorn the 
govemment which wanted to contract out the service, to colonials, who wanted an exclusively 
British service. But if his schemes were unrealistic, his analysis regarding the role of mail in an 
imperial system was highly sophisticated, and ultimately prophetic. It was not until 1860 when 
the Post Office itself realized that mail communication involved more than just carryirig 
messages. At this tirne, a select cornmittee concluded that mail 
fkequently involves considerations of an imperid character affecthg our political relations, our colonial 
empire, the efficiency of our army and our navy, and the spread of com~nerce.'~' 
This is precisely what MacQueen had argwd in 1838.'@' 
MacQueen's achievements regarding the development of the colonial mail system are, 
however, significant in themselves. Designing, rnodimg, promothg and rnanaging so large a 
project demonstrate MacQueen's abilities as a practical agent for impenal change, even if the 
project ultimately left him behind. The formation of the RMSP Company is also representative 
of a crucial period in British imperid history, when technology and governmentai reorganization 
radically changed the way the Empire operated. S t em power brought speed and regularity to 
overseas travel. For the British Empire this translated into regular schedules and thus more 
efficient colonial administration, as well as tighter centralized control. Although this penod is 
traditionally known as the classic age of laissez-faire govemment in Bntain, especially regarding 
colonial policy. the government's drarnatic reorganization and ceritralization of colonial mail 
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counters this view. The subsidy is the most dramatic exarnple of how much the British 
govemment was willing to pay for its control. While the big s tem packet cornpanies posted large 
profits every year for themselves, the government was losing enonnous surns because the postage 
revenues were not nearly enough to cover the subsidy. A parliamentary inquiry headed by 
Viscount Canning (then Posmiaster-General) in the early 1 8 5 0 ~ ' ~ ~  found that Royal Mail was by 
far the largest drain, running a deficit of nearly 70 percent: 
Line (Combanv) PostaPe - Deficit 
North America (Cunard) f 120,863 £ 1 88,040 £ 67,177 
East hdies (P & 0) 127,896 199,600 7 1,704 
West indies & Brazil (RMSP) 85,410 270,000 184,590 
The government rnaintained the subsidies, even in the face of huge losses and vociferous cntics 
such as Robert McCalmont, who argued throughout the 1850s that the contract system was a 
"new Navigation Law" and atiacking the packet companies as "parnpered monop~lists."'~ It was 
not until 1860 when the subsidies were even reduced, and until 1876 before they were eliminated 
altogether. 
The govemment's support to the mail system is a prime exampie of how it was increasing 
its intervention in colonial affairs. A uniform system of mail delivery, enforced by Admiralty 
agents and standardized ngulations, greatly expanded the governmmt's presence in the British 
West Mies  dong the same lines that it had grown since the end of slavery, when cornmissioners 
sought to cany out its policies. MacQueen contributed to this direction in British imperid policy 
by always advocating smog central control; he did not get the absolute government control that 
he had pushed for in the beginning, but his efforts in forming the RMSP Company helped 
establish the direction. In a very real sense, the RMSP Company was the govemment's agent, 
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and the system of mail delivery under which they operated was only one step away fiom direct 
g o v e m e n t  control. 
Sotne of these inter-related transitions in British history that the formation of the RMSP 
Company represents were captured most beautifully by MacQueen's farnous contemporary, the 
painter J.M. W. Turner (1 775- 185 1). Turner spent eight months in 1838 painting The Fighting 
Temeraire tugged to her [ast berth to be broken up. The picture depicts the noble-Iooking but 
now ghostly man-of-war, which had fought in the Napoleonic Wars, king  puiled by a small 
paddle steamer up the Tharnes to Rotherhith to be dismantled for scrap.'07 The symbolic 
transition fiom sail to steam is made clear by the smoke fiom the mg's s t e m  fimnel which pours 
forth partially to cover the Temeruire. The old warship is still beautifhi but it is set against a 
sunset where other tiny phantom-like sailing ships fade Uito the distance. For MacQueen, the 
painting may very well have symbolized more than just the transition fiom sail to steam, but also 
the transition in the development of the British Empire, which no longer developed in leaps by 
dramatic wars, but by the steady, if mundane. advances in technology and administration-- 
represented by a steam tug boat. 
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Chapter 5 
Armchair Geographer and hperialist, 1820-70 
It is appropnate to examine MacQueen's geographical work last because his interest in 
this field lasted nearly half a century, and informed almost al1 of his other endeavours, especially 
his most chenshed goal of establishing a British empire in Af?ica. His geographical work also 
spanned an important period in both British geography and British irnperialisrn, fiom the travels 
of Mungo Park at the tum of the century, to the foundation of the Royal Geographical Society in 
1830, to the journeys of David Livingstone in the 1850s and 60s. Essentially, the first haifof the 
nineteenth century was the "opening" of AWca to British traders, missionaries and ultimately, 
soldiers and administrators. Thus, examined withm the context of this more general evolution 
of geography and irnpenalisrn, MacQueen's geographical career between 1820 and 1870 provides 
valuable insight into the nature of both at this tirne, and the nature of theû relationship with each 
other. 1 have divided MacQueen's career into roughly three periods: 1820-32, the years of the 
debate over 'rhe Niger question" which were influenced, significantly, by W e  slavery question"; 
1839-59, when MacQueen was recognized as an authority on Afkica; and 1860-70, the penod of 
the Nile debate, MacQueen's somewhat reactionary tum, and the ambivalent acknowledgernent 
of MacQueen's contribution to geography by the geographical establishment at his death. 
MacQueen's legacy in geography is not as  tangible as in his other work with the Colonial 
Bank or the RMSP Company or even the emacipation debate, but in some ways it had the same 
general effect of aiding the centralization of power in the metroplis, and especially with the 
government. His influence came partially as a counsellor on Afican affairs. By the late 1830s 
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he became recognized as an "expert" on Afica. He was especially influentiai in the planning of 
the Niger expedition of 1839-41, CO-sponsored by the govemment and Buxton's Afka  
Civilization Society. But the majority of his legacy resulted fiom the sterile and often thankless 
work of amchair geography-that is, compiling and synthesizing geographical information in 
order to fil1 in the "blank spots" on the map, which in MacQueen's case was the map of Afiica. 
This kind of work not only provided valuable information for British expansion, but also helped 
promote and legitimize expansion. 
1 have employed. or rather appropriated. the phrase "anchair geography" to describe the 
kind of work done by MacQueen. The label was inspired by reading the brief analyses of 
MacQueen's geographical work by other scholars, who either directly use the phrase in its 
comrnon connotation to dismiss him, or at least imply that because he had never been to Afiica 
we are to suspect his work.' Ian Cameron, for example, describes MacQueen's contribution to 
the Nile debate between the rival explorers Richard Burton and John Speke in one sentence: "the 
armchair geographer James M'Queen (who had never been out of England in his life) stirred up 
trouble by publishing a senes of bigoted and scurrilous attacks on Speke's character."' While the 
nature of MacQueen's attacks in this case is accurate enough such a view of MacQueen and 
"annchair geography" generally has led historians to ignore what MacQueen's work can tell us. 
On the other hand, other scholars have used the phrase more specifically. even narrowly, to 
describe an iduential group of amateur geographen who "conected the information obtained 
by the great nineteenth centuxy explorers." hcluded in this elite group were those such as John 
Pinkerton, W.D. Cooley, C.T. Beke and ~ a c ~ u e e n . '  For MacQueen specifically, then, "armchair 
geography" serves as a good general phrase to characterize his geography, whose salient points 
would be compilation, synthesis. amateurism, and promotion. 
The Development of Geography in Britain in the Nineteenth Century 
At the tum of the nineteenth century "geography" in Britain could mean anythmg from 
agriculture to topography to travel literature to navigation. With the exception of some surveyors, 
cartographers and hydrographers, geography was mainly a hobby pursued by amateurs. For 
example, in a revealing review of one of the most popular geographical works in Britain, John 
Pinkerton's Modern Geography ( 1802), the Edinburgh Review began by sbting generally that 
There is no science so attractive as geography. It requires scarcely any preparation of previous 
study, and deals in a sort of information so popular md various, as to recomrnend itself even 
to those who have but M e  relish for I i t e r q  occupations. It is indeed a kind of condensation 
of books of travels, and exhibits the most captivating collection of marvellous tniths that ever 
yet were assemble& to excite or graw curiosity. Of its substantial utility, it is unnecessary to 
speak." 
As the quotation suggests, there had existed no training in geography at the university leve15 and 
a limited exposure to geography at the elementary and secondary levels. Edrnund Gilbert has 
s h o w  that teaching geography to British schoolchildren in the early nineteenth centuy "consisted 
largely of leaming by rote the narnes of places and products.'* The Scientific Revolution and the 
Enlightenrnent had influenced geography to the limited extent that the value of collecting and 
cataloguing information was recognized. The emphasis on statistics, borne rnallily of the Scottish 
Enlightenrnent in the latter eighteenth century, aiso influenced how geography was viewed, and 
hence, taught. Through something similar to the "Scientific Tables" of ï%e Students ' Classical 
Guide to the Sciences (1 81 8), MacQueen as a xhoolboy would have memorized the world's 
countries, their capitals (including name, population, latitude and longitude, and miles fiom 
London), square miles, population, type of govemment, sovereign, religion and any p ~ c i p a l  
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towns, Mes, nvers, capes. islands, animals. produce and trade. Geography has worked with 
statistics in a universalist scope and determination ever since Claudius Ptolemy's (c. AD 90- 168) 
attempt to record the location of al1 the known places of the world using latitude and longitude. 
But at the tum of the nineteenth century geography emerged reinvigorated as a kind of "inventory 
sciencev--1ike geology, meteorology, botany, etc.'--whose purpose was to explore, collect, 
catalogue, plot and map everything in the world. Neverthekss, even amongst the most 
"scientific" scholars such as James ~ennell? the Bible and the ancients, especially the Geography 
of Ptolemy, continued to be extremely important sources for geographical information. 
Geography remained "attractive" to the wider public, however, mainly because of 
"voyages and travels," a genre revived in Britain with the great explorations of the eighteenth 
century, especially those of William Dampier ( 1652- 1 7 15) and Captain Cook ( 1 728- 1779), as 
well as the "imaginary travellers" in the literature of Defoe, Swift, Montesquieu and V~ltaire.~ 
By the tum of the nineteenth century have1 litexatm continued to be immensely popular, despite 
the mediocrity of the vast majority of it-a slough of aristocratie "tours" through Britain or 
Europe, or obscure expeditions detailed by minor officers of the Royal Navy. 
By the 1 880s geography had become a more clearly defineci, professional discipline, 
integrated with other physical sciences, and underpinned with a scientific methodology. 'Ihe most 
significant changes came fkom the pioneering work of two Germans: Alexander von Humboldt 
( 176% 1859) and Car1 Ritier (1 779- 1859). Humboldt revolutionized geography in much the sarne 
way that Captain Cook revolutionized marine surveying: through strict adherence to the scientific 
method and the integration of many disciplines to provide the most accurate regional 
description." Humboldt began his career advocating the study of the "geography of plants," and 
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énded it with an attempt to incorporate al1 the physical sciences to describe the entire universe,' ' 
a work which transformed the theoretical basis of geography for the fist time since Ptolemy." 
Geographer Robert H. Fuson has stated simply that Humboldt "laid the foundations for our 
discipline."" Ritter. "the CO-founder of modem geography," infbsed the human element into 
geography by emphasizing our infiuence on the physicai envuonment, and vice-versd'l By mid- 
century the German influence could aiready been seen on British geography. in 1 848 Mary 
Somerville published Physical Geography, a work which outlined a specific methodology based 
upon Humboldt's holistic approach to geography, and for which Somerville eventually won the 
RGS gold rne~ial.'~ Charles Darwin, on whom Humboldt's work had an enormous influence, also 
contributed to the transition of a method based upon d i  observation and integration with other 
 science^.'^ But it is Sir Halford Mackinder, the fust man to reach the top of Mount Kenya and 
holder of the first Chair of Geography at Oxford (1 887), who defhed the discipline directly in 
purpose and method, by bringing together the elements of physical and hurnan geography: 
.'Physiography asks of a given feature, 'Why is it?' Topography 'Where is it? Physical geography 
W h y  is it there?' Politicai geography, 'How does it act on man in s~iety,--how does he react 
on it?' ... The[se] four subjects are the realm of the geographer."" Mackinder's explmation 
fomed the basis of his "new geography," and marks the kgllining of geography as the discipline 
that we know to&y.18 
The development of a standard methodology was paralleled by the intitutionalization of 
geography. The first professional geographical organization in Europe was the Paris 
Geographical Society, fomed in 182 1, followed by the Berlin Geographical Society (CO-founded 
by Humboldt and Riner) in 1 828.19 In Britain, the Royal Geographical Society was fomed in 
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1830 fiom the Raleigh Travellers Club, a dining club fonned in 1827, and a year later also 
incorporated the AWcan Association (1 788- 183 1 ).'O While ail of these organizations were rnainly 
social clubs for curious aristocrats," they provided the first institutional structure for geography. 
More importantly for our purposes, by the 1860s the RGS had become dominated by what Roy 
Bridges has called the "service class": surveyors, hydrographers, imperial administrators, 
engineers, and medical doctors2-in other words, those with an interest in expanding the British 
Empire. 
From Elephants to Blank Spaces: European Maps of Afkica to the Early Nineteenth 
Cen tury 
Africa held a somewhat anomalous position in the European study of geography overall, 
mainly becaw of the continent's location relative to Europe, which had led to varying levels of 
knowledge for different sections--as R.V. Tooley obsexved, "Egypt and its northem coasts being 
known in remote antiquity, its southemrnost tip not reached till 1487 by Bartholomew Diaz, and 
its centre practically unknown ti11 the late 19th century."'-' Despite ovor three centuries of contact 
and trade, Europeans held detailed information, at best, for three to four-hundred mibs up the 
principal nvers on which they had trading factories (namely, the Senegal and Gambia Rives in 
West AWca). ûîherwise, little was known beyond one or two-hundred miles of the Coast, if this 
much. Even the coastlines did not get surveyed competently and comprehensively until Captain 
W.F. W. Owen's great Afican Survey of 1822-26?4 As nimierous scholars have pointed out, the 
climate, coupled with powerful AfKcan States and merchant middlemen, strongly discouraged any 
European penetration of the interior." 
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European ignorance of Afiican geography did not mean that Europeans did not produce 
geographical works on this part of the world. But this ignorance did mean that European 
geographers had to rely far more on ancient sources and their own imaginations than they did for 
other parts of the globe. Ptolemy remained the paramount source, with a considerable reliancr 
on the Old Testament and the medieval h b i c  sources. Moreover most people are familiar with 
the beautiful but highly fictitious maps of Afiica by European geographers-maps which portrayed 
fantastic creatures such as the cyclops, or fabled kingdoms such as the Christian empire of Prestor 
John in Abyssinia, or simply a nice picture of elephants? Contemporaries certainly were aware 
of these shortcomings, as seen in Jonathan Swift's ofl-quoted lines: 
Geographers in fit's maps 
With savage creatures filled the gaps 
And o'er unhabitable downs 
Placed elephants for want of towns. 
It is a cornmonplace now to observe that many of the best European maps of Afica in the 
early modem era were more works of art than science. It is no coincidence that during the golden 
age of Dutch cartography (roughly fiom 1570 to 1670), Dutch mapmaken not only produced the 
most accurate maps of Afiica of their time, but also the most beautifid." Less fanciful maps 
began appearing at the turn of the eighteenth century, led by French cartographers, especially 
Guillaume de L'Isle (1 675- 1726) and Jean Baptiste d' Anville (1 69% 1782), the latter whose work 
Renne11 described as "the most perfect of ail, previous to the inquines of the Afiican Association 
[ 1 788- 183 11."" De L'Isle and D' Anville greatly advanced the geography of AMca by simply 
admitting the extent of European ignorance of the continent, a d  their maps are the e s t  in the 
modem period to leave major blank spaces." Still great geographical fictions existed and were 
created even in MacQueen's day. Rennell, for exarnple, England's best geographer, "invented" 
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the Kong Mountain range (through a loose interpretation of Park's T r m l s )  stretching across 
Afnca at 10" North latitude in 1788, which remained on European maps for the next ~ e n t u r y . ~ ~  
Africa also held a special place in European geography because of the slave trade and 
slavery. Although the fust Europeans to make contact with the Afncan coastline south of the 
Sahara in the fifieenth century were looking primarily for gold, the trade in slaves remained the 
mainstay of Aikican-European trade until the nineteenth century, and thus the main source of 
geographical information for cartographers. British idormation regarding Afnca, too, came 
really only after its own transatlantic slave trade had been well established by the latter 
seventeenth century" Moreover popular interest Uicreased in the latter eighteenth cenhiry as the 
abolitionist assault on the slave trade intensified. By the tum of the nineteenth century the 
popular antislavery campaig kept A£kica publicized at a national level. In particular, the 
Abolition Society's founding of Freetown, Sierra Leone in 1787 kept Afica in the lirnelight as 
more first-hand Uiformation became available, and even more importantly, as the colony 
increasingl y becarne the focus of pro-slavery counter-attac ks. 
European geographical knowledge of Afiica, then, involved far more than jwt the physical 
topography of the continent. The "geography" of Afica inevitably involved issues of trade, 
rnorality, cultural dominance, and perhaps most importantly, a lack of information. This was true 
in MacQwen's &y as well, and Northern and Central Afiica is one of the best works 
representing geography's implication in these other issues. MacQwen's information came as 
rnuch fiom business associates, hearsay, and cultural assumptions and myths as much as fiom 
past geographers, who themselves had k e n  influenced by these same factors. 
Armc hair Ceography, 1820-33: Africa Schemes, the Niger Question, and the Politics of 
Slavery 
Strictiy as a work of regional description, Northern and Central Afiica is a dissertation 
on the geography of what is today West Africa, and particularly the course of the Niger River. 
The work is basically a massive synthesis and interpretation of ancient and modem sources of 
African information, put together in a comprehensive geography for the fust tirne since 
Pinkerton's Modern Geography. The number of explorer's accounts of Afkica had risen 
considerably since James Bruce's jounieys in the 1770s; but while these accounts excited great 
interest. their inherently limited focus on the path of the explorer hirnself rendered them useless 
as general geography texts of Afhca. The only geographical works about AfYca-in other words, 
those that put together the explorers' infoxmation-came fiorn the giants in the field of geography 
such as Rennell or Pinkerton, who were willing and able to take on so obscure a topic as Afiica. 
Renneil was the AWcan Association's geographer who had k e n  solicited to write a geographical 
cornrnentary on Park's Travels. Significantly, al1 of Rennell's geographical expertise hitherto lay 
with India, where he had doue very accurate s w e y  work on the Bhutan fiontier and produced the 
first "approxirnately correct map" of the sub-continent in 1783 ." However great his abilities 
were, though, his selection by the Afican Association highlighted the absence of any "expert" 
on Afiica at this tirne. The end result of his commentary was a good work piece of scholarly 
work, but one inevitably limited by a heavy reliance on ancient sources and British attitudes to 
other cultures. For example, Rennell spent much tirne discussing the boundaries of "moral 
geography," which, in his opinion, were to be drawn according to '?he opposite qualities of minci, 
as well as of body, of the Moors and ~egroes."~' Out of the 1500 pages of his Modern 
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Geography, Pinkerton devoted a paltry eighty two to the whole continent of Afica, and of this 
he focussed mostly on Egypt and Abyssinia. West AWca is dismissed almost in a single 
sentence: "On this side of Africa, so far as hitherto explored, are humerable tribes. as linle 
meriting particular description as those of America.""l 
MacQueen's work combines R e m e h  scholarly standards and interest in Afnca to the 
broad scope and patently amichair methods of PUikerton. h fact, MacQueen may be considered 
the tint armchair geographer of West AfXca. As he achowledged, he relied heavily on the 
standard older sources of Ptolemy, Leo Afiicanus, and the medieval Arabic works of Ebn Hankel, 
Shabeeney, Bakui. He supplemented this information with that gleaned from the major 
explorations during his own lifetime, especially those of James Bruce, James Tuckey, T.E. 
Bowditch, and of course, Mungo Park.>' 
The resulting work is a good example of the fill-in-the-blank geography common in the 
early nineteenth century. Based on a process going back to Ptolemy, the armchair geographer 
begins with a blank sheet, pencils in the latitude and longitude lines for the area he is to deal with, 
pores over any source relating to his topic, and attempts to translate such information into degrees 
to plot on the map. This "mapplot" method of geography, as 1 have called it, is a cross between 
primitive physical geography and political geography: points such as t oms  are calculated and 
fixed, and then used as reference points to delineate the locations of larger features such as rivers, 
rnountain ranges and political boundaries. As a result of this method, the actual geographical 
sections of MacQueen's work make for painfùily dry reading since he was simply plotting in text 
fom,  or justiQing his plots. For example, MacQueen's description of the Cameroons coastal 
region begins thus: 
About 3" 20' north latitude we have the great estuary of Old Cameroons, or Jamoor, and Malemba rivers. 
The extreme breadrh is 12 miles. 1t communicates with Old Cameroons by Bimbia and other creeks. 
At a short distance f?om he sea, is an island between the Jamoor and Malemba rivers, on wfiich the town 
of Cameroons is situated. The natives say, thal a i i  these three rivers corne fiom one parent Stream in the 
interior: but of whose source they are ignorant, as it was far distant. Southward, the Coast nses into a 
table land. extremely beautifül, and v q  healthy. Passing Cape Ciaro [sic], in 1 " 10' north latitude, we 
have Moohda, or Danger river, a deep and powerful Stream, navigable for vessels of any burden. 
Or south of the Niger 
we will find ... Coomassie to Yahndi is 24 &YS' journey. This will place Yahndi in north latitude 8" 3 8 ,  
and 0" 55' east longitude. From Yahndi to Yaoora is 42 days' journey, and the same distance to the point 
where the Niger is crossed in the route to the city of Houssa From Inta to Thbuctoo is 41 days' 
journey; fiom Coomassie to Kong is 24 days' jomey, and then to Ninne is 24 &YS' journey, according 
ro the accounts from which Bowditch obtained 6orn different authoritie~.'~ 
Clearly the emphasis is on the map, and much of the text is devoted to simply walking the reader 
around it. 
MacQueen devoted most of his efforts to guiding the reader down the course of the Niger 
River, a task which required hlln to forward and justify a contmversial theory on the topic since 
no European had gathered first-hand Uiformation p s t  the city of Boussa (5 O E 10" N), where 
Park had penshed in 1805. The course of the Niger had been a great geographical conundrum 
since the beginning of the discipline, and the question had recently gained popularity in the latter 
eighteenth century as European explorers were able to penetrate furthet into the interior." By the 
turn of the nineteenth century the most popular theones regarding the Niger's mouth put it either 
in a lake in the interior, in a swamp in the interior, in the Nile, or in the Congo. The fist theory 
was probably the most widely accepted, with iduential supporters such as R e ~ e i i ;  while 
MacQueen's theory was nearly original, having only k e n  proposed previously by a Gennan 
geographer narned Christian Reichard in 1803.~' MacQueen later claimed never to have heard 
of Reichard or his theory until "several years" after the publication of Norrhern and Central 
Afiica, though this seems unlikely since he definitely consulted Tuckey's Narrative of an 
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Ekpeditioii ro E~plore the River Zaire ... (London, 18 18), where the theory is mentioned (though 
only in passing) in the introduction."> 
The geographical sections of Northern and Central Afiica were meant to evaluate a 
region's value and compatibility to the British imperial economy, and induce the governrnent to 
support his scheme for a British empire in West Afiica. As discussed in chapter one, MacQueen 
turned to various departments of government, and finally the Admiralty, to solicit support for the 
plan. H i s  mernorial to the First tord, Viscount Melville, however, had to go through the second 
secretary, John Barrow." Barrow, world traveller, future founding member and President of the 
Royal Geographical Society, and a regular contributor to the Quarterly Review, had become 
Britain's most powerful patron of geography with the death of Joseph Banks in 1820, and wielded 
enonnous influence over British policy. Regarding the Niger, he initially supported the Congo 
River thesis, having organized Tuckey 's mission there in 18 16- 17, and written the introduction 
to the explorer's posthumous journal. Throughout the 1820s, though, Barrow argued 
anonymously in the Quarterly Review that the Niger emptied into the Nile. Thus, when the 
Admiralty, too, eventually rejected MacQueen's plan, Barrow's personal beliefs were not lost on 
MacQueen, who knew of his contributions to the Quarterfy Review. 
MacQueen's lobbying and subsequent publication demonstrate that he was not a dilettante 
pursuing geography as an amusing hobby, as practised by most of those in the AMcan 
Association. Nor was he a nlatively disinterested scholar searching for geographical tn~ths like 
Renne11 or Pinkerton. MacQueen was an entrepreneur using geography openly and consciously 
to promote and facilitate British expansion into Aliica. Philip D. Curtin has rightly noted that 
most of MacQueen's ideas were 'the comrnon coin of the time." After the Napoleonic Wars. 
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several people fonvarded plans for expansion into West Afiica, from Joseph Banks, to ex-colonial 
govemors such as William Dawes, to merchants like GA. Robertson." Robertson's was the 
closest to MacQueen's, focussing on the Oil Rivers delta (Le. the outlet of the Niger River) and 
a base at Fernando Po, although he did not advocate penetration into the interior.'" 
in a more general way, however, MacQueen's work has more in cornmon with the 
geographer-imperialists of the British past such as Richard Hakluyt (1 552- 1 6 16) or Alexander 
Dalryrnple (1 737- 1808), who used geogniphy specifically for impenal enterprise, and advanced 
both in the process. in fact, until the revival of travel literature at the turn of the eighteenth 
century, it is fair to Say that al1 British descriptive geographies (as opposed to mathematical or 
British regional geographies) were promotional literatwe for imperid expansion; and the formda 
remained the sarne in MacQueen's &y: describe the region's topography, resources, manufactures 
and people in order to demonstrate the great economic potential to Britain and secure a charter 
from the government. Most of the justifications remained the sarne as well: economic 
independence and strategic security apinst European nvals (though France had long since 
replaced Spain as Britain's great nemesis). Only some of the moral justifications for imperial 
expansion and control had changed since the sixteenth and seventeenth centuries, with 
b'devetopment'' becoming even mon important than religion in aiding the bbcivilizhg mis~ion.'~' 
However primitive his methods and self-serving his puipose, MacQueen nevertheless was 
instrumental in applyiog British geography to the intenor of West AWca, and introducing Afkica 
generally to the British public. His ideas may have been "common coin," but Curtin also points 
out that "MacQueen's [geographical] synthesis dorninated British geographical thought for a 
generation.'" 
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As his activities over the next decade show, MacQueen believed that publicizing Afiica 
was the way to both ends, and that geography was the main way to publicize Afiica. in addition 
to publishing Northern and Central Afiica, MacQueen wrote severai articles in Blackwood 's and 
his own Glasgow Courier. MacQueen now had a permanent soapbox Born which he could 
deliver a steady strearn of news and cornmentary regarding Afiica, as well as constant promotion 
and pressure to adopt his plan. 
Geography remained the pretext to write about AîÏican affairs, and as the 1820s wore on 
there was increasingly more to write about as the British govemment began to take a more serious 
interest in the Niger region. While theie may have been a genuine interest in "the Niger 
question," there were numemus other factors encouraging the British govemment to look to the 
Bight of Biafia, such as the increasing value of the palm oil trade, the desire to suppress a 
flourishing slave trade in the region, the reorganization and govemment takeover of the Gold 
Coast forts, and the problems of Sierra Leone as the central British base in West AfEca.'" 
Consequently, the govemment sponsored d l  of the important expeditions in West AWca in this 
decade: Dixon Denham, Hugh Clapperton and Walter Oudney to Lake Chad (1822-25), Gordon 
Laing to Timbuctoo (1824-26), Clapperton and Richard Lander to Sokoto (1 825-28), and Richard 
and John Lander down the last 500 miles of the Niger (1830). As with (ex-) slave legislation, 
colonial finance and overseas mail, geography, too, was in the process of coming under the 
purview of the British govemment. 
MacQueen took the opportunity to comment upon al1 of the above expeditions, refining 
his own geographical details in the process, but never wavering kom h i s  original conclusions. 
These reviews began with a heavy ernphasis on the "geographical view," and Iess so on 
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extraneous matters. in 1823 he responded to (what he believed to be) Barrow's anonymous 
review of Northern and Cennul ~fiica* mainly by c i t i c h g  Barrow's own theory that the Niger 
emptied into the Nile. MacQueen sifted through minute geographical and meteorological details 
point by point. demonstrating an increasingly sophisticated method: from cornparing the rainy 
seasons of the two riven to tracing the terrain the Niger would have to travel through. Ln light 
of his later writings, MacQueen showed remarkable restraint in the face of criticism, even 
sarcasm, about his work. He concluded magnanimously that despite these criticisrns of his work 
(which were of course wrong, he urged), at least Afnca was getting publicity: "Notwithstanding 
these [geographical] errors and inconsistencies, the Quarterly Review deserves g r e t  praise for 
what it has done-what it wishes to do--what it gets done in AFRICA."'" 
in June 183 1 Richard and John Lander renimed as heroes to England after successfully 
navigating the last 500 miles of the Niger River to the Oil Rivers delta, thus proving MacQueen's 
theory correct. The newiy formed Royal Geographical Society awarded Richard Lander their first 
gold medal for his efforts. With the quick publication of the Landen' journal, MacQueen put 
together and published his own geography of the Niger with this new information. It was the 
most accurate delineation of al1 2600 miles of the river to date, plotting every known point 
between Mount Loma at its source to the Delta in the Gulf of Guinea. No other geographer 
offered as detailed a description as MacQueen's. Even the RGS took little advantage of Lander's 
discovery; aside fiom Richard Lander's own adâress to the Society, the only paper that the RGS 
sponsored focussed on the question "1s the Quorra, which has lately been traced to its Discharge 
into the Sea the same River as the Nigir of the ~ncients?'"' 
Yet what should have been MacQueen's moment of geopphicd  glory tumed into one 
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of biner disappointment. Except for a couple of publishing fiiends,'lY no one credited MacQueen 
for his theory or even for his abilities as a geographer of this region. He complained to 
Blackwood that "Even at this moment with the exception of my Wend Mr. Hunter [publisher?] 
the whole ... press in this quarter and as far as 1 have seen in other places exclude my name fiom 
any comection with the discovery and as king the first to point out clearly the important fact."" 
Three reasons suggest themselves, al1 of which shed important light on geography and 
British attitudes toward AWca in this period. First, most people did not know-and did not care- 
that much about anything to do with Afkica, especially a river. As the above-mentioned RGS 
paper suggested, even geographers considered the Lander's discovery as more of an answer to a 
geographical puzzle than additional information to a regional geography. Now that the puzzle 
had been solved this chapter in geography seemed to have been closed. 
nie  second reason cornes fiom the inherent advantages of the explorer over the armchair 
geographer. Though both are equally necessary components of the geographical proçess, the 
explorer's work is certainly more exciting, even romantic and adventurous, than that of the 
geographer who stays at his desk compiling and writing. MacQueen fkst faced the issue in 1822, 
when the Quurteriy Review, with Barrow as author, sarcastically noted that MacQueen's map for 
Northern and Central Africa had been "constructed fiom matenals collected in his closet."" 
AAer Lander's discovery, the point was brought up again, this tirne, far more bluntly: 
Since Park's k t  discovery of the Joliba, every point of the compas has been assumed for the ulterior 
course and termination of that river. M. Reichard the G m a n  hit upon the happy conjecwe, for it was 
nothing more; he arrived at the conclusion which happened to be right, though every stage of his 
reasoning was grounded on false &ta; he had not a single fact to guide hhu ... M.. M'Queen, almost as 
ingenious as M. Reichard, but a humble copyist, with an equai poverty of facts, claims the merit of the 
discovery; which howevm is due. and solely due, to Richard Landet." 
Although Barrow's statement betrays an incredible lack of understanding of the geographical 
process (by Barrow's logic, Ptolemy, the 'gigantic copyist,"' should never have been an 
authority), this natural prejudice in favour of the explorer-geographer was nothing new before 
Barrow, and certainly continued after him. The RGS itself has held this bias. According to D.R. 
Stoddart, out of the 280 gold medals awarded between 1832 and 1972, only 68 were for "non- 
exploratory geog~aphy."~~ Moreover, the gap between the two only widened when theorists such 
as MacQueen would question the conclusions, or even the obsemations of the explorer. 
Regarding Clapperton and Lander ' s journals, MacQueen commented 
The errors which have been committed in, and the blunders which have crept into, the narratives of 
Clapperton's and Lander's earliest navels, are ... as conspicuous as they are rernarkable. in the narrative 
of Clapperton's second journey, we are infomed that Boussa is situated on an island; h t  the Quorra [the 
Arabic name for the Niger) there runs in three streams ... The narrative States this in the most pointed 
maMer as being what Clapperton saw and wrote. Lander now [in 18311 tells us ... that the Quorra at 
Boussa runs in one channel, which is only about a stonethrow across ... not situated on an island, but on 
the northem bank of the river ... Which of the narratives, both given by eye-witnesses, are we to 
believe?" 
Though this criticism is completely valid, and mises a point not adequately considered untii very 
recrntly, such statements look, at the very least, petty and churlish when applied to an obviously 
courageous penon who has risked his üfe and endured innumerable hardships for the sake of king 
and the very information in question. MacQueen's haggling did not endear him to other 
geographers, let alone the public at large. W.D. Cooley would run into the same problem in the 
1850s and 60s when criticking the observations of the very popular explorer, David Livingstone. 
in fact, Bridges argues that this armchair cnticism was deteminative to the eclipse of armchair 
geographen as legitirnate geographers by the l 87O~. '~  This contention is supported by Stoddart 
when he points out that Halford Mackinder "deliberately set out to be the first man to climb 
Mount Kenya in order that his ideas on the nature of geography might command respect. 'At that 
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time,' Mackinder wrote, 'most people would have no use for a geographer who was not an 
adventurer and explorer. "'" 
Thirdly, and most significantly, MacQueen did not get recognized for his geographical 
work because Afiica had become increasingly politicized throughout the 1820s as a result of the 
heightening intensity of the emancipation debate. As noted in chapter two, MacQueen hoped to 
expose Sierra Leoce as a weak link in the abolitionist defence, citing the colony's high mortality 
rate. poor productive output, etc.. Not surprisingly, he utilized geography as another weapon 
against the colony. For example, he used the testimony of Alexander Gordon Laing, a fellow 
Scotsmen fiom the 2nd West hdia Regiment who had explored the region around Sierra Leone 
in the early 1820s. for both its geographical information and its negative information regarding 
the colony itself." The comection between geography and the anti-Sierra Leone campaign was 
made even clearer whm a ktter fiom Clapperton was published in early 1825 suggesting that the 
Niger might teminate in the sea. The Glasgow Courier's first response to this exciting piece of 
geographical news had nothing to do with geography; instead it announced in bold letters: "Sierra 
Leone may now indeed 
MacQueen also attacked the abolitionists' ignorance of AWcan geography. AAer Buxton 
refened to the Bomy and Caiabar rivers as "inconsiderable streams" at an Anican Institution 
meeting, MacQueen asseried that such ignorance proved that the humanitarian interest in AWca 
was al1 tak: 
lfever we wish to do good to Afiica-if ever we wish to stop either a foreign or an intemal slave trade 
in that country-dry up the tears, heal the wounds, and open the eyes of the Afiican population to their 
ignorance, theu vices, theù crimes, and their debasement, we m u t  take the business out of the han& of 
men who do nothhg else but make pompous speeches at public meetings, and spend the fLn& bestowed 
by a chari~ble public to enlighten M c a ,  in aumpeting, through Tracts and Reviews, their own praises. 
MacQueen ended with his familias alternative, but what now sounded more like a battle cry: 
"plant British banners ... on Fernando Po, under the guidance of British merchants, not British 
Politics, especiaily the politics of slavery, inevitably began to affect MacQueen's 
geographical work. in his 1826 review of Clapperton's journal, he rather tamely remarked "we 
cannot but deprecate the injudicious zeal with which Clapperton pressed the total abolition of the 
slave trade [to Sultan Bello of ~okoto]. '~ '  By the tum of the 1 830s, when MacQueen had becorne 
a political firebrand, he had managed to alienate almost everyone associated with Afiican &airs, 
from the humanitanans who considered him a "mercenary for the West india cause," to the 
government, and even oiher geographers who eschewed "enthusiasts" fiom either side of the 
slavery debate. nius when no one credited MacQueen for his contribution to the Niger question, 
and particularly when Barrow dismissed h h  out of hand as a "humble copyist," he privately 
larnented: 
By any thinking minci, it [MacQueen's Niger thesis] could only be doubted by a nation, which like this 
nation, ... is ready to iisten to everytbrng but the tmth on the abject. Every effort will be made to rob 
me of the praise of the discovery by an invidious and rnercenary Press and by Lander and his Mends. 
They merely descended the River, the coune of which 1 pointed out unto them and 1 also know chat it 
was 6om my book and map that Clapperton f o d  his opinion about the outlet of the River king in the 
Delta of Beninbz 
Publicly, MacQueen lashed out violently at al1 of his perceived enemies, targeting those 
factions which really did oppose him: ''the Saints and Theorists and Free Traders''-in other 
words, the abolitionists, John Barrow, and the East India interest. The first two thwarted his 
geographical work the most, and for these two MacQueen planned a response in another article 
on Afican geopphy. He specifically wanted to "give Barrow a drubbing" (though, still in the 
rnidst of the Pringle lawsuit, MacQueen assured Blackwood that %ere shall be no names and no 
libels'"'). In Feb~ary 1832 MacQueen published his article in Blackwood S and demonstrated 
his own command of African geography even better than in 1831. But any geographical 
information is overshadowed by his thinly-disguised attack on the Saints and Barrow. He blamed 
them not only for the failure of his own scheme but for the failure of al1 British policy towards 
Africa: 
nie system which has been pursued by this counay, during the last thirty or forty yem, in eve-g 
that was connected with a knowledge of Afiica, its people, or its geographical features, has been alike 
contemptible and reprehensible, and such as is a disgrace to it. A contemptible and interested faction 
[the abolitionists] laid c l a h  to the government of that quarter of the world, dictated to the British 
Governent what it should and what it should not do, shut up al1 communication conceniing f i c a ,  
except such as its lying vehicles pleased to give, and led the people of this country to beiieve that the 
barbarism, bnitality, superstition, and degradation of four thousand years' standing, had whoily vanished 
îiom Açica, under their superintendence. That delusion is past, and an astonished and indignant counûy 
finds, that after mis-spending about FIFTEEN MILLIONS of money, Afnca is left more wretched than 
ever, So much for the would-be instructors of Afnca. Another party [Barrow], residing with the 
Governrnent, and with the fear of the Governrnent, took Ahican geography under its supreme direction, 
and the consequence was, that her vast mountains, and cultivated plains, were m e d  into morasses, 
lakes, or sandy deserts, at pleasure; and her rnighty rivers, compared to which Europeans stems are 
rivulets, were made to stand still, to sink in sands, or disappear in tictitious lakes, to nui dwindling 
through sandy deserts, or to leap over mighty mountains,-to nui every way but the way they really Kan, 
according as these geographical dictators thought p r ~ p e r . ~  
Such was the parting shot of a man who had been beaten by his political opponents and rejected 
or ignored by h is  geographical peers. 
MacQueen lefl for the West Indies on his business trip in July 1832 and arrived back just 
in time to witness the unpleasant, but not unexpected, passage of the Emancipation Bill in the 
summer of 1833. With slavery abolished and a major plank in his Anica scheme eliminated, with 
a libel suit still pending, with his plantations and slaves to deal with in the wake of emancipation, 
and as an outcast in the geographicai field, MacQueen temporarily retreated h m  geography, and 
public life altogether, until the latter 1830s when he began to re-emerge through his work with 
the Colonial Bank and the RMSP Company. 
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Africa Expert, 1838-60 
Ironically, MacQueen's recognition as a legitimate geographer and AWcan expert only 
came at the ptice of his gradua1 alienation Born the West india interest. As noted, he briefly 
criticized sorne of the larger planters over the division of the compensation money, whiie his 
work with the Colonial Bank and RMSP Company had conflicted with competing West Indian 
interests in these fields. By the late 1830s and early 40s' he became very vocal about his 
opposition to British suppression of the slave trade and African immigration to the West indies, 
two major components of the West Indian cause. Even more disturbing to West indians, he also 
began consorting with his former enemies, the abolitionists. 
In fact, the abolitionists provided the initial opportunity for MacQueen's re-entry into 
Afiican affairs, and the first major recognition of his abilities. With British slave emancipation 
accomplished, British abolitionists had tumed their attention to the foreign slave trade and 
discovered a disconcerthg fact-one already known by many, including MacQueen-that 
suppression had utterly failed to stem the transatlantic slave trade. àwcton, by now one of the 
most influential men in the country (despite his defeat in the 1837 general election), and after 
L 839, leader of the main abolitionkt faction, the AWca Civilization Society, became convinced 
that the only way to stop the slave trade permanently was to end slaves, in Anica? Buxton 
claimed to have arrived at this conclusion fiom a revelation one but this revelation was 
in al1 probability influenced by years of MacQueen's unceashg polemic. How else cm we 
explain the fact that Bwton solicited his former tormentor, MacQueen, for information and 
advice regarding Afî-ica? 
As MacQueen never faiIed to point out during the 1820s' Buxton knew little of Afiica 
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(which he now admitted6') and the old abolitionist invited MacQueen to Leamington in May 1838 
to advise him on Africa, specifically the extent of the slave trade and MacQueen's plan to 
eliminate it.6%acQueen became a member of the ACS the next year, many of whose members 
he had personally attacked less than a decade previously." Furthemore, the ACS strongly 
supported the naval campaign to suppress the foreign slave trade, a policy that MacQueen 
emphatically opposed. Thus, in light of their earlier acrimony over the emancipation debate and 
their present differences regarding suppression (among other things), 1 find this meeting at 
Leamington, as well as MacQueen's membership with the ACS, nothing short of incredible." 
One can only conclude that at this point Buxton and MacQueen needed each other: Buxton 
needed an expert's assistance, and MacQueen needed a sponsor for his plan, and a man with 
powerful Afiican connections. 
According to the scheme as outlined in The AfLican Slave Trade and Ifs Remetfy, Bwrton 
adopted most of the components of MacQueen's plan, but none of the principles of it." He 
agreed to establish a base on Fernando Po and base at the Niger-Tchadâa (Benue) confluence and 
to introduce legitimate commerce to replace the slave trade. However, he made it clear that he 
did not intend "to erect a new empire in Afiica," and thetefore, as G.M. Metcalfe has pointed out, 
rejected those parts of MacQueen's plan which duectly supported imperial expansion, such as 
monopoly trading ights, or a custom house on Fernando Po? The d B m t  ends that Buxton and 
MacQueen had in mind can be traced back to diEerent assumptions about Britain's relationship 
with Afiica. Buxton believed Britain had a debt to pay, and urged his readers "to recollect that 
for centuries we were mainly instrumental in checking cultivation in Anica: we ransacked the 
whole continent in order to procure labourers for the West Lndie~."'~ MacQueen, on the other 
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hand, always insisted that Afican slavery was the result of the "ignorance and barbarity" of 
Africans themselves. Perhaps partially due to these fundamental differences which remained 
between the two men, Buxton did not acknowledge MacQueen much in his book except for 
estirnates regarding the slave trade, some comrnents about the value of Sierra Leone, and a vague 
reference to MacQueen's authority as an expert on ~ f î i c a . ' ~  
Once the Colonial Office becarne convinced of the value of Buxton's plan, it too, solicited 
MacQueen's advice on some of the more specific details about the plan. and especially how to 
conduct the negotiations with the Afican leaders. He not oniy provided the Colonial Office with 
detailed advice on how to conduct the negotiations, but he also insisted that the govemment 
needed a more specific plan to go into ~fkica." Not surpnsingly, Colonial Secretary Glenelg, 
having just received MacQueen's proposais regarding West Indian currency, proposed that 
MacQueen be the agent for this e~pedi t ion.~~ 
MacQueen's negotiating experience as the agent for the Colonial Bank and RMSP 
Company may have been a factor in the government's decision to ask him for advice and to 
consider him as an agent for the expedition. If so, such reasons tell us a great deal about the 
number of Afican experts in Britain at this t h e ,  and how this number had changed since the late 
eighteenth century when the a c a n  Association asked Renne11 to be their advisor. MacQueen's 
geography was not progressive, and one could even cal1 it tahted because of his interested 
motives. Yet this is what Buxton and the govemment chose. There simply were no other good 
alternatives at this tirne. Along the same lines, MacQueen was at the height of his influence, and 
at this point resembles his preceding geographer-imperialists like Hakluyt or Dalrymple the most- 
-al1 compiled, synthesized, promoted and advised. 
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It is unclear why MacQueen did not become the agent for the ill-fated Niger expedition 
of 1839-41 ?'' but part of the reason lies with fundamental differences in dealing with the slave 
trade--concerns which MacQueen expressed publicly in his new book, A Geographical Survey 
of Africa, published in 1840. As the subtitle of his new work explained he prefaced his 
geography with a letter to Glenelg's successor, Lord John Russell, in which he hoped the book 
would "prove a guide to Government in following out their present extended views and plans, 
formed for the purpose of extirpating at its mots the AWcan slave trade."" in other words, the 
only "new" part of this geography would be new geographical details overlaid on MacQueen's 
old ideas about establishing inland commerce and ending the slave trade. The only real difference 
fiom Northern and Central Afiica as far as the plan went was in emphasis: instead of attacking 
the cost and uselessness of Siena Leone, he took aim at the government's policy of naval 
suppression of the foreign slave trade. With the governent in the midst of shifting its locus of 
operations in West Afica fiom Sierra Leone and the Windward Coast to the Bight of Biafia and 
Fernando Po, initiated by way of the Niger expedition, there was little point in beating a dead 
hone. But another component to the government's change of policy, also heavily intluenced by 
Buxton and the ACS, was a massive expansion of the antislavery naval blockade. The number 
of ships deployed on the West Afiicaa station rose fiom 7 in 183 1, to 19 in 184 1, to a peak of 36 
between 1 845-47.79 MacQucen had always opposed suppression as useless and costly, and was 
now joined by several othen, including the merchant-explorer Macgregor Laird, the parsimonious 
M.P. Joseph Hume, conservative and liberal writers swh as Thomas Carlyle and Charles Dickens, 
and pacifist abolitionists such as Joseph Sturge and his British and Foreign Anti-Slavery Society. 
MacQueen estimated that Britain's suppression campaign cost the country f 6OO,OOO annually (see 
his calculations pp. xxxiii-xxxix). The figure is as exaggerated as t h ~  annual export of slaves 
fiom AGica. which Buxton-using MacQueen's calculations--estimated at 150,000 (and which 
MacQueen in tum, used Buxton as his a~thority).'~ in A Geographical Survey MacQueen 
encouraged the use of missionaries more because they provided far cheaper and more effective 
imperial expansion: "a few thousand pounds--10,000f annually, my Lord, spent in this way, 
would prove more effectua1 in spreading knowledge. and industry. and civilization in AWcan, 
than half a million annually spent in extemal efforts to extinguish the foreip slave trade."" 
Li ke w ise, MacQueen approached the achial geographical sections in A Geographical 
Siirvey in much the same way as he had in Northern and Central Afiica: numerous mapplots 
combined with general regional descriptions--in other words, another "geographical and 
commercial view." His narrative begins: 
f i c a  ... extends north to south f?om Cape Bianco ui 9" 48' E. long. and in 37" 20' N. lat., to the Cape 
of Good Hope in 34" 22' S. lat. and 28" 24' 24" E. long.; and east to west ... king in e m e  length 60x11 
north to south 4302, and in its extreme breadth fiom east to West 4127 geographical miles. This 
important and vast portion of the world, hitherto but little known, and l e s  aaended to for any good or 
beneficial purpose, stretches through the whok of the tomd zone, and includes within its borders 1 1 O 
lac. of the southern, and 14" lat. of the norihem temperate zone; hus enjoying the finest and most 
productive climates on the face of the globe. 
The coraiaies extending throughout by fàr the greater portion of the vast surfàce just mentioned 
are, as regards soi1 and capabilities, amongst the hest in the world ..." 
The changes were shply in scope and sophistication. MacQueen now atîempted to cover 
al1 of Af%a (though everything south of the equator is described in less than twenty pages at the 
end of the book, while the Niger itself is given over eighty pages); greatly expanded his range of 
sources; and utilized more developed techniques for both the map-plot and descriptive sections 
of the work. The nature and changes of MacQueen's methodology is explained in a very 
illuminating concluding chapter in A Geographical Swvey entitled "Construction of the Map." 
Indeed, the section is an explicit explanation of armchair geography generally: 
The labours and speculations of geographers, or writers on f i c m  matcers previous to this &y, were 
brought into aid. The accounts of travellers, ancient or modern, that were known, or that came in rny way 
were carefiilly and separacely examine& their statements retairied or rejecred, accordiig as these agreed 
with tfiemselves as a whole; or, as they stood the test of rigid examination when contrasted with others. 
The bearings and distances give in each were al1 carehlly considereâ, as these were found to be given 
when travelling fiom different points in Afica to other points in Africa. Evey one of these journeps 
Lvere [sic] then protracted upon a large scale, and afterwards reduced, combined, connectecl, by which 
means. with the aid of one or two fmed points, and a few more stated positions in which there could be 
no great error. one traveller and writer was made to check the other, and sometimes themselves." 
MacQueen then discussed the dificulties of ascertaining information fiom explorers for 
use in converting it to a spatial format. Distances, place names, directions, indeed, al1 
observations were susceptible to misinterpretation and hence, distortion. He spent two pages 
explaining his method for cakulating distances. Where in Northern and Cenîral Afrca he simply 
calculated an explorer's travel as ten miles per day, he now took account of mode of travel, 
terrain, and activities of the explorers themselves, and more carefully determined the method of 
calculation if he was using a previous geography. MacQueen repeatedly notes that determinhg 
place names was a sirnilar nightmare for the geographer." 
MacQueen's range of sources had also expanded. The expeditions fiom the previous fi* 
years, particularly those of the 1820s and 30s-René De Caillié (to Timbuctoo 1827-29), 
Clapperton, Lander, Macgregor Laird and RAK Oldfield (up the Niger 1832-34bprovided most 
of the information for A Geographical Survey, supplanting al1 other sources available, even 
Ptolerny. MacQueen also acqcired mon older Arab and European works, making especially good 
use of Guillaume D'Lisle's maps and some more obscure eighteenth-century surveys." He also 
apparently acquired a copy of Pinkerton's next massive compilation, his CoIlecfion of Voyages 
and Truvels (London, 18 1 1). More importantly, however, MacQueen admitted that much of his 
information came "fiorn written and oral communications of various individuals." He had always 
used these "informants" (as he ofien called them) ever since his initial interest in geography was 
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sparked by discussions with the slaves in Grenada. During the 1820s he mainly relied on his 
friend Blackwood for his powerfiil connections in getting him information. Since then, 
MacQueen's own network of business contacts (including Glasgow and Liverpool merchants, 
West indian Wends, and other newspaper editors and correspondents) and purely geographical 
correspondents had expanded considerably. Far more foreign information was made available 
with the formation of the Paris and Berlin Geographical Societies in the 1820s, and the 
publication of the most famous foreign travels in West Afnca, such as Caillié's journey to 
Timbuctoo in 1828? It is clear in MacQwen's 1832 article on the geography of West M c a  that 
he made more use of older Dutch and French maps than the Landers' journals." By the 1840s 
MacQueen began consistently referring to the French Geographical Bulletins in his work, and 
established a correspondence with the Paris Geographical Society (which published the BulIetim). 
His British connections were even more fkuitful. For example, he corresponded directly with 
Oldfieid and Robert Jamieson, and through Wends was able to acquire unpublished letters and 
surveys of John Beecroft (explorer, surveyor and British consul on Fernando Po) and Captain 
Owen, the Admiralty 's preeminent hydroppher. The Adrniralty even a m  to give MacQueen 
a copy of Captain Allen's recent survey of the Niger." Finally, MacQueen also became fiiends 
with John Arrowsmith, Britah's leading cartographer and engraver, who not only provided 
MacQueen with geographicai Iliformation, but also engraved MacQueen's maps for A 
Geographical Survey, as well as al1 of his future maps." 
MacQueen even attempted to provide more than just the "great physical features" of 
AWca. He ûied to broaden his descriptive sections primarily by including more of what we could 
loosely cal1 anthropological Uifomation. MacQueen had always distinguished the "barbarian" 
North Aficans--Arab or Moor-fkom the "perfect [Le. pure?] savages" of the south-the Negroes. 
This was a cornmonplace distinction, even arnongst liberal quarters in Britain." Now. however, 
MacQueen fair ly accurately divided ail of A fica into roughly six main ethnic groups: the Ber bers 
in the north, the Foulahs in the northwest and West, the various "Arab tribes" throughout 
northem-central and eastem Afica, the Negroes south of 10" N. latitude, the Hottentots in the 
southwest, and the Cafies in the southeast. He also provided more information on the various 
peoples withh each region, though still in the superficial marner of something like the "Scientific 
Tables." And as always, emphasis was on the strange and the sensational. MacQueen's 
description of Ashantee is typical: 
Ashantee is a monarchy of the most despotic description; the sovereign there d e s  over al1 his subjects 
by the terrors of superstition and the sword. Their religion is Paganism, in its lowest and most degraded 
fonns; and in many of the districts and the counuies adjoining, the people are so ignorant and degraded 
as to worship the shark and the d e .  Amongst orher w o m s  which were known and practised amidst 
the most barbarou nations of Europe and Asia in the most ancient thes-chat of sacrificing their enemies 
taken captive in war, to gratifi their deities, to appease the manes of their chiefs who fell in banle, or to 
attend them as slaves in the invisible world, is retained in Ashantee ...9' 
MacQueen continued to describe the practice of human sacrifice for the next thirteen pages (more 
than half of his whole description of Ashantee). The passage shows that MacQueen had not 
adopted some of the more innovative investigative methods of analyzing African regions and 
people, such as Hannah Kilham's watershed studies of Afican languages near Sierra Leone and 
the Gambia in the 1820s or S.W. Koelle's linguistic work in the 1850s." hstead, he was 
inc orporating the descriptive techniques of traditional have1 literature-listing the manners, 
customs, religion, etc. of a region-and applying it to Afiica in a comprehensive way. 
MacQueen's descriptions were superficial and biased, but they were a great improvement over 
previous compilers such as Pinkerton. 
Contemporaries realized as much. even be fore the publication of A Geographicai Survei; 
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as seen by MacQueen's work with Buxton and the govemment. A Geographical Survey only 
confmed and reinforced his reputation as an established authority on Africa, as his later career 
~ug~ests .~ '  in 1843 he wote a "Geographical Memoir" and constructed two maps for the Church 
Missionary Society to preface the journals of their two missionary-explorers, C. W. Isenberg and 
J.L. Krapf, to Abyssinia, a region with which MacQueen had dealt M e ?  That MacQueen was 
still chosen again reflects on both his reputation and the nurnber of British Afncan experts 
generally. And fiom MacQueen's point of view, the CMS's work confinned his new-found belief 
in impenalism on the cheap, even if he did not have any direct strategic designs in this part of 
Africa. 
in addition to Krapf and Isenberg's accounts, MacQueen relied very heavily on Bruce's 
journals, to provide his usual texnial synthesis plus two rnapso The actual geography itself is 
really only remarkable, however, by how it was prepared and presented. First, MacQueen again 
worked through the RGS, sending his two maps and a response to a recent explorer's account of 
the region? More significantly, however, MacQueen's "Geographical Memoir" was his first 
apolitical geography-no criticisms, no promotion, no plan--only no-nonsense map-plots around 
eastem Afiica. Along the same lines, the geography is even more detailed, at least in its 
cartographiî fom, as MacQueen began ushg a larger scale (i.e. focussing on a smaller region), 
which he would employ for al1 of his fuhue maps." instead of attempting to plot al1 of AWca, 
or even al1 of 'Northem and Central AWca," as he had up until 1841;' MacQueen was now 
isolating regions within Afiica. The change reflects an advance in geographical knowledge, but 
an advance made along the same primitive track of mapplot style geography. 
in the mid- 1840s MacQueen again became a one-man pressure group to achieve his plan, 
and nearly succeeded. in 1844 and 1845, he sent numerous letters and mernorials to the Prime 
Minister, Sir Robert Peel, outlining his scheme, though now emphasizing the problems with 
importing "free labourers" into the West indies, and wamhg of the dangers of Britain's 
dependence on the United States for almost al1 of its ~ o t t o n . ~ ~  Initially the government responded 
with polite apathy, as it had to most of MacQueen's schemes in their original form. But, again 
following the same pattern as More  with the Colonial Bank and RMSP Company, MacQueen 
had convinced a group of private investoa, this time under the directorship of Alexander Baring 
(of the banking family, and by now Lord Ashburton), io form the Company by 1847. As usual, 
the governrnent granted a charter. a prospectus was drawn up, and the Directon held their first 
meeting. However, Ashburton postponed developments because, according to MacQueen, he 
"saw the Commercial Storm coming" in the wake of the repeal of the Corn Laws, and the plan 
was never resumed. 'O0 
While his attempts to effect his scheme failed, MacQueen's mernorials to Peel are 
interesthg nevertheless because here is where he explained most explicitly how he tried to b ~ g  
a rapproachment between the West indians and the abolitionists, and after failing, why he sided 
more with his former enemies: 
1 have taken a great deal of trouble to bring round a cordial union between the former opposers of 
Colonial Slave~y and everyone co~ec ted  with the now enfhchiscd British Tropical Colonies ... But 
my efforts have becn completely thwarted, though 1 know this to bc the wish of many West Indians both 
at home and abniad On the part of the former opposers of Colonial Slavery the propositions suggested 
[Le. MacQueen's plan] w m  met with the readiest acquiescmce aud the most cordial good will ...'O' 
Although MacQueen still could not call the aboiitionists anythuig mon than the "former opposea 
of Colonial Slavery," he neverîheless realized that Britain's future in Afnca lay with them, even 
in the geographical field. 
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The abolitionists may also deserve sorne of the credit for MacQueen's entry into the Royal 
Geographical Society. Technically MacQueen became a fellow of the RGS in 1845, aged sixty- 
seven years. upon the nomination of John Amowsmith, which was certainly a significant 
endorsement. But as noted. MacQueen's connections with the Society began at least since the 
Iate 1830s when he began working on his pian for global mail communication and also when he 
sent material for Buxton or the CMS via the RGS. Furthemore, he addressed his correspondence 
to Captain Washington, the RGS Secretary between 1836 and 1840, who also belonged to 
Buxton's ACS."' 
MacQueen's contribution to the RGS was modest but important. He presented a half- 
dozen of his own papers and communicated four others to the Society, presenting his last in 1860. 
Continuing in the direction he took with his 1843 "Geographical Mernoir," MacQueen's work 
now dealt exclusively with Eastern Afiica and was purged almost entirely of any non- 
geographical idonnation. He mainly synthesized the latest explorer's accounts, and converted 
their information hto  highly detailed rnap-plot~.'~~ His work was undoubtedly useful for 
explores but makes for painful reading as an endless narrative of latitudes, longitudes, miles, and 
obscure place names. As we have seen. he had always written his geographical sections in this 
manner, in the Scientific-Tables manner that he had leameà, but until the 1840s there had always 
been a political or commercial element to them. Without this edge to MacQueen's geography, 
one can especially sympathize with British school children who were still leaming geography as 
MacQueen had. in 1880 John Richard Green, the pioneer social historian, larnented: 
No drearier task can be set for the worst of criminals than that of studying a set of geographical text- 
books such as children in our schoois are doomed to use. Pages of 'tables', 'tables' of heights and 
'tables' of areas. 'tabies' of mountains and 'tables' of table-lands, 'tables' of numerais whith look like 
arithmeticai problems, but are really statements of population; these ... fom the only breaks in a chaotic 
rnass of what are amusingly styled 'geographical facts'. which tum out simply to be names, names of 
rivers and names of h i h ,  names of counties and names of towns, a rnass barely brought h t o  gammatical 
shape by the needfùl verbs and substantives, and dotted over with isolated phrases about mining here and 
conon-spinning thete.lW 
As much as we sympathize with Green, however, what is important to note in this context is that 
even in 1880. the "capes and bays" style of geography that MacQueen learned and practised was 
still the nom. in fact, this style of geography would continue to be taught in such a way well 
into this century. 
Rejection and Reaction: MacQueen9s Last Africa Plan and the Nile Question, 1860-70 
While beginnings o f  a reaction to MacQueen's method of writing geography were only 
being heard at the end of MacQueen's career and after, a rejection of his purpose for geography 
was fully complete by 1860. MacQueen's last attempt to get his plan adopted best iilustrates how 
geography had changed, and specifically, how its relationship to impenalism had changed. 
As Robert Stafford reiates, Palmerston's return to office in 1859 and the imminent 
outbreak of the Amencan Civil War "revived flagging interest" in the development of Cotton in 
the Niger Valley, a cause which MacQueen had promoted generally shce 1 820, and speci ficall y 
since 1 839.'05 in 1860 he asked if the Society would sponsor his scheme. Francis Galton 
reviewed the plan and gave it a favourable endorsement. But the RGS never acted on it because, 
Stafford argues, Sir Rodenck Murchison, the RGS's l o n g e s t - d g  president and perhaps 
Britain's most influentid patron of the sciences, opposed the scheme-not because he objected 
to unperial expansion into AMca; on the contrary, in his 1845 Presidential Address Murchison 
had rebuked MacQueen (in his ûrst year as a Fellow) for communicathg infornation regarding 
Krapf s joumey to the Juba River (Somaliland)--a potential British market-to the Pans 
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Geographical ~ociety.'" And not because the members of the RGS as a whole objected to 
expansion; as mentioned, the RGS was dominated at this tirne by military men and the "service 
class" described by I3ridgesto7--al1 of whom supported exploration, world geography, regional 
geographies outside of Britain, and ultimately , expansion. Murchison opposed MacQueen' s plan 
simply because he, Murchison, "knew that openly projecting the RGS as a colonising agency 
would be disastrous." 'O8 For the first tirne in 300 years, British geography could no longer j ustify 
itself as a visible concomitant of imperial expansion. 
In fact geography was no longer simply a "usefd" means to any other end, whether 
imperialism or simply '90 excite and gratify curiosity" as at the beginniag of the century when 
MacQueen began his career. British geography in the 1860s was in the initial throws of the 
ideniity crisis that would not be resolved until Mackinder fomiulated his "new geography" in the 
1880s. The discipline was in the process of becoming a professional, specialized and legitimate 
"science," whose purpose could no longer be openly implicated with interested ends such as 
irnperial expansion. This is not to Say that geography was no longer implicated in imperialism: 
only that it was forced to go underground, thus creating perhaps a more insidious form of veiled 
imperialism. 'O9 
This last failure to adopt his plan marks a distinct change, or retum, in tone in 
MacQueen's geographicai work, which would last for the remaining ten years of his life. As with 
his first decade of writing geography, MacQueen again brought politics into his geography in a 
vicious way. Perhaps a lifetirne of failed attempts to prornote his Afiican plans, plus never 
receiving the credit he believed he deserved for his geographical work, coupled with the 
immediate concems of econornic hardship, "farnily afflictions," and an exhausting debate over 
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the sources of the Nile, pressed d o w  heavily on MacQueen in this petiod."' Consequently he 
may have despaired of British geography and Britain in Afhca, and retreated somewhat to the 
cornfort and stability of the Bible and the classics. in a long reminiscing letter to Lord Ashburton 
(second baron), then President of the RGS, MacQueen recounted his plan's history, but then tailed 
off into a long and strange discussion on the sources of the Nile. in seemingly conscious reaction 
to al1 contemporary exploration, MacQueen made no mention of the recent discoveries of Burton, 
Speke, Livingstone or any other contemporary explorer; instead, he provided a summary of 
ancient Egyptian knowledge and the Old Testament, plus a lamentation on the destruction of the 
library in Alexandria-once the Mecca of al1 armchair geographers-in the seventh centuy. He 
concluded that "had the library ... not been destroyed by the fanatical Arabs, we should have had 
no lack of information regarding the Nile, and al1 the sources, and courses of its early 
tributaries."' ' ' 
The "Nile question" was indeed the greatest single geographical issue by the late 1850s, 
and MacQueen's handling of it epitornizes the change in his work. Early in his career MacQueen 
had simply accepted Ptolemy's conclusion that the nver sprang fiom two sources coming fiom 
the "Mountains of the Moon." More carefid analysis of the journals of Bruce, Krapf, Isenberg, 
and most especially, information obtalied fiom the recent Egyptian expeditions up the White Nile 
( 1839, 1840, and 1841) ordered by Mohamet Ali, had led MacQueen to remain thou@ffilly 
ambiguous on the question in the 1840s. For example, on his 1843 map of Abyssinia, MacQueen 
included both Ptolemy's and Bruce's versions of the source of the Nile, plus several specific 
details (e.g. nver width and depth) provided by the Egyptian expediti~ns."~ Hispapas presented 
to the RGS in the 1850s made him an authority on Eastern and even Southem Afiica. hdeed, in 
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his 1858 Presidential Address to the Society, Sir Roderick Murchison referred to MacQueen as 
"our sagacious critic on al1 South AWcan subjects.""' But MacQueen did not really get involved 
with the problem of the Nile's source until the dispute b e ~ e e n  Richard Burton and John Speke 
became a national debate after Speke presented his findings to the RGS in 1859 and then 
published Journal of the Discovery of the Source of the Nile Ui 1863. The public was divided 
on Speke's clairn to have discovered the source as Lake Victoria, which he had made 
independently on the expedition led by Burton (1 857-59).'14 Just as the public had become 
bitterly divided, geographers split into camps on each side of the question, with those such as 
Livingstone, Murchison and Cooley supporting Speke, and Krapf, Beke and MacQueen 
supporting ~urton. ' l 5
As a correspondent for the Morning Adverfier since the early 1860s, MacQueen, now in 
his eighties, jumped into the middle of the fiay on Burton's side in a manner reminiscent of the 
1820s and the Niger question, or the 1 830s and the currency question. While MacQueen raised 
legitimate questions about Speke's geopphy, focussing on the elevation of Lake Victoria, such 
criticisms were overshadowed by MacQueen's personal attacks. He lambasted Speke with al1 of 
the bittemess and vehemence with which he had the abolitionists, using ad hominem arguments, 
haggling over imlevant details, and pandering to the pnidery of his tirne, in an effort to discredit 
the man instead of the message. For example, MacQueen spent two pages recounting the story 
of how Speke measured one of the fatted wives of King Rumanika of Karagwe (Rwanda?): "We 
must give this precious piece of information in Speke's words, as he seems to delight and excel 
in such exhibitions. An agreement was quickly made with the lady. Speke was to obtain a good 
view of her naked, and then to rneasure her, upon a Iike reciprocity on his part ...""' MacQueen's 
articles were published as a single volume together with Burton's own views of the Niie's source, 
which he had previously presented to the RGS."' Burton offered an interestingly qualified 
endorsement of MacQueen in the preface to the book: 
To the veteran AtÏican geographer, Mr. James Macqueen, my thanks are especially due for permission 
to reprint his valuable and original letters ... His lit- labours in the cause of the Dark Penùisula have 
extended through haif a cennuy, and hardly ever before has he shown greater acumen or higher spirit-to 
Say nothing of his inimitable dqmess of style--than in those compositions, put forth at a time when the 
English world was bowing down before their latest idol.'" 
Presumably the "latest idol" was Speke's latest theory on the source of the Nile, and thus Burton 
is praising MacQueen's reviews. Nevertheless, Burton must have k e n  embarrassed by parts of 
MacQueen's reviews since the book was published just afier Speke's shocking "gun accident" 
which occurred the day before he was to debate Burton at the RGS. Upon hearing the news, 
Burton is said to have cried, 'By God, he's killed hi~nsel t" '~  
AAer MacQueen himself died in 1870, Murchison gave his "old and respected Wend" a 
generous obituary in his annual Presidential Address, noting, among other things, that MacQueen 
"published, through Mr. Armwsmith, the fkst map, approaching to correctness, of the interior of 
~ f i ~ ~ . 7 ' l  20 But, as with Burton's endorsement, one also seases a little reserve and qualification 
about Murchison's description of MacQueen as a geographer. Murchison ended with "in him 
p!acQueen] the Society has lost one of its most attached memben." What does this mean, and 
is it a compliment? 1 suspect this ambiguity arose &om difficulties in reconciling MacQueen's 
geographical work with British geography generally in the 1 860s and 70s. 
Both Burton and Murchison achowledged that MacQueen had contributed much 
important knowledge about the geography of Afiica over a lifetime of study, synthesis and 
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promotion. indeed. no one had a more comprehensive range about the subject, filled in more 
"blank spaces" on the map, or spoke more passionately about Africa than MacQueen. And while 
it is tme that he becarne a geographer in the first place only to achieve self-interested ends quite 
outside the realm of geography--indeed, he became expert in the field, at least initially, only to 
justiG himself to his dismissive critics and unconvinced government officials, and ultimately to 
legithize his plan for Afica-he nevertheless deserves credit for advancing British geographical 
knowledge of the interior of Afiica. We m u t  remember, however, that MacQueen had the 
benefit to belong to the first generation of European geographers who were able to take advantage 
of contemporary explorations into the interior (fiom Bruce's journey onwards) since the travels 
of Leo AWcanus in the sixteenth century. There were simply very few rival map-plotters of 
Africa when MacQueen began his career. This certainly was not the case when he ended it. 
But what kind of geography did MacQueen contribute, and how did it change? At the 
core of al1 of MacQueen's geographical work was what I have called the map-plot--the 
delineation of a region's main features, mostly physical, in text fom. I have given a liberal 
sampling of MacQueen's style cf listing latitudes, Longitudes, miles, directions, etc. about which 
Green was to cornplain regarchg British geography generally. In the early part of MacQueen's 
career, i.e. fiom the publication of Northern and Central Afiica (182 1) to 1832, his map-plots 
were heavily overlaid with more generai "descriptions": a listing of the region's soil, vegetation, 
"beauties," along with an equally simplistic overview of the humans in this area-mainly their 
productions, manufactures, trade practices and willingness to trade, plus some of their more 
notable (if sometimes exaggerated) customs, "manners," etc. MacQueen also included very 
specific details about his plan for expansion into Afkica and cornmentary on British policy 
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towards Afnca generally in these early geographies. in fact, the geographical sections of them 
were only meant to support and strengthen his plan and commentary; in other words, they were 
to show where the most valuable regions in West Afnca were, how the British were to get to these 
regions, and how the British govemment should tailor its Ahcan policy to accommodate this 
expansion. 
This was the method, style and purpose that MacQueen had learned as a schoolboy 
studying geography, travel literature. and the history of the British Empire. Ever since the 
Elizabethan era when British geography came into its own, it had always been inextricably 
attached to impenal expansion-to promote it and to facilitate it-fiom Hakluyt's geographical 
compilations of Amenca to Dalrymple's of the South Seas. MacQueen also twk after these great 
predecessors in their advising capacities, which enabled them to shape govemment overseas 
policies based upon their geographical expertise. 
MacQueen's later work did change, but not fûndarnentally. It ody becarne more focussed, 
by which 1 mean two things. First, his map-plots became more localized and detailed as he 
perfected his own skills and his network of sources expanded. On the other hand, the matenal 
within the geographies themselves oarrowed as he gradually began removing any non- 
geographical idormation. In A Geopphical  Suney, his plan and usual commentary were 
attached separately as a preface to the actual geography. By 1843, his plan was out of his 
geographies altogether. The descriptive sections were also pared down after L 840. nius, by the 
1850s whcn he was presenting most of his work to the RGS, his geographies had been stripped 
down to their map-plot skeletons, making them little more than cartographies in prose. 
1 believe that MacQueen made these changes because he sensed, though he did not 
consciously recognize or understand, the larger changes in 
gentleman geographer was certainly coming quickly to an end. 
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the discipline. The age of the 
Moreover Murchison's rejection 
of MacQueen's plan in 1860 because the RGS could not openly act as a "colonizing agency" also 
suggested that the days of the geographer-promoter were aiso numbered. 
Burton and Murchison sensed the anachronistic qualities to MacQueen's work themselves. 
Where MacQueen's work became increasingly reduced to latitudes, longitudes, and simplistic 
descriptions. the theory behind geography was becoming broader, emphasizing the unity of al1 
sciences. Not surprisingly, then, MacQueen never once made mention of Humboldt, Ritter, 
Somerville or any pioneer in the field. And Burton's reference to MacQueen's "dryness of style" 
points to a larger question about MacQueen's whole approach to geography, which had changed 
greatly since the days when geography required "scarcely any preparation of previous study," and 
g'recommend[ed] itself even to those who have but little relish for literary ~ccupations."'~' In his 
biography of James Renne11 written near the end of the century, Clements Mar- asserted that 
the ided geographer 
should have been trained by years of land or sea surveying, or both, and by experience in the field in 
delineating the surface of a country. He should have a profound knowledge of al1 the world of 
exploration and discovery previous to his own time. He should have the critical faculty highly 
developed, and the powa of comparing and combining the work of others, of judging the respective 
value of their labours, and of eliminating enors. He must possess the topographical instinct; for, like a 
poet, a geographer is bom--hc is not made.'* 
MacQueen had many of the quaiities that Markham outlines; but his greatest weakness was that 
his approach was less üke a poet's and mon like Thomas Gmdgrind's. By the tirne of his death 
it was clear that he had not been bom a geographer, but an imperialist. 
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Conciusion 
MacQueen died on May 14, 1870. aged ninety-two years, in his London home of the past 
twenty-five years at Bury Street, St. James. in the occupation box on his death certificate, 
MacQueen is listed simply as a "gentleman." In almost every sense, this term seems 
inappropriate. MacQueen was never really wealthy enough to claim much statu. in fact, he died 
penniless, leaving behind his fi@-nine year old spinster daughter, Jean, destitute, and who was 
subsequently provided for only fiom money collected among RGS fellows.' But even in more 
prosperous days, MacQueen never sought to escape the grind of work or the activity of the City 
in order to retire to an easier life. And he was hardly "gentlemanly" in most of his public 
writings. On the other hand, the term does characterize some of the ambiguity of MacQueen's 
position in British society. with no professional training or function, but an amateur, enthusiast, 
or hobbiest in several endeavours, such as technology, geography, or grand schemes of 
govemment policy . 
One can sympathize, then, with those who had to specify MacQueen's occupation. 
Probably a more accurate term would have been an anachronistic one: "imperialist." The label 
captures the essence of MacQueen's career and also suggests that he himself was somewhat 
anachronistic to his age. 1 believe MacQueen would have been much more cornfortable in the 
mercantilist empire of the seventeenth and eighteenth centuries, or in the chauvinistic empire of 
die late nineteenth and early twentieth centuries. Throughout bis Kfe he seemed to have had one 
foot in each of these worlds, and for the rnost part seems to have fallen in between them in his 
own tirne. 
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Even MacQueen himself remained a hstrated man because of his seeming inability to 
connect with govenunent of'fïcials or with the British public on his ideas about the British 
Empire. But it is a mistake to judge his tegacy this way, to judge it based on his backward- 
looking defence of slavery or on his prernature plans for an Afncan empire. While he did not 
directly contribute to the acquisition of additional territory-"imperialism" in its classic sense-he 
did help shape the development of the Empire as a foot soldier fighting on the "turbulent 
frontiers" within the Empire. His work defending slavery, in forming the Colonial Bank and 
Royal Mail Steam Packet Company, and in geography are significant examples of this work (even 
if MacQueen himself considered them side lights to his larger goals) and they coilectively they 
formed part of the larger developments of British imperialism in this penod. 
MacQueen was, and perhaps remains, most notorious for his defence of slavery. Over the 
course of the last decade before the Emancipation Act, he emerged as a powerfûl spokesman for 
the West indians, and was paid on many ocwions for his exeriions by the official cornmittee of 
merchants and planters in London, or by individual colonies. He was also well known arnong 
emancipationists, and became a target for many of their offensives, even well afler 1833. And 
finally, the plantocracy in the colonies considered MacQueen an invaluable ally and influential 
a~tbority on rnatters of their interest. His steadfast defence and his bief tenure as a planter 
himself gained him enormous credibility among the colonists a s  one of the rare men fiom the 
metropdis who knew their actual situation. He was also instrumental in unifying the colonists. 
if only when it was too late. 
While certainly a staunch deferîder of the colonies, MacQueen ;vas also a maverick in 
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some areas. He belonged to no organized West Indian association, and opposed sorne key issues 
that most West indians supported, particuiarty the suppression of the foreign slave trade. 
MacQueen's interest in AMca also led him to take an unconventional approach to attacking the 
antislavery cause, such as his broadside against the colony of Sierra Leone, an attack which at 
least spurred, if not inspired, the inquiries into the colony, and the eventual decision to withdraw. 
These numerous differences with the bulk of the West india interest wodd develop to form a 
major split later in his career, and serve as a reminder that there were several competing 
"interests" among the West indians. 
More significantly, MacQueen's defence of slavery and the colonies provides us with 
valuable insight into the emancipation debate, and helps refine our understanding of the issues 
involved, as well as the real gap between the opposing sides. For MacQueen, as for Gladstone 
and the majority of pro-slavery polemicists in this period, the debate had largely corne down to 
a legal dispute. Moral justifications--fiom the Bible or fiom arguments regarding the level of 
Afiican "civi1ization"--for continuing the slave system were ushered out as well, but they were 
almost always undercut by statements claiming to be opposed to "slavery in the abstract." 
Moreover, these philosophical arguments were only used to argue about when emancipation 
should come, not if it should corne. Of course, the plantocracy wanted to continue the system as 
long as possible, and much of the debate over slavery in the 1820s was simply over timing: 
should the slaves be emancipated gradually, or irnmediately? But the fundamentai issue 
throughout dealt with rights; firstly the right to property without interference, or, in the last resort, 
the nght to justice--that is, to be justly cornpensated for property Iegally purchased under British 
law. And claims for compenstation did not come in a panic immediately before emancipation. 
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As soon as the debate had begun in the early 1820s, pro-slavery advocates were already pressing 
the issue of compensation, revealing how little, in principle, they differed fiom the 
emancipationists. In tum, most emancipationists favoured compensation. 
And finally, of the two sides in the emacipation debate. slavery advocates such as 
MacQueen tumed out to be more accurate about the future of the West indies. They predicted 
economic and social decline because, without a coercive system, they argued, Atiicans would not 
work. What they really meant, and what even antislavery advocates later came to agTee, was that 
the black population would not necessarily work or behave in the way envisioned by whites. 
MacQueen and other slavery apologists argued that such intransigence came fiom a lack of 
civilization, and by the 1850s, the humanitarians began to agree with them when cornrnenting on 
the "moral decline" of the ex-slaves. Perhaps those who defended the slave system unconsciously 
understood better that fieed slaves would resist conforming to white standards of any kind-- 
whether as labourers or as so-called responsible and moral fiee people--and would instead pursue 
their own interests. What is important, however, is not that MacQueen's predictions were right, 
but that his former adversaries came to agree with him. In this sense, MacQueen's racism was 
not some relic £iom a dying plantocracy, but the way of the fûture for Victorian attitudes toward 
race. 
While lamenting the coming of emancipation, MacQueen nevertheless accepted the reality 
of it, and adjusted accordingly. His most tangible legacies to the Empire, in fact, were projects 
meant to help the West hdia colonies adjust to what MacQueen always called "that great change 
in society." In the case of the Colonial Bank, MacQueen was intimately involved with the 
formation of the Company, even if it was not his idea originally. He attended meetings of the 
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various West tndian interests which were attempting to deal with the financial realities of 
emancipation, and offered his own advice. He soon became allied with a specific group of the 
West Indian mercantile elite, rnany of whom were involved in several post-emancipation 
reconstmction schemes, and become their principal agent at the very first meeting of the directors. 
As the Company's point man, MacQueen, dong with Micheal McChiery, established the Bank's 
infrastructure in the West Indies. The task should not be underestimated in light of the 
cornplicated nature of the work, which was exacerbated by tensions between the colonies and the 
metropolis. MacQueen had both the knowledge of the colonies and the credibility arnong 
colonials to be able to effectively establish as instnisive an institution as a metropolitan-owned 
and controlled bank. And despite some initial problems, due to MacQueen's personality, to 
tensions about the Bank itself, or to currency problems, the Bank became the most influential 
financial institution in the West indies for the rest of the nineteenth century. By introducing, 
standardizing, and stabilizing the currency, as well as offering other typical banking services 
(excepting long-terni loans), the Colonial Bank brought some fuiancial stability to the turnult 
raised in the wake of emancipation. 
MacQueen's most significant achievement was the RMSP Company, which he founcied 
and projected in its early yean. Taking advantage of confiating trends in s t em technology and 
the British postal system, MacQueen formulated the original complicated plan, and al1 of the early 
modifications; did al1 of the early negotations with the Admiralty, Post Office and Treasury; 
countered rival plans and criticism; and most importantly, he established the Company at both 
ends of the imperial nexus, in both Britain and in the West Indies. It was an astounding 
accornplishment. He had convinced the government to offer the largest subsidy to a mail packet 
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company in Britain's history, and commit itself to a project which involved the construction of 
an unprecedented fourteen new steamships. After sorne initiai difficulties, the Company provided 
a vastly irnproved, if not perfect, mail service to the British Caribbean, imposing for the first time 
a sustained and regular postal schedde for the entire region, a d  offering colonials a reasonable 
period in which to send theu reply mail. The early difficulties. however, in addition to a different 
vision of what a s tem mail company could and should do, were partially responsible fur 
MacQueen's resignation and bitter falling out with the Company. But his resignation and the 
subsequent modifications to the rouie of the Company should not diminish his early work as its 
founder and its first general superintendent. Ultimately, this company, like the Colonial Bank, 
gained a vimial rnonopoly throughout the British West Indies, and marks a significant new 
metropolitan presence in the region. 
Finally, MacQueen died a geographer. Geography was a subject in which he had been 
interested for a half-century, and the one to which he devoted almost exclusively to the last 
twenty-five years of his life. After failing to get support for his ideas on AMca fiom the 
govemment or fiom private speculators, MacQueen found that his best opportunities regarding 
the continent would corne through geography, and the societies which were interested Ui such 
information, namely, the Royal Geographical Society, the Afican Civilization Society and the 
Church Missionary Society. His geopphies were valuable at the tirne because they filled in the 
soîalled "blank spots" on British maps of Afiica, as British explorers, missionaries and traders 
were able to penetrate the intenor of the continent consistently for the first tirne ever. MacQueen 
was also a valued expert on AWca generally, offering advice to the Colonial Office and to 
important sponsors of expeditions such as T.F. Buxton. But his geographical work is also 
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valuable today as a window into the nature and development of nineteenth-century British 
geography generally, a subject we h d  that began the century as a amateur hobby, and which had 
become a more modem. professional discipline by 1870. The implications for imperialists like 
MacQueen was that geography could no longer be used as an oven tool of irnpenal expansion, 
as it had for the previous three-hundred years of its development. Of course, it was still used as 
a tool of imperialism, but after 1870, it was cloaked largely in the garb of "science." 
MacQueen's difficulties in coming to grips with the changes in geography are related to 
his understanding of--and contribution to--British imperialism. He did not fully recognize that 
the expansion and consolidation of the Empire would not be done as it had previously. British 
governments were no longer conciously promoting additions to the Empire through pre- 
authorized rights to annexation and monopoly, as they had since the time of John Cabot and did 
so right up until the time of MacQueen's birth. For example, in light of his genuinely impressive 
achievements in exploration, it is often forgotten that Captain Cook's secret orders for his first 
voyage (1 768-7 1) were to find the mysterious "southem continent" and "with the Consent of the 
Natives to take possession of Convenient Situations in the Country in the Name of the King of 
Great Britain; or if you find the Country uninhabited take possession for His Majesty by setting 
up Proper Marks and inscriptions, as fkst observea and possessors."* 
No such orders were king given by the tum of the nineteenth century, and MacQueen 
understood this to a limited extent. Even in his earliest plans for an AWca Company, he was not 
asking for the govemment to take possession of temtory, only "control" of it. In fact, he even 
made at least a tacit recognition of the rîghts to possession. in Northern and Central Africa, he 
noted, 
it will, and may very justly be asked, what right have we, or any other European nation, to go and fk 
owselves in Afica. conquer and controul the native powers, levy taxes, and make them our subjects? 
The answer is plain; we have no such nght, nor is any such right here claimed or advocated.' 
Instead, MacQueen promoted a form of informal control over the region through the cornrnand 
of strategic points, collaboration with native elites, and monopolized trade. The line between the 
old-fashioned policies of outright possession and MacQueen's version of informa1 empire may 
be thin--indeed, it was only a step away-but the mere fact that he felt compelled to address the 
point at al1 suggests a change in imperial policy. He was less able to see much beyond this 
change, however. He stiil believed in the laws which underpinned this oid form of imperialism, 
such as the various protective duties on colonial produce, and he staunchly defended these 
poiicies. 
Ironically, it was in this atternpt to preserve the old system that MacQueen made his 
greatest contributions to the empire, and helped pave the way for the new empire. He failed to 
convince the governrnent to sponsor expansion into Afiica, or to take complete control of 
overseas mail, but he was part of a process of imperial centralization. Again, the nature of this 
centralized power was not the traditional one of h, direct and overt contml by the govemrnent 
over the Empire in the form of something like the Navigation Acts. The process occurred 
indirectly, and manifested itself in the form of regulations on specific elements that affected the 
Empire, such as ex-slaves, banks, mail, and geographical knowledge. The policies of 
emancipation, compensation, and apprenticeship were applied to the colonies through stipendary 
magistrates and collaboration with the plantocracy, while the Colonial Banking and Post Ofice 
regulations were applied through the medium of a govemment-chartered metropolitan Company. 
The government also sponsored the RGS, as well as most of the important expeditions h o  Afi-ica 
in this period. 
MacQueen's most significant contributions to the Empire were made as a bridge, or more 
accwately, as an agent working across this bridge, facilitating this centralizing process between 
the center and two peripheries-between Britain and Atnca, and Britain and the West indies. The 
characteristics of such an agent, of an imperial gebetween, were outlined very accurately in The 
London Tradesman, a book published in 1747: 
he must understand not only Goods and Merchandize in general, and be a Judge of every particular 
Cornrnodity he deals in, but must know Mankind and be acquainted with the different Manners and 
Customs of al1 the Trading Nations; he mut know their different Products, the Properties of their Stapie 
Commodities, their Taste in the severai Sorts of Goods hey want, their principal Marts and Markets, the 
Seasons proper for buying and selling, the character and Humour of their Traders, their Coins, Weights, 
and Measures. their particular Manner of keeping Accompts, the Course of theu Exchange, &c. the 
Duties chargeable at their several Ports, their Methods of Enay and Clearance; their peculiar MercantiIe 
Customs and Usages, relating eittier to Payments, or Buying and Selling; the cornmon Am, Tricks and 
Frauds, put in practice by the Dealers: In a word, he mus be as well acquainted with the Manners and 
Customs of al1 the Nations he trades with as his own; al1 which requires an extensive Genius and great 
Experience. 
As to his Education, he must understand his Mother Tongue perfectiy, write it grammatically, 
and with Judgment; he must Ieam ali the Trading languages, French, Dutch and Portugueze, and be able 
to wi t e  hem ... He mus? understand Geogniphy and some Navigation, mut write a fair and legible Hand, 
and ought to be a compleat master of Figures and Merchants Accompts.' 
The author, R. Campbell, was describing the ideal merchant, but is this not a summation of 
MacQueen and his career? MacQueen's abilities were not with the sword or the Bible, traditional 
symbols of imperial enterprise, but with the details of empire, Iike "Coins, Weights, and 
Measures." MacQueen's "genius" (if the term is appropnate) was to use his considerabie 
knowledge of the center and its periphenes, both old and new, in order to rnitigate between them, 
and bind them closer together. 
As one who grew up in the colonies, MacQueen's knowledge of the British West Indies 
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was extensive. and respected, which made him one of the few people able to efiectively negotiate 
between Britain and the colonies. During the slavery debate. he was a dual agent, attempting to 
represent the colonies in the mother country, and vice versa. He failed in his ultimate goal. but 
the rxperience gave hirn the kind of intimate knowledge needed for practical post-emancipaiion 
adjustment and development. The Colonial Bank required an understanding of the West indian 
"Manner of keeping Accompts, [and] the Course of their Exchange currency," while a uniforni 
mail communication system required a mastery of equally tedious details like "Duties chargeable 
at their several Ports, [and] their Methods of Entry and Clearance." MacQueen also had the 
confidence of the metroplitan merchants with West lndian connections who funded and directed 
these projects. 
Regarding Britain's relationship with the world outside the Empire, MacQueen knew that 
one had to understand a region before it could be integrated with the British imperial economy. 
His career as a geographer was largely an attempt to understand the "Mamers and Customs" of 
Afiica4.e. its staples, tastes, markets, economic, political and social structures, etc.--so that he 
could not only spark the interest of the British govenunent and public in the continent, but also 
formulate the best rnethod of its integration. His knowledge here was quite limited, but it far 
exceeded that of most his counûymen, which is why he became a credible bridge between Britain 
and Afiica. His own plan for British expansion into Afiica, based on his experience with the old 
empire, nevertheless anticipated many policies toward Afiica in the M e ,  including a toleration 
of indigenous slavery , "commerce and Christianity" as the means to combat skvery, the capture 
and control of strategic locations, and the monopolization of trade within controlled regions. 
That MacQueen's suggestions were prophetic underlines that fact that the impenalism of 
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the latter  par^ of the nineteenth century was more "neo" than "new." If the Pax Americana of the 
latter twentieth century is any guide, informal impenalism was to be the imperialism of the future. 
As during the Par Britannica, or any imperial age for that matter, it is the control of fmancial 
institutions, communications, and geographical recomaisance that largely determine a state's 
ability to reach beyond its bordea. Although he spent much of his life ûying to add to the formal 
empire. it was to these essential elernents of impei-ialism--its less glamorous nuts and bob- to  
which MacQueen contributed. 
Notes to Conclusion 
1 .  Katherine Petherick to Mr. Bates, 3 Jan. 187 1 ,  RGSKC. "Miss Macqueen's Fund" was 
organized by Katherine Petherick, whose husband, John, was the former Consul of Khartoum, 
and most famous for his row with Speke durhg his (Speke's) second expedition to East Afiica 
( 1859-63). The donations enabled Jean MacQueen to spend her remaining years in a women's 
dormatory in Whittington College, Highburg. 
2 .  Quoted in J.C. Beaglehole, The Li/e of Captain James Cook (Stanford U.P., 1974), 149. 
1. R. Campbell. The London Tradesmn (London, 1747); quoted in Stanley Chapman, Merchant 
Enrerprise in Britain: From the Industrial Revobtion fo World War I (Cambridge: Cambridge 
U.P.. 1992), 25. 
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Works by James MacQueen (in chronologieal order) 
1. Books and Pamphlets 
Population. Soif. a d  Cfirna te of the Rusian Empire; description of Moscow ; snengrh and fosses 
of the French armies in Rtusia and Spain during 1812; to which is added, a short hisrory 
of the rnemorable campaign in Russia; also the efective force of both parties in the 
present campaign. Glasgow: W. Lang, 18 13. 
..i 'Varrative of the Principal Mi litury Events during the Mernorable Cumpuigns, 18 12, 18 13. 
18 I d ,  in Rusin, Germany, Spain, France & America compiledfiom original documents: 
with Accurate Tables of strength of the contending Armies, and the Iosses which they 
sustained. To which are added. the Causes and Comequences of the French Revolution, 
/rom 1792, tilf 1814: Exhibiting in a Connected View. the Tragic Scenes. and 
Demoraiization and Destruction it h m  occasioned among Mankind. Glasgow: W .  
Sommerville, A. Fullarton, J. Blackie & Co., 1814. Republished the next year as The 
Campaip  of 1812, 1813, and 181 1. Also, the Cames und Consequences of the French 
Revolution. To which is added, the French Confucatioru, Contributions, Requisitionr, 
&c. &c. From 1 793, till 1814. 
A Geographical and Commercial View of Nurthern and Central Afiica: containing o particular 
account of the Course and Terminution of the Great River Niger in the Atlantic Ocean. 
Edinburgh: William Blackwood, 182 1 .  Reviewed in the Quarteri) Review 36 ( 1  822): 5 1- 
82. 
The West India Colonies; the culumnies and rnisrepresenrations circulated agaimt them by the 
Edinburgh Review, Mr. Ciurkron, Mr. Cropper, &c. &c., examined and rejurd. London: 
Baidwin, Craddock, and Joy, 1 824. Reprinted in 1 829. 
The Colonial Connoversy, containing a refutation of the columnies of the Anticolonists: the siate 
of Huyti, Sierra Leone, India, China, Chochin China, Java, &c &c; the production of 
sugar, &c. And the state of the fiee und slave labourers in those counnies fufly 
considered in a series of letters to the Eurl of Liverpool; with a supplementaty letter to 
Ah. MucauZay. Glasgow: Khull, Blackie & Co. [printers], 1 825. 
iM 'pueen 's Address and Anderson 's Re& on the West India Question. Trinidad, 1 83 3. 
General Statistics of the British Empire. London: B. Fellowes, 1 83 6. 
A Letter to the Right Honourable Lord Glenelg, on the West Indian Currency, Commerce. 
Afiican S fme  Tmde &c. &c. London: B. Fellowes, 1838. 
.A General Pfan for a Mai[ Communication by Steam benveen Great Britain and the Eastern and 
Western Parts of the Wurld; also, tu Canton and Sydney, Westward by the Paclfic: to 
which are added, Geographical notices of the Isthmus of Panama, Nicaragua, &c. 
London: B. Fellowes, 1838. 
West Indian Mail communication: in a Letter to Francis Baring, Esq., M.P., secretary ro the 
Treasury &c. &c. London: B. Fellowes, 1838. 
A Geographical Survey of A?frica, its Rivers, Lakes, Mountains, Productions, States, Population 
&c. With a map on an entirely new consîruction. To which is prefued a letter to Lord 
John Russell. London: B. Fellowes, 1840. 
"A Geographical Mernoir." In Journals of the Rev. Messrs. isenberg and KrapJ rnissionar ies of 
the Church Missionary Society, detailing their proceedings to the Kingdom of Shoa, and 
journeys in other parts of Abyssinia, in the years 1839, 1840, 184 1, and 1842. To which 
is prefixed, A Geographical Mernoir of Abyssinia and South-eustern Afiica, by James 
M'Queen, Esq. grounded on the missionaries ' journals, and the expedition of the Pacha 
of Egypt up the Nile. The whole illrcstrated by two maps, engraved by Arrowsmith. 
London: Seeley, Bumside, and Seeley, 1843. 
Mr. McQueenS Reply to the Chairman and the Directors of the Royal Mail Steam Packet 
Company. London: R. Clay bruiter], 1844. Originally published as secies of Ietten in 
Herapath 's Railway Journal, October-Decem ber 1 843. 
Statisrics of Agriculture, Manufactures and Commerce. Edinburgh: W .  Blackwood and Sons, 
1850. Expanded and republished in 1 85 1. 
The War: IYho 's To Bfame? Or. the Eastern Question investigatedfiom the ofleid documents. 
London: J. Madden, 1854. 
With Burton, Richard. The Nile Busin. Part 1. Showing Tanganyika to be Ptolemy 's western 
lake reservoir. A memoir read before the Royal Geographical Society, November 14. 
1861. With prefatory remarkr. By Richard F. Burton, F. R.G.S. Part II. Captain Speke S 
Discovery of the Source of the M e .  A review. By James M'Queen. London: Tinsley 
Brothers, 1864. 
II. Articles in Blackwood 's Edinburgh Magazine 
'*A Wca--Course and Termination of the River Niger." 13 (Apnl 1823): 4 1 7-3 3. 
"Geography of Central Afiica--Denharn and Clapperton's Journals." 19 (June 1826): 686-709. 
Published anonymously . 
"Civilization of Africa--Sierra Leone--Liberated Africans. To R.W. Hay, Esq. Undersecretary 
of State &c. &c. [Letter Il." 20 (Dec. 1826): 872-92. 
"Civilization of Afnca--Sierra Leone. To R.W. Hay, Esq. Undersecretary of State &c. &c. 
[Letter II]" 2 1 (March 1827): 3 15-29, 
"Sierra Leone--C ivilization of Afiica. To R. W. Hay, Esq. Letter m." 2 1 (May 1 827): 596-629. 
"The British Colonies. Letter to His Grace the Duke of Wellington &c. &c. &c." 23 (June 
1828): 891-913. 
"The British Colonies. A Second Letter to His Grace . . ." 25 (May 1829): 633-63. 
"The British Colonies. Letter Third. To His Grace . . ." 27 (Feb. 1830): 223-53. 
"The British Colonies--Anti-Colonists. Letter Fourth. To His Grace . . ." 29 (Feb. 183 1 ): 
187-21 3. Prefaced with "To the Right Honourable Earl Grey &c. &c." 
"British Colonies--James Stephen. Letter to the Right Honourable Earl Grey &c. &c. &c." 29 
(March 1 83 1 ): 454-66. 
"The River Niger-Termination in the Sea." 30 (Juiy 183 1): 130-36. 
"The Colonial Empire of Great Britain. Letter to Earl Grey . . ." 30 (Nov. 183 1): 744-64. 
"Geography of AWca--Quarterly Review." 3 L (Feb. 1 832): 20 1 - 16. 
"Letters to the Right Hon. E.G. Stanley, Sec. of State . . . Letter 1." 34 (Aug. 1833): 23 1-57. 
"Letten to the Right Hon. E.G. Stanley, . . . Letter iI." 34 (Aug. 1833): 61 1-40. 
"AWca--Slave Trade-Tropical Colonies." 55 (June 1844): 73 1-48. 
NI. Papers Presented to the Royal Geographical Society, and published in the Journal 
'*Notes on the Present State of the Geography of some parts of Afiica." JRGS 20 (1 850-5 1 j: 235- 
51. 
"Notes on the Geography of Central AWca, fiom the Researches of Livingstone, Monteiro, 
Graça, and others." JRGS 26 (1 856): 109-30. 
"Killimandjaro and the White Nile." JRGS 30 (1860): 128-36. 
"Journey of Silva Porto with the Arabs from Benguela to Ibo and Mozambique through AMca 
Nov. 26th. 1852. to Jan. 22nd, 1853, and fiom Iune hh, 1853, to Aug. 1854." JRGS 30 
( 1 860): 136-54. 
"Joumey of Galvao da Silva to the Manica Gold Fields, etc. in 1 788, with a Description of the 
Country South of the Lower Zambeze." JRGS 30 ( 1860): 1 5 5-6 1. 
-'Journey of Joiio Francisco fiom Massomedes to Caemdo in 1 84 1 ." JRGS 30 (1 860): 16 1-70. 
TV. Maps 
"A Map of Afnca North of the parallel of 7" South Latitude: Shewing the course & direction of 
the principal Rivers & Mountains, particularly of the Niger & of the Gir with theù 
tributary strearns, fkom the best Authorities." Edinburgh: Lizars, W.H., 1820. Published 
in A Geographical and Commercial View of Northern and Central Afiica. Copy fiom the 
RGS Map Library. 
"Afiica North of the Equator: Shewing the course & direction of the principal Rivers & 
Mountains, particularly of the Niger & its Tributary Stream, fkom the best authorities. 
Edinburgh: Lizars, W.H., 1826. Published anonymously in Bf~ckwood S 19 (1 826): 686. 
T h e  Delta of the River Kowara or Quorra, the Antient Niger." London: Walker, I. & C., 1839. 
Sold for sale of the Admiralty. Adrn. Sec. XI. (1244). Bntish Map Library. Original MS 
copy in RGS Map Library. 
-'Map of A h c a  fiom Loando in the South to Tripoii in the North, on Mercator's Projection. 
Constnicted fiom the Latest Authonties." London: John Arrowsmith, 1840. Originally 
published in A Geographicai Swvey of Afiicu, with MS (pencil) notes by G.B. 
Greenough. Donated to the RGS 18%. 
"A New Map of Afiica from the Latest Authorities, Dedicated (by Permission) to His Royal 
Highness Prince Albert." London: John Arrowsmith, 1 84 1. MS 63 5 10. Bntish Map 
Li brary . 
"Map of Afkica fkom 5' South to 18" North Latitude and fiom 5" to 44" East Longitude. 
Constnicted fiom the Latest Authorities." London: John Arrowsmith, 1843. RGS Map 
Library. Constructed for the Church Missionary Society and published in "A 
Geographical Memoir," in Journals ofthe Rev. Messrs. lsenberg and Krapf: 
*'Map of AWca fiom 7 " to 15 O North Latitude and fiom 36 " to 43 O East Longitude." Ibid. 
"Map of Afnca fiom the Equator to 13 " Nonh Lat. and kom 3 1 O to 5 1 O E. Longitude. 
Constmcted fiom the latest and best autbonties." London: John Anowsrnith, 1844. From 
Blackwood 3 55 ( 1844): 73 1. 
'*Map of Southem Central Afica." London: John Arrowsmith, 1856. From JRGS 26 (1 856). 
V. Misceilaneous 
Numerous articles in The Glasgow Courier, The Royal Gazette, and other colonial journals, 
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